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Abstract

This dissertation examines the prediction of speech intelligibility and quality using
simulated auditory nerve fiber activity. The relationship of neural mean-rate and
spike-timing activity to the perceptual salience of the envelope (ENV) and temporal
fine-structure (TFS) of speech is indistinct. TFS affects neural temporal coding in two
ways. TFS produces phase-locked spike-timing responses and narrowband cochlear
filtering of TFS generates recovered ENV. These processes, with direct encoding of
ENV to mean-rate responses, are the established transduction processes. We postulate
that models based on mean-rate (over a time-window of∼ 6 to 16 ms) and spike-timing
cues should produce accurate predictions of subjectively graded speech. Two studies
are presented.

The first study examined the contribution of mean-rate and spike-timing cues to
predicting intelligibility. The relative level of mean-rate and spike-timing cues were
manipulated using chimaerically vocoded speech. The Spectro-Temporal Modulation
Index (STMI) and Neurogram SIMilarity (NSIM) were used to quantify the mean-rate
and spike-timing activity. Linear regression models were developed using the STMI
and NSIM. An interpretable model combining the STMI and the fine-timing NSIM
demonstrated the most accurate predictions of the graded speech.

The second study examined the contribution of mean-rate and spike-timing cues
for predicting the quality of enhanced wideband speech. The mean-rate and fine-
timing NSIM were used to quantify the mean-rate and spike-timing activity. Linear
regression models were developed using the NSIM measures and optimization of the
NSIM was investigated. A quality-optimized model with intermediate temporal reso-
lution had the best predictive performance.

The modelling approach used here allows for the study of normal and impaired
hearing. It supports the design of hearing-aid processing algorithms and furthers
the understanding how TFS cues might be applied in cochlear implant stimulation
schemes.
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Lay Abstract

This dissertation examines how auditory nerve fiber activity can be used to predict
speech intelligibility and quality. A model of the cochlea is used to generate simu-
lated auditory nerve fiber responses to speech stimuli and the information conveyed
by the corresponding spike-events is quantified using different measures of neural ac-
tivity. A set of predictive models are constructed in a systematic manner using these
neural measures and used to estimate the perceptual scoring of intelligibility and qual-
ity of normal-hearing listeners for two speech datasets. The results indicate that a
model combining a measure of average neural discharge activity with a measure of
instantaneous activity provides the best prediction accuracy. This work contributes
to the knowledge of neural coding in the cochlea and higher centers of the brain and
facilitates the development of hearing-aid and cochlear implant processing strategies.
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Notation and Abbreviations

AI Articulation Index

ALSR Average Localized Synchronized Rate

ALSRI Average Localized Synchronized Rate Index

AN Auditory Nerve

ANF Auditory Nerve Fiber

BM Basilar Membrane

CF Characteristic Frequency

CNC Consonant Nucleus Consonant

CVC Consonant Vowel Consonant

FFT Fast Fourier Transform

HASPI Hearing-Aid Speech Perception Index

HASQI Hearing-Aid Speech Quality Index

HI Hearing-Impaired

HRTF Head-Related Transfer Function

IHC Inner Hair Cell

LIN Lateral Inhibition Network

MMSE Minimum Mean-Squared Error

MTF Modulation Transfer Function
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NAI Neural Articulation Index

NH Normal Hearing

NSIM Neurogram SIMilarity

OHC Outer Hair Cell

PSTH Post-Stimulus Time Histogram

RMS Root-Mean-Square

SNR Signal-to-Noise Ratio

STFT Short-Time Fourier Transform

STI Speech Transmission Index

STMI Spectro-Temporal Modulation Index

WGN White Gaussian Noise
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Understanding how we perceive speech is closely tied to our understanding of the
physiology of the hearing system. In general terms, the human auditory system is
composed of the auditory periphery, a number of different subcortical nuclei, and
the auditory cortex. The auditory periphery, which is composed of the outer, mid-
dle, and inner ear, converts acoustic information into a rich, tonotopically organized
neural representation that encodes informational cues via the timing of spike events
in the auditory nerve (Pickles, 2008). This encoding is robust and highly redun-
dant. The neural message is then conveyed to the cochlear nucleus located in the
brainstem (Young and Oertel, 2003). The diversity of cell types and neural circuitry
located in the cochlear nucleus produces different spectro-temporal representations
and thus enhances different aspects of sound information (Young, 2010; Oertel et al.,
2011). The varied tuning of cells in the tonotopically organized auditory cortex as-
sembles the information from all the auditory features of the sound into an auditory
object that has perceptual relevance to the listener (Pickles, 2008). Acute or chronic
degeneration of the auditory system, particularly in the cochlea, results in diminished
perceptual performance. Computational models based on physiological recordings
and psychoacoustic data have been developed to study the different aspects of the
auditory system such as the cochlea and to develope models to predict perceptual
behaviours.

While many general aspects of sound coding in the auditory nerve are well un-
derstood, the exact details of how the acoustic features of speech are encoded are
not fully known. The envelope and temporal fine-structure of speech convey differ-
ent perceptual cues and each is encoded in the mean-rate (over a time-window of
∼ 6 to 16 ms) and spike-timing activity in auditory nerve fiber responses. Chimaeric
vocoding has been used in past research to manipulate the informational cues present
in the envelope and temporal fine-structure of speech (Smith et al., 2002), which in
turn alters the informational cues in the corresponding mean-rate and spike-timing
activity. With this manipulation, neural measures can then be used to quantify the
informational cues conveyed by mean-rate and spike-timing activity. Previous studies
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of intelligibility (Kates and Arehart, 2014a; Jørgensen et al., 2013; Swaminathan and
Heinz, 2012; Jørgensen and Dau, 2011) and quality (Kates and Arehart, 2014b) pre-
dictors have used such neural-based approaches. However, these studies were different
from each other in several important ways.

One important difference between these predictors is the range of time windows
that correspond to different modulation rates. The Hearing-Aid Speech Perception
Index (Kates and Arehart, 2014a) and the Hearing-Aid Speech Quality Index (Kates
and Arehart, 2014b) use a modulation rate of 62.5 Hz, which is comparable to the 64
Hz and 65 Hz modulation rates used by Swaminathan and Heinz (2012) and Jørgensen
and Dau (2011), respectively. In a later study by Jørgensen et al. (2013), they in-
creased the modulation rate to 256 Hz. Another important difference is that some
of the predictors incorporate spike-timing information. Kates and Arehart (2014a)
and Kates and Arehart (2014b) included spike-timing information based on the basilar
membrane output of their cochlear model, but the method used to quantify the neural
contribution was different for each predictor. These two studies also used a model
of the cochlea that had a reduced level of physiological detail to make them simpler
and more computationally efficient. In Swaminathan and Heinz (2012), which also
included spike-timing information, they used a shuffled auto- and cross-correlogram
analysis to quantify the spike-timing informational cues. For the predictors that in-
cluded quantified measures of mean-rate and spike-timing activity, there were also
noteworthy differences. In Kates and Arehart (2014a), the intelligibility predictor is
a linear combination of mean-rate and spike-timing information followed by a logistic
function transformation, while in Kates and Arehart (2014b) the quality predictor is a
multiplicative model of nonlinear and linear terms. In Swaminathan and Heinz (2012)
the intelligibility predictor is a linear regression model of the quantified mean-rate and
spike-timing informational cues.

In the studies presented in this thesis, the Spectro-Temporal Modulation In-
dex (STMI; Elhilali et al., 2003; Chi et al., 1999) and the Neurogram SIMilar-
ity (NSIM; Hines and Harte, 2012, 2010; Wang et al., 2004) are used to quantify the
mean-rate (over a time-window of ∼ 6 to 16 ms) and spike-timing activity. The STMI
is used to measure mean-rate activity and is a physiologically-based cortical model
that quantifies the differences in spectro-temporal modulations found in the cortical
representations of speech. The STMI has been applied in several past studies. In
Zilany and Bruce (2007b), the STMI was used to quantify the effects of speech pre-
sentation level and cochlear impairment on speech intelligibility. In Ibrahim (2012),
it was used to quantify the mean-rate activity and the degree of recovered speech
envelope cues from cochlear filtering of speech temporal fine-structure. The STMI is
sensitive to cortical modulation rates up to 32 Hz. In contrast to the STMI, the NSIM
has versions that explicitly include or exclude spike-timing cues. In Hines and Harte
(2010), it was demonstrated that the mean-rate and spike-timing representations were
degraded by simulated hearing loss, but no quantitative predictions of human data
were included. While Hines and Harte (2012) provided quantitative predictions of
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consonant-vowel-consonant (CVC) word perception in normal-hearing listeners, no
substantial difference was found in the accuracy of the predictions including or ex-
cluding spike-timing information. The inclusive evidence for the need of spike-timing
information necessitates the use of chimaeric speech to manipulate the acoustic fea-
tures of speech signals that will lead to more independent degradation of mean-rate
and spike-timing cues, which is done here. The mean-rate NSIM is sensitive to mod-
ulation rates up to 78 Hz (corresponding to a Nyquist frequency for a sampling rate
of 156 Hz), while the spike-timing version of the NSIM, called the fine-timing NSIM,
is sensitive to modulation rates up to 3,125 Hz (corresponding to a Nyquist frequency
for a sampling rate of 6,250 Hz). The STMI and NSIM have not been used jointly to
predict the intelligibly and quality of speech prior to this work. These ideas motivate
us to explore how the STMI and NSIM may be combined to predict the intelligibility
and quality of speech.

1.1 Goals

This thesis examines how the neural representation of speech in the auditory nerve can
be used to predict the intelligibility and quality of speech. The mean-rate and spike-
timing neural representations of chimaerically vocoded speech and enhanced wideband
speech are quantified and the relative contribution of each neural representation is
examined using linear regression models to predict the subjective scores for both
types of speech.

The goals of this work are to,

• Explore the effectiveness of neural measures to characterize perceptual data.
Some neural measures are sensitive to the mean-rate representation, while others
are more sensitive to the spike-timing representation. These measures can be
combined to predict perceptual data.

• Establish a general and robust modelling framework that can be used for normal-
hearing and hearing-impaired listeners in a broad range of listening environ-
ments.

• Develope novel insights into how chimaerically vocoded speech can be used to
manipulate the informational cues located in mean-rate and spike-timing neural
activity.

1.2 Contributions of this Work

My contributions to hearing research,
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1. Construct an experimental framework to quantify, model, and predict behavioural
data using a physiological model of the cochlea. We have applied this frame-
work successfully to predict the subjective scoring by normal-hearing listeners
of intelligibility for chimaeric speech and quality for enhanced wideband speech.
The cochlear model parameters can be altered to characterized the behaviour
of an impaired cochlea, which allows our modelling framework to be used for
studies that examine hearing-impaired subjects.

2. An experimental approach that can be used to study the relationships that
exist between the envelope and temporal fine-structure of speech and the cor-
responding mean-rate and spike-timing neural activity in auditory nerve fiber
responses.

3. Establish a novel application of the Neurogram SIMilarity (NSIM; Hines and
Harte, 2012, 2010) by using a different neurogram scaling method than the orig-
inal scaling approach proposed by Hines and Harte (2012, 2010). Our revised
scaling method has lead to better agreement with expected physiological re-
sponses and improved prediction accuracy. This contribution should lead to a
broader usage of the NSIM in the investigation of neural activity.

1.3 Thesis Layout

This thesis is organized into six chapters and two appendices.

Chapter 1 presents a brief description of the problem to be investigated. It intro-
duces the motivations and summarizes the objectives of the work. This chapter also
gives a brief synopsis of my contributions to the field of hearing research with regards
to publications and conference presentations.

Chapter 2 presents a short summary of several objective measures for speech intel-
ligibility and speech quality. The motivation for including this chapter is to provide
an overview of the prior work in this area in order to characterize and understand the
differences and limitations of the existing approaches used to predict speech intelligi-
bility and speech quality.

Chapter 3 presents a brief description of the auditory periphery model of Zilany
et al. (2009, 2014) and neural measures used to quantify auditory nerve fiber activity.
The neural measures include the Spectro-Temporal Modulation Index (STMI; Elhilali
et al., 2003) and the Neurogram SIMiliarity (NSIM; Hines and Harte, 2012, 2010;
Wang et al., 2004).

Chapter 4 presents the study on predicting the intelligibility of chimaerically
vocoded speech (cf; Smith et al., 2002) for normal-hearing listeners based on the
STMI and NSIM. The speech corpus used in our study was created and used in the
research of Ibrahim (2012).
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Chapter 5 presents the study on the prediction of speech quality for normal-hearing
listeners using neural information quantified by the NSIM. The speech used in this
study is the enhanced wideband speech corpus developed in Pourmand et al. (2013).

Chapter 6 presents the conclusions, perspectives, and ideas to be investigated in
future work.

Appendix A summarizes the acoustic and neural characterizations of the synthetic
vowel /E/ using spectral envelopes, Averaged Localized Synchronization Rate (ALSR)
and Mean-rate Discharge Profiles for the Speech ENV with WGN ENV and Speech
TFS with WGN ENV chimaeras.

Appendix B summarizes the investigations of alternative approaches to quantifying
neural information in auditory nerve fiber responses. These investigations are based on
the neural measures described in Chapter 3, which were then modified to investigate
the potential of optimizing the quantification of neural informational cues.
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1.4 Related Publications

This thesis is the product of original research conducted by myself, except for contri-
butions made by my supervisor, Dr. Ian C. Bruce, and other authors where noted.

1. Chapter 4 - The whole of this chapter was submitted for publication to the
Journal of the Association for Research in Otolaryngology (JARO). Michael R.
Wirtzfeld, Rasha A. Ibrahim and Ian C. Bruce (2016), “Predictions of Speech
Chimaera Intelligibility using Auditory Nerve Mean-rate and Spike-timing Neu-
ral Cues”. (Resubmitted)

2. Chapter 5 - Parts of this chapter are to be submitted for publication to the Jour-
nal of the Acoustical Society of America, Express Letters (JASA EL). Michael
R. Wirtzfeld, Nazanin Pourmand, Vijay Parsa and Ian C. Bruce (2016), “Pre-
dicting the Quality of Enhanced Wideband Speech with a Cochlear Model”. (In
Preparation)
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Chapter 2

Background I - Measures of Speech
Intelligibility and Speech Quality

To understand the advantages of using a physiological model of the cochlea like the
auditory periphery model of Zilany et al. (2009, 2014) to predict the intelligibility
and quality of speech, it is helpful to look at previously developed measures. The
first methods used to predict the intelligibility and quality of speech were based on
the acoustic features of speech signals such as the relative levels of speech and in-
terfering noise or the degree of degradation of the temporal envelope. These early
acoustic-based measures were developed under assumptions that limited their general
usefulness. As the understanding of the nonlinear behaviours of the cochlea has pro-
gressed, comprehensive physiological models have been developed and used to study
the relationships between the neural outputs from these models and the corresponding
perceptual data from psychoacoustic experiments.

This chapter provides a brief summary of several objective measures for speech
intelligibility and speech quality.
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2.1 Measures of Speech Intelligibility

This section briefly describes several measures of speech intelligibility starting with
two acoustic, or signal-based, approaches, which are then followed by two approaches
that are based on models of the cochlea. The signal-based measures include the
Articulation Index and the Speech Transmission Index. The Neural Articulation
Index and the Hearing-Aid Speech Perception Index, which are based on models of
the cochlea, are then briefly described.

2.1.1 The Articulation Index

The Articulation Index (AI) is an objective measure of speech intelligibility and is
based on extensive examination of the characteristics of speech, hearing, and noise,
along with how speech sounds are received at the ear (Fletcher, 1929, 1953; Fletcher
and Galt, 1950; French and Steinberg, 1947). The AI was originally presented in the
study of French and Steinberg (1947).

The earliest implementation of the AI estimated the intelligibility of speech by
dividing the speech spectrum into 20 bands, each of which was thought to provide
an equal and independent contribution towards the overall level of speech recognition
performance (Humes et al., 1986). The contribution of each band toward the overall
level of speech recognition performance is determined by the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) and threshold in that band. In each band, it is assumed that there is a 30
dB working range above the band’s threshold SNR. If the SNR is below the band’s
SNR threshold, there is no contribution from the band. Once the SNR is above the
SNR threshold, the contribution of the band increases linearly until the SNR exceeds
the band’s SNR threshold by 30 dB. At this point, the band contributes fully to the
overall AI value.

The AI is computed using,

AI =
n∑
i=1

Wi[(SNRi + 12)/30] (2.1)

where Wi is the weight or importance value of band i and SNRi is the speech-to-noise
ratio in band i. The SNRi represents the difference between the Root-Mean-Square
(RMS) signal level and the RMS noise level in band i. For the 30 dB working range
and a band threshold SNR of −12 dB (i.e., −12 dB ≤ SNR ≤ 18 dB), the value in
the square brackets ranges from 0 to 1. The contribution from band i to the overall
AI value ranges from 0 to Wi. If all of the 20 bands are equally important and used,
then Wi is a constant of 0.05. A larger value for the AI indicates a higher level of
speech recognition performance.

As discussed in Humes et al. (1986), because the original 20 bands used to compute
the AI were not the conventional bands used in typical acoustical measurements, dif-
ferent sets of weighting factors were derived for more typical analysis bandwidths such
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as one-third octave and octave bands (Kryter, 1962a). In light of these modifications,
extensive validation of the AI was carried out by Kryter (1962b), which found that it
was a valid predictor of speech intelligibility under various noise masking and speech
distortion conditions such as narrowband and broadband noise and various types of
general speech filtering (i.e. lowpass, highpass, and single band filtering). The AI
has also been adapted for sensorineural hearing impairment (Pavlovic et al., 1986)
and more general listening conditions (Pavlovic, 1987). Despite how these studies
improved and broadened the general use of the AI, the AI is not a reliable and ro-
bust method for predicting intelligibility of temporally distorted speech (Humes et al.,
1986).

2.1.2 The Speech Transmission Index

The Speech Transmission Index (STI) was introduced as a measure of speech intel-
ligibility by Steeneken and Houtgast (1980), where it was developed as a method to
characterize the quality of speech transmission channels. It is an extension of the
AI, which only quantifies frequency-domain distortions such as noise and bandpass-
limiting. The STI is based on their earlier work with the Modulation Transfer Function
(MTF), where they investigated the loss of speech intelligibility due to reverberation
and single echoes that were combined with varying levels of interfering noise (Houtgast
and Steeneken, 1973).

In Houtgast and Steeneken (1973), they used a system analysis approach to explore
and quantify how the temporal envelope of a signal was smoothed by a room or similar
enclosure. By presenting a test signal with a sinusoidally modulated envelope to a
given enclosure, they were able to quantify the decrease in modulation depth by
examining the degree of envelope degradation in the recorded signal relative to the
test signal. In this way they were able to characterize the smoothing response of the
enclosure and called this “lowpass filter” characteristic the MTF. In order to facilitate
the development of the MTF, Houtgast and Steeneken (1973) based their work on the
assumption that the enclosures acted like a linear system on the envelope of the test
signal.

Steeneken and Houtgast (1980) used the idea of the MTF to characterize the
quality of a speech transmission channel. Using a test signal, with a spectrum similar
to the average long-term spectrum of speech, they were able to compute decreases in
modulation depth across a set of octave bands. Once the MTF in each octave band
was converted to an average equivalent SNR, the STI could be computed using,

STI =
n∑
i=1

Wi[(SNRi + 15)/30] (2.2)

where Wi is the weight or importance value of band i and SNRi is the average speech-
to-noise ratio in band i. Here, the threshold SNR is −15 dB, which results in a 30
dB operating range from −15 dB to +15 dB (Humes et al., 1986). The STI is a
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number between 0 and 1, where a large value indicates that less degradation to a
speech signal would occur, thereby retaining its original level of intelligibility. As the
STI approaches zero, the degree of degradation to the speech signal increases.

The appeal of the STI is that it had a wider range of application due to the
fact that it accounted for nonlinear distortions (i.e. peak clipping) and time domain
distortions (i.e. reverberation and echoes). However, because it was developed on
the assumption that the measured “channel” acts like a linear system with respect
to degradation of the signal envelope, it cannot account for nonlinear maskers, phase
distortions, or aspects of nonlinear processing found in the cochlea.

2.1.3 The Neural Articulation Index

The Neural Articulation Index (NAI) was proposed by Bondy et al. (2004) to ad-
dress the inability of the STI to account for intra-band masking, phase distortions,
or the nonlinear behaviour of the cochlea. By using a physiological model of the
cochlea (Bruce et al., 2003), simulated auditory nerve spike-trains are generated for
a clean speech signal and a processed speech signal for a set of characteristic frequen-
cies (CFs) across the length of the basilar membrane. For the joint response at each
CF, the difference in estimated instantaneous discharge-rate is calculated, which is
called the Neural Distortion (ND). The NAI is then computed as a frequency-weighted
average of the NDs.

In Bondy et al. (2004), 10 Dutch CVC words and a set of “rippled” octave-band
filters were used to determine the frequency-weighting to minimize the difference be-
tween the perceptual data and the predicted intelligibility. Under these experimental
conditions, the prediction error of the NAI was approximately 8% and approximately
10.8% for the STI. Despite the high computational cost of the NAI and marginal
improvement found in this case, the NAI still remains a viable measure of speech
intelligibility because it uses a physiological model of the cochlea. While the AI and
the STI can address threshold shifts for hearing-impaired listeners, they cannot di-
rectly account for diminished suprathreshold behaviour associated with sensorineural
hearing losses.

The auditory periphery model of Bruce et al. (2003) has been continually improved,
including increased basilar membrane frequency selectivity (Shera et al., 2002; Joris
et al., 2011), human middle-ear filtering (Pascal et al., 1998), and several updated
model parameters (Zilany et al., 2014). The auditory periphery model of Zilany et al.
(2009, 2014) is used for the studies presented in this thesis.

2.1.4 The Hearing-Aid Speech Perception Index (HASPI)

Like the NAI (Bondy et al., 2004), the Hearing-Aid Speech Perception Index (HASPI)
is a speech intelligibility measure that is based on a model of the auditory periphery
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and can be used to predict speech intelligibility for normal-hearing (NH) and hearing-
impaired (HI) listeners (Kates and Arehart, 2014a). The HASPI is an index that
compares the envelope and temporal fine-structure outputs of the auditory model for
a clean speech signal to the corresponding outputs for a processed speech signal. It has
demonstrated accurate predictions of speech intelligibility for a diverse range of signal
degradations that include: noise and nonlinear distortion, frequency compression,
and enhanced speech produced by a noise-suppression algorithm (Kates and Arehart,
2014a). For some of these degradations, changes to the signal envelope are closely
related to the changes in the temporal fine-structure.

In the HASPI (Kates and Arehart, 2014a), the clean and processed signals are
compared in order to produce the envelope and basilar membrane (BM) vibration
outputs that are quantified and used to the extract features necessary to compute the
HASPI index.

Figure 2.1: A block diagram showing the processing stages for the clean and processed signals
compared by the HASPI. Reprinted from Kates and Arehart (2014a).

As shown in Fig. 2.1, there are several key processing elements in the clean and
processed signal comparison. There are two temporal alignment stages. An initial
crude alignment is done using the broadband versions of the signals, which elimi-
nates large delay differences. A secondary alignment occurs in each band in order
to maximize the cross-correlation of the signals. It is necessary in order to compen-
sate for the filter specific group-delays of the gammatone filters used in the auditory
filterbank. The clean and processed signals are each processed by the auditory pe-
riphery model (Kates and Arehart, 2013), which encompasses middle-ear filtering and
outer-hair cell (OHC) and inner-hair cell (IHC) nonlinear processing. The auditory
periphery model of Kates and Arehart (2013) is shown in Fig. 2.2.

The analysis filterbank is a linear auditory filter bank composed of 32 bands,
logarithmically spaced from 80 Hz to 8 kHz. The bandwidth of the filters is governed
by the input signal intensity and degree of OHC degradation. OHC also governs
the range of tonotopically-dependent compression. The model can simulate two-tone
suppression behaviour and also characterizes IHC firing-rate adaptation behaviour.
The auditory model can characterize normal and degraded cochlear behaviour with
adjustments to the OHC and IHC parameters.
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Figure 2.2: A block diagram of the auditory periphery model of Kates and Arehart (2013) used in
the computation of the HASPI. Reprinted from Kates and Arehart (2014a).

The envelope output in each frequency band is the compressed envelope signal,
while the BM vibration signal is centered at the carrier frequency of each analysis
band and has the same envelope as the envelope signal. The envelope and BM vi-
bration outputs are used to compute the cepstral correlation and auditory coherence,
respectively.

To calculate the cepstral correlation, the envelope signal in each band for the clean
and processed signals are analyzed using a set of half-cosine basis functions. Due to
the logarithmic frequency spacing of the auditory model’s analysis filters, when the
envelope samples are taken across frequency at a given window, they form a short-
time log magnitude spectrum. The inverse Fourier transform of a given log spectrum
produces a set of coefficients that are similar to the mel cepstrum (Imai, 1983). The
cepstrum coefficients for each smoothed window are fit with a set of six half-cosine
basis functions, which effectively performs a principal component analysis. The half-
cosine basis functions characterize the spectral properties of the short-term spectra
for the clean and processed signals such as spectral tilt and spectral concentration.
Envelope smoothing is applied to the sequence of envelope samples for the clean and
processed signals that lowpass filters the sequenced windows at 62.5 Hz. A normalized
cepstrum correlation is determined by calculating the cross-correlation of the clean
and processed signal cepstral sequences. A final average cepstrum correlation is then
found by averaging the normalized cepstrum correlations for a subset of the half-cosine
basis functions.

The auditory coherence is calculated in the time-domain using a correlation co-
efficient (Shaw, 1981). The BM output of the auditory model is divided into 16–ms
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segments at 50% overlap and windowed with a von Hann window. The intensity of
each segment for the clean and processed signals, as well as the short-time normalized
cross-correlation between them is computed for each frequency band. Silent periods
are determined and discarded. A cumulative histogram of the remaining intensities
is determined and segments assigned to the lowest third, middle third, or upper third
of the histogram. The short-time cross-correlations are averaged across time and
frequency to produce corresponding auditory coherence values.

The HASPI model is a linear weighting of the cepstrum correlation and the three
auditory coherence values, which are transformed by a logistic function. The equation
for calculating the HASPI is,

p = b1 + b2c+ b3aLow + b4aMedium + b5aHigh (2.3)

H =
1

1 + e−p
(2.4)

where c is the computed cepstral correlation value and aLow, aMedium, and aHigh are
the low-level, medium-level, and high-level auditory coherence values. The coefficients
b1, b2, b3, b4, and b5 are the weights determined in order to minimize the RMS error
fit of the model to the datasets under consideration. In Kates and Arehart (2014a),
where they looked at several types of noise and nonlinear signal degradation with NH
and HI listeners, equal weighting was given to the datasets and both types of listener.

2.2 Measures of Speech Quality

This section describes the Hearing-Aid Speech Quality Index (HASQI).

2.2.1 The Hearing-Aid Speech Quality Index (Version 2.0)

Version 2.0 of the HASQI is a revised version of the original HASQI, which is based
solely on quantifying differences between envelope cues for a clean speech signal and
a processed speech signal. Because it only considered differences in envelope cues,
the original version of the HASQI failed for certain types of processed signals such as
noise vocoded speech where the changes to the signal envelope were minor but the
introduced noise degrades the perceived quality. Version 2 of the HASQI combines
envelope and TFS-based cues to address the short-comings of the original version of
the HASQI.

The revised HASQI is based on the same processing strategy that is used in the
HASPI, which was discussed in Section 2.1.4. The HASQI compares the output of
a clean signal with the output for a processed signal (see Fig. 2.1 of Section 2.1.4)
using the same auditory periphery model (see Fig. 2.2 of Section 2.1.4). The use of a
physiological model of the cochlea facilitates its use for NH and HI listeners.
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The HASQI is based on two nonlinear models and one linear model. The cepstral
correlation and the vibration correlation compose the nonlinear models, while the
spectral shape is used in the linear model. These models are determined from the
envelope and basilar membrane outputs from each band of the auditory model and
are used to extract the features used to compute the HASQI.

The cepstral correlation is computed from the envelope output in each frequency
band of the auditory periphery model. It quantifies the degradation in envelope time-
frequency modulation and it is computed in the same manner as the HASPI cepstral
correlation. This nonlinear model is based solely on the cepstral correlation and the
equation for it is,

QNonlinear = c3 (2.5)

where c is the average cepstrum correlation. This model is determined using a third-
order regression fit that produces the minimum mean-squared error (MMSE) between
the empirical values and the subjective scores for the data being evaluated.

The vibration correlation is the second nonlinear model and it is determined by
computing the normalized cross-correlation of the basilar membrane outputs in each
of the 32 auditory bands. It quantifies the changes in the temporal fine-structure.

Like the HASPI auditory coherence calculation, the basilar membrane signal in
each band is divided into 16–ms windows at a 50% overlap, which are then multiplied
by a von Hann window. The mean of the segments for the clean and processed signals
is removed and each corresponding segment from the two signals is cross-correlated,
with the cross-correlation normalized by the magnitudes of the clean and processed
signals. This essentially quantifies the short-time coherence for a given segment. Each
normalized cross-correlation value is multiplied by a frequency dependent weight of 0
if the segment of the clean signal is below the auditory threshold and is set to an IHC
synchronization index if it is above threshold. The IHC synchronization index reflects
the level of neural firing that is synchronized to the temporal fluctuations in a given
band and the synchronization index decreases with increasing band center frequency.

The weighted cross-correlations are summed across segment and frequency band
and are divided by the sum of the weights to produce the basilar membrane vibration
index v. This nonlinear model is based solely on the vibration correlation and the
equation for it is,

QNonlinear = v3 (2.6)

where v is the normalized basilar membrane vibration index. As with the first non-
linear model, which is based on the cepstral correlation, this nonlinear model is also
determined using a third-order regression fit that produces the MMSE between the
empirical values and the subjective scores for the data being evaluated. An over-
all nonlinear model is computed as the product of the cepstral- and vibration-based
nonlinear modelling terms.
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A measure of spectral shape forms the linear model and it compares the long-
term spectral representations of the clean and processed signals, while ignoring the
short-term differences.

The spectral shape is based on a model proposed by Moore and Tan (2004).
This model was developed for predicting sound quality and uses the differences in
excitation patterns for the clean and processed speech signals and the differences in
the overall slopes of the excitation patterns. The difference in the spectra between
the normalized input signal spectrum and the normalized output signal spectrum,
as well as the difference in spectral slopes are computed. The standard deviation
of the spectral difference and the standard deviation of the slope difference are then
computed. These two standard deviations are used to compute the HASQI linear
model and the equation for it is,

QLinear = 1− boσ1 − b1σ2 (2.7)

where σ1 is the standard deviation for the spectral differences and σ2 is the standard
deviation for the spectral slope difference. The coefficients b0 and b1 are determined
using a linear regression fit that produces the MMSE for the data being evaluated.

The overall HASQI index is the product of the two nonlinear models and the linear
model. The equation is,

QCombined = QNonlinear ×QLinear (2.8)

where the QNonlinear term, as indicated previously, is the product of the two nonlinear
models that are based on the cepstral and basilar membrane correlations and the
QLinear term is linear model that is based on the spectral shape.
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Chapter 3

Background II - The Auditory
Periphery Model and Neural
Measures

This chapter will describe the Zilany et al. (2009, 2014) auditory periphery model
and the neural measures used to quantify the mean-rate and spike-timing information
encoded in the simulated auditory nerve fiber responses produced by the auditory
periphery model. The mean-rate and spike-timing representations of neural activity
are quantified by the Spectro-Temporal Modulation Index (STMI; Elhilali et al.,
2003; Chi et al., 1999) and the Neurogram SIMilarity (NSIM; Hines and Harte, 2012,
2010) measure.

Three alternative approaches of quantifying information encoded in the simulated
auditory nerve fiber responses were studied. However, these approaches did not ad-
equately characterize the behavioural data of the chimaeric speech corpus discussed
in Chapter 4 and therefore were not considered further. These studies are presented
in detail in Appendix B.

3.1 The Auditory Periphery Model

The Zilany et al. (2009) model characterizes auditory periphery processing from the
middle ear to the auditory nerve. It is a phenomenological model that can produce
auditory nerve fiber responses that are consistent with physiological data obtained
from in vivo electro-physiological recordings in the auditory nerve of cats. Recent
changes have attempted to improve the model, including increased basilar membrane
frequency selectivity (Ibrahim and Bruce, 2010) to reflect revised (i.e., sharper) esti-
mates of human cochlear tuning (Shera et al., 2002; Joris et al., 2011), human middle-
ear filtering (Pascal et al., 1998), and some other updated model parameters (Zilany
et al., 2014). The threshold tuning of the model is based on Shera et al. (2002) but
the model is nonlinear and incorporates physiologically-appropriate changes in tuning
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as a function of the stimulus level (Zilany and Bruce, 2006, 2007a).
The input to the auditory periphery model is a representation of an acoustic signal

(in units of Pascals) presented to the outer ear. The stimulus signal is modified by the
outer ear filter of Wiener and Ross (1946) and then presented to several processing
blocks that characterize the responses of the cochlea. The stimulus signal path is
divided into two parts, a signal path and a control path as shown in Fig. 3.1. The
signal path is composed of the C1 and C2 filters. The C1 filter characterizes the
cochlea tuning response at low to moderate sound levels. The C2 filter accounts for the
nonlinear C1/C2 transition and peak splitting according to the two-factor cancellation
hypothesis (Kiang, 1990) and has broad tuning (Liberman and Kiang, 1984; Wong
et al., 1998). The control path adjusts the tuning of the basilar membrane and
characterizes the effects of the cochlear amplifier such as compression and suppression.
After the application of nonlinear functions, the C1 and C2 paths are combined. The
synapse model and spike generator blocks characterize the inner hair cell synapse
with the auditory nerve fiber and action potential generation response in the auditory
nerve. The Zilany et al. (2009, 2014) model is capable of characterizing hearing loss by
specifying degrees of damage to the inner and outer hair cells through the parameters
CIHC and COHC, respectively.
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Figure 3.1: A block diagram of the auditory periphery model of Zilany et al. (2009, 2014) .

There has been an ongoing debate regarding the accuracy of the estimates of
the human cochlear tuning. Ruggero and Temchin (2005) argued that the estimates
provided by Shera et al. (2002) are not accurate due to several theoretical and experi-
mental assumptions. However, more recent studies have refuted some of the criticisms
and provided additional support for sharper cochlear tuning in humans (Shera et al.,
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2010; Bentsen et al., 2011), although the debate is not fully resolved (Lopez-Poveda
and Eustaquio-Martin, 2013). Thus, for the work completed in this thesis, we chose to
use the sharper estimates of Shera et al. (2002), as a maximal role of ENV restoration
would be expected in this case (Ibrahim and Bruce, 2010).

Finally, the neural response is interpreted as the output of the spike generator. The
output from the spike generator is the discharge rate, in units of spikes per second, in
the auditory nerve and includes refractory effects of action potential generation. As
discussed in Delgutte (1997), refractoriness plays a large role in shaping spike-timing
behaviour in auditory nerve fiber responses for phonemes.

3.2 The Spectro-Temporal Modulation Index

The Spectro-Temporal Modulation Index (STMI) is a physiologically-based cortical
model that quantifies the differences in spectro-temporal modulations found in the
cortical representations of speech (Chi et al., 1999; Elhilali et al., 2003). It is a bio-
logically motivated method, which is consistent with the biophysics of the peripheral
auditory system and single-unit behaviour located in the primary auditory cortex (Chi
et al., 1999).

The STMI is based on the Speech Transmission Index (STI), which was developed
to account for the time-varying distortions present in the temporal envelope that the
Articulation Index (AI) was not able to properly quantify. Unlike the STI, the STMI,
however, also takes into account spectral modulations that allow it to account for
nonlinear distortions such as phase-jitter and phase shifts. The performance of the
STMI has been validated against the STI and to subjective responses of NH listeners
to speech degraded with combined noise and reverberation.

The STMI is computed using a model of auditory periphery, which transforms a
speech signal into its corresponding neural representation that characterizes the time-
varying spectro-temporal features of the speech signal. Using neural representations
for a clean speech signal and a degraded speech signal, the STMI quantifies the differ-
ences in spectro-temporal modulations that are present in the associated neurograms.
This processing is illustrated in Fig. 3.2.

A set of cortical spectro-temporal modulation filters are used to quantify the
spectro-temporal modulations found in the clean and degraded speech neurograms.
The response of these filters is similar to the filtering behaviour found in the mam-
malian auditory cortex (Chi et al., 1999; Wang and Shamma, 1995). The spectro-
temporal modulation filters are defined as a function of the scale and rate parameters.
The scale parameter sets the ripple peak-frequency and the rate parameter sets the
drifting velocity (Chi et al., 1999; Elhilali et al., 2003). These modulation filters are
convolved with the clean and degraded speech neurograms in time and characteristic
frequency, as such they are referred to as spectro-temporal response fields (STRFs).
Figure 3.3 illustrates the STRFs for the standard STMI scale and rate values at the
lower and upper limits of their respective ranges (see Section 4.3.5 of Chapter 4).
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Figure 3.2: A schematic illustration of the STMI processing neurograms with a bank of
cortical spectro-temporal modulation filters producing clean “template”, T, and “noisy”, N,
auditory cortex outputs. The optional lateral inhibition network (LIN) processing extracts
additional information from the neurograms by accounting for the phase offsets in auditory
nerve (AN) fiber responses across characteristic frequencies.
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Figure 3.3: An illustration of the STRFs that are defined at the limits of the rate and scale
parameters of the STMI (Elhilali et al., 2003). Dark colouring indicates regions of excitation, while
lighter colouring indicates inhibition. Reprinted from Bruce and Zilany (2007).

As shown in Fig. 3.3, STRFs with a large scale value are sensitive to rapid spectral
modulations (top row), while spectral filters with a smaller scale value are sensitive to
slower spectral modulations (bottom row). In a similar manner, STRFs with a large
rate value are sensitive to rapid temporal modulations (left and right outer sides) and
STRFs with a smaller rate value are sensitive to slow temporal modulations (left and
right inner sides). Negative rate values (left of center) correspond to an “upward” or
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increasing frequency modulation over time, while positive rate values correspond to
a “downward” or decreasing frequency modulation over time (right of center). The
maximum absolute rate value is 32 Hz, which limits the sensitivity of the STMI to
mean-rate, or average, neural activity. The parameters for the STMI were derived
from animal physiological data and psychoacoustic data from human subjects (Chi
et al., 1999; Kowalski et al., 1996; Depireux et al., 2001)

The STMI is computed using the equation,

STMI = 1− ‖T −N‖
2

‖T‖2 (3.1)

where ‖ · ‖ is the Euclidean-norm operator, i.e., ‖X‖ =
√∑n

k=1 |Xk|2 for a matrix

X with n elements indexed by k, T represents the cortical response for the clean
speech signal, and N represents the cortical response for the degraded speech signal.
The STMI is a scalar value, theoretically bound between 0 and 1, with a larger value
indicating better speech intelligibility.

For the work presented in this thesis, all four dimensions (time, characteristic
frequency, scale, and rate) of the STMI were weighted equally. Equal weighting facil-
itates an optimal comparison between the STMI and the phoneme-level scoring that
was used for the CVC target-words in intelligibility study presented in Chapter 4.

The details for computing the STMI are presented in Section 4.3.5 of Chapter 4.

3.3 Lateral Inhibition Networks

There are general areas of perception where Lateral Inhibition Networks (LINs) are
believed to play an important role, such as sharpening spatial input patterns to high-
light the edges and peaks, which could be particularly useful in background noise, and
to sharpen temporal changes in the input (Hartline, 1974). In Shamma and Lorenzi
(2013) they hypothesize that a LIN is one possible approach to regenerate an ENV
neurogram from the spike-timing information found in the phase-locking response to
TFS. It has long been hypothesized that spike-timing patterns in auditory nerve fiber
responses robustly encode speech due to the fine temporal coding and robustness to
noise (Young and Sachs, 1979). A neural mechanism such as a LIN would facilitate
the use of the robustly encoded spike-timing patterns.

To explore the idea of how mean-rate cues might be recovered from spike-timing
cues and how this could affect predictions of speech intelligibility, a simple one-sided
LIN (Shamma and Lorenzi, 2013) was used in the chimaeric speech intelligibility
study of Chapter 4. The LIN was applied to the clean speech and processed speech
neurograms prior to calculating the cortical responses, as shown in Fig. 3.2. On
its own, the STMI is sensitive only to spectro-temporal modulations associated with
mean-rate neural activity with modulation rates up to 32 Hz. By including the LIN,
the STMI can quantify the spike-timing contributions to the extent that the LIN is
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able to convert the information from these cues into the corresponding mean-rate
cues (Shamma and Lorenzi, 2013).

The details for computing the LIN are presented in Section 4.3.6 of Chapter 4.

3.4 The Neurogram SIMilarity

The Neurogram SIMilarity (NSIM) measure developed by Hines and Harte (2012,
2010) quantifies differences in neural spectro-temporal features using an image-based
model (Wang et al., 2004). Like the STMI, the NSIM quantifies informational cues
associated with mean-rate neural activity, but it can also be used to quantify infor-
mational cues that are present in spike-timing activity. In both of these instances, the
NSIM compares a clean speech neurogram, R, and a processed speech neurogram, D.
Figure 3.4 shows a block diagram for the NSIM.
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Figure 3.4: A block diagram of NSIM processing based on the clean “reference”, R, and
“degraded”, D, neurograms.

In the simulated auditory nerve fiber responses produced by the auditory periphery
model of Zilany et al. (2009, 2014), which was used in the studies presented in this
thesis, information encoded in mean-rate and spike-timing activity coexist in the same
post-stimulus time histogram (PSTH). To examine the relative contribution of mean-
rate and spike-timing activity to speech information encoding, each raw neurogram
is processed to produce modified neurograms that reflect the mean-rate and spike-
timing activity. A mean-rate neurogram averages spike-events across a set of PSTH
time bins, while a fine-timing neurogram retains a majority of the original spike-event
temporal coding. Pairs of mean-rate and fine-timing neurograms are produced for the
clean speech and the processed speech, which correspond to the R and D neurograms
shown in Fig. 3.4. These are used to compute the NSIM.

The mean-rate NSIM and fine-timing NSIM are computed from neurograms com-
posed of PSTH responses at 29 CFs and the desired duration of the speech sig-
nal (Hines and Harte, 2012, 2010). To compute the NSIM, a 3-by-3 kernel is moved
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across the relevant area of the clean speech and processed speech neurograms and a
local NSIM value is calculated at each position.

The positional NSIM values are calculated using the equation,

NSIM(R,D) =

(
2µRµD + C1

µ2
R + µ2

D + C1

)α
·
(

2σRσD + C2

σ2
R + σ2

D + C2

)β
·
(
σRD + C3

σRσD + C3

)γ

(3.2)

where the left-hand term characterizes a “luminance” property that quantifies the
average intensity of each kernel, where the terms µR and µD are the means of the
9 respective kernel elements for the “reference” and “degraded” neurograms, respec-
tively. The middle term characterizes a “contrast” property for the same two kernels,
where σR and σD are the standard deviations. The right-hand term characterizes
the “structural” relationship between the two kernels and is conveyed as the Pearson
product-moment correlation coefficient. C1, C2, and C3 are regularization coefficients
that prevent numerical instability (Wang et al., 2004). A single scalar value for the
overall NSIM is computed by averaging the positionally dependent, or mapped, NSIM
values. The NSIM is a scalar value that is theoretically bound between 0 and 1, where
a value closer to 1 indicates better speech intelligibility.

In the methodology used in the Hines and Harte (2012, 2010) studies, the mean-
rate and fine-timing neurograms are scaled so that the maximum neurogram value,
whether in units of raw spike count or spikes per second, is scaled to 255 and the
remaining values are scaled to the range [0, 255]. Based on the [0, 255] scaling, the
C1, C2 and C3 regularization coefficients have values of C1 = 6.5025 and C2 = C3 =
162.5625, respectively (Hines and Harte, 2012, 2010). We have found an alternative
scaling method that correctly reflects physiological and psychoacoustic data and that
has resulted in improvements in predicted outcomes in a recent study (Bruce et al.,
2015). This new scaling approach is described in detail in Section 4.3.7.1 of Chapter 4.

The influence of the weights (α, β, γ) on phoneme discrimination using CVC word
lists was investigated by Hines and Harte (2012). They optimized the weights and
found that the “contrast” term (β) had little to no impact on overall NSIM perfor-
mance. They also examined the effect of setting the “luminance” (α) and “structural”
(γ) terms to unity and the “contrast” (β) term to zero and found the results produced
under these conditions had comparable accuracy and reliability as those computed us-
ing the optimized values. They concluded that using this set of powers simplifies the
NSIM and establishes a single computation for both the mean-rate and fine-timing
neurograms (Hines and Harte, 2012). For the work done in this thesis, the weighting
parameters (α, β,γ) were set to (1, 0, 1), respectively (Hines and Harte, 2012).

To illustrate the differences between a raw neurogram and its respective mean-rate
and fine-timing neurograms, Fig. 3.5 shows the time-domain representation for the
unprocessed spoken word “make” and the associated neurograms. This example of
speech is one of the sentences from the speech corpus used for the chimaeric speech
intelligibility study found in Chapter 4. The word “make” is the target-word segment
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of the NU-6 (Tillman and Carhart, 1966) sentence “Say the word make.”

A: Time Domain Representation

B: Raw Neurogram

C: Mean-rate Neurogram

D: Fine-timing Neurogram

Figure 3.5: A comparison of the mean-rate and fine-timing neurograms for the word “make.”
(A) Time-domain representation. (B) Raw neurogram. (C) Mean-rate neurogram. (D)
Fine-timing neurogram.

3.4.0.1 Mean-rate NSIM

A mean-rate neurogram is constructed from a raw neurogram by rebinning each con-
stituent PSTH of the raw neurogram to 100–µs time bins and then convolving it with
a 128-sample Hamming window at 50% overlap. This processing bounds the upper
modulation rate of neural activity to 78 Hz, which focuses on the place-rate coding
and removes the temporal coding of spike events. Figure 3.5C shows the mean-rate
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neurogram for the unprocessed spoken word “make.” Because the mean-rate neuro-
gram is produced by rebinning the raw neurogram using a 10:1 ratio, it is more likely
to have spike events occurring in each time-CF bin.

3.4.0.2 Fine-timing NSIM

A fine-timing neurogram is constructed from a raw neurogram by retaining the 10–µs
bin size of the auditory model’s spike-timing response and convolving each PSTH
with a 32-sample Hamming window at 50% overlap. In this case, the effective upper
modulation limit is approximately 3,125 Hz, which preserves spike-timing and phase-
locking information. Figure 3.5D shows the fine-timing neurogram for the unprocessed
spoken word “make.” Unlike the mean-rate neurogram, the absence of rebinning for
the fine-timing neurogram reduces the likelihood of each time-CF bin containing a
spike event.

3.4.0.3 Window Convolution

The convolution of the PSTH responses with the associated mean-rate and fine-timing
Hamming window produces a response that is more representative of a response that
would be produced from a larger population of auditory nerve fibers. For the studies
presented in this thesis, the PSTH response for each CF was computed using a set of
50 AN fibers with the following composition: 30 high spontaneous-rate (>18 spikes
per second), low threshold fibers; 15 medium spontaneous-rate (0.5 to 18 spikes per
second) fibers; and 5 low spontaneous-rate (<0.5 spikes per second), high threshold
fibers. This distribution is in agreement with several previous studies (Liberman,
1978; Jackson and Carney, 2005; Zilany et al., 2009).

3.4.0.4 Alternative Scaling for the Fine-timing NSIM

In one of our early speech intelligibility studies that used the fine-timing NSIM, it was
found that it gave counter intuitive results. In that particular study, the fine-timing
NSIM was used to predict the intelligibility of speech for a set of hearing-impaired
conditions simulated using the Zilany et al. (2009) auditory periphery model. As
the severity of the simulated hearing-impairment was increased, the corresponding
fine-timing NSIM value, as computed using the Hines and Harte (2012, 2010) scaling,
was found to increase. The expected response in this case was for the fine-timing
NSIM to decrease, reflecting the differences between a clean speech neurogram and
a neurogram for the impaired condition. This counter intuitive behaviour was found
only for the fine-timing NSIM, while the mean-rate NSIM was not affected by how
the neurograms were scaled. To explain this observation, we examined the mean-rate
and fine-timing neurograms for several sets of clean and processed speech.

Figure 3.6 shows the mean-rate and fine-timing neurograms for the clean and
processed versions of the spoken word “make”. The mean-rate neurograms are shown
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for the interval of 1 to 1.03 seconds. A set of fine-timing neurograms is also shown
for this duration of time. A second set of fine-timing neurograms are also shown but
for a shorter duration of time from 1.01 to 1.015 seconds to highlight the regions of
the neurograms that have no spike activity.

A: Clean MR Neurogram B: Clean FT Neurogram C: Clean FT Neurogram

D: Processed MR Neurogram E: Processed FT Neurogram F: Processed FT Neurogram

Figure 3.6: An example comparison of the sparsity for spike activity between mean-rate
and fine-timing neurograms used to compute the NSIM. A and D show the mean-rate (MR)
neurograms for the interval of 1 to 1.03 seconds for the clean and processed spoken word
“make”, respectively. B and E show the corresponding fine-timing (FT) neurograms for the
same time period. And finally, C and F show the fine-timing neurograms for the interval of
1.01 to 1.015 seconds.

In the computation of the mean-rate or fine-timing NSIM, a 3-by-3 kernel (discrete-
time values on the abscissa and CFs on the ordinate) is used to compute the localized
statistics of Eq. 3.2 at each time-CF position in the clean and processed neurograms.
Prior to computing the statistics, the Hines and Harte (2010, 2012) method rescales
the neurogram values so that the largest raw spike count, or equivalently the spikes
per second value, is set to 255 and the remaining values are scaled to fall into the
[0, 255] range. Because the fine-timing neurograms have large regions with no spike
activity, a large portion of the positionally dependent time-CF statistics will be zero
and a smaller portion of the time-CF statistics will be non-zero. As a result, the local
NSIM regions with no spike activity will have an NSIM value of unity, while the local
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NSIM regions with spike activity will typically have an NSIM value that is less than
unity. Because there is a larger portion of localized NSIM values with a value of unity,
these areas of the neurogram effectively “swamp out” the NSIM values associated with
regions with neural activity that are correctly quantifying the differences between the
two neurograms. Mean-rate neurograms, on the other hand, are not affected by this
behaviour because their timescale is such that the vast majority of time-CF bins have
some level of neural activity.

The undesired effect of scaling the neurograms to [0, 255] can be avoided by simply
not scaling them to the [0, 255] range and computing the local NSIM values using
neurograms scaled to spikes per second. The regularization coefficients C1, C2, and
C3 of Eq. 3.2 do not change under this revised computation of the NSIM. These
regularization coefficients are still based on the [0, 255] range as described in Hines
and Harte (2012, 2010). A thorough exploration of the effects of this revised scaling
method are carried out in Chapters 4 and 5.
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Chapter 4

Predictions of Speech Chimaera
Intelligibility using Auditory Nerve
Mean-rate and Spike-timing Neural
Cues

4.1 Abstract

Speech intelligibility perceptual studies have shown that slow variations of acoustic
envelope (ENV) in a small set of frequency bands provides adequate information for
good perceptual performance in quiet, whereas acoustic temporal fine-structure (TFS)
cues play a supporting role in background noise. However, the implications for neural
coding are prone to misinterpretation because the mean-rate neural representation
can contain recovered ENV cues from cochlear filtering of TFS. We investigated ENV
recovery and spike-time TFS coding using objective measures of simulated mean-rate
and spike-timing neural representations of chimaeric speech, in which either the ENV
or TFS is replaced by another signal. We: a) evaluated the levels of mean-rate and
spike-timing neural information for two categories of chimaeric speech, one retaining
ENV cues and the other TFS; b) examined the level of recovered ENV from cochlear
filtering of TFS speech; c) explored and quantified the contribution to recovered ENV
from spike-timing cues using a lateral-inhibition network (LIN); and d) constructed
linear regression models with objective measures of mean-rate and spike-timing neural
cues and subjective phoneme perception scores from normal-hearing listeners. The
mean-rate neural cues from the original ENV and recovered ENV partially accounted
for perceptual score variability, with additional variability explained by the recovered
ENV from the LIN processed TFS speech. The best model predictions of chimaeric
speech intelligibility were found when both the mean-rate and spike-timing neural
cues were included, providing further evidence that spike-time coding of TFS cues is
important for intelligibility when the speech envelope is degraded.
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4.2 Introduction

The time-frequency analysis performed by the mammalian cochlea leads to a repre-
sentation of acoustic frequency components both by an increase in the discharge rate
of auditory nerve (AN) fibers as a function of place (Kiang et al., 1965) and in the
synchronization of AN fibers to the phase of acoustic tones at least up to frequencies
of 4–5 kHz (Rose et al., 1967). Which of these neural cues are used to support percep-
tual performance in both basic psychophysical tasks and in speech perception have
thus been long debated. For example, the formant frequencies of a vowel are repre-
sented both by rate-place (Sachs and Young, 1979) and spike-timing cues (Young and
Sachs, 1979). However, the spike-timing cues are more robust as a function of sound
pressure level (Sachs and Young, 1979; Young and Sachs, 1979) and in background
noise (Sachs et al., 1983). Furthermore, there appears to be spike-timing cues at the
onset of speech transients in addition to mean-rate cues (Delgutte, 1997). However,
the necessity for spike-timing cues to support speech perception cannot be determined
without quantitative predictions of speech intelligibility data.

Speech intelligibility predictors in the literature vary in the degree to which they
incorporate aspects of peripheral auditory processing. However, several have been de-
veloped that do incorporate detailed physiological models including spike generation.
The Neural Articulation Index proposed by Bondy et al. (2004) merged a detailed
physiological model with the framework of the articulation index (French and Stein-
berg, 1947). While this metric incorporated spike-timing information, there was no
exploration of its contribution to the predictive accuracy relative to the mean-rate
information. Zilany and Bruce (2007b) modified the Spectro-Temporal Modulation
Index (STMI) of Elhilali et al. (2003) to incorporate a spiking auditory periphery
model, but the version of the STMI that they implemented did not take spike-timing
information into account. The STMI only considers information conveyed by mod-
ulations in the mean-rate up to 32 Hz; one approach to make the STMI sensitive
to spike-timing is to incorporate a lateral inhibitory network (LIN) between the pe-
ripheral model and the cortical modulation filters to convert spike-timing cues into
mean-rate cues (Shamma and Lorenzi, 2013). However, quantitative predictions of
speech intelligibility were not conducted in Shamma and Lorenzi (2013). An alter-
native predictor, the Neurogram SIMilarity measure (NSIM) developed by Hines and
Harte (2010, 2012), has versions that explicitly include or exclude spike-timing cues.
In Hines and Harte (2010), they showed that both the spike-timing and mean-rate
representations were degraded by simulated hearing loss, but no quantitative predic-
tions of human data were included. Hines and Harte (2012) provided quantitative
predictions of consonant-vowel-consonant (CVC) word perception in normal-hearing
listeners as a function of presentation level. Most of the assessment was done in quiet,
but they did include one background noise condition. Overall, there was no substan-
tial difference in the accuracy of the predictions including or excluding spike-timing
information. However, it is unclear as to whether this is because the spike-timing cues
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are not necessary or if it is because of a general degradation of both types of cues
due to background noise or inaudibility at low presentation levels. This motivates the
use of manipulations of the acoustic features of speech signals that will lead to more
independent degradation of mean-rate and spike-timing cues.

There are numerous signal processing approaches that have been used to ma-
nipulate the ENV and TFS of speech. A large class of these are referred to as
vocoders (Dudley, 1938; Flanagan, 1980; Drullman, 1995), where the broadband
speech is divided into a set of frequency channels and the narrowband signals are de-
composed into the corresponding ENV and TFS components. A speech signal is then
synthesized based on only some aspects of the ENV or TFS from the original speech,
with artificial signals being used for the remaining aspects. A widely used example of
this is the noise vocoder, in which the TFS within frequency sub-bands is replaced by
a noise signal (Shannon et al., 1995). A generalization of vocoded speech, referred to
as “speech chimaeras”, was proposed by Smith et al. (2002), in which the ENV of one
signal is mixed with the TFS of another within each sub-band. The general conclusion
reached from studies such as Shannon et al. (1995) and Smith et al. (2002) is that
ENV cues primarily support speech intelligibility in quiet and that narrowband TFS
cues play a minimal role under such conditions. However, in a study by Lorenzi et al.
(2006), it was argued that normal-hearing listeners were able to learn over several
sessions to understand consonants in nonsense vowel-consonant-vowel (VCV) words
where the speech information was conveyed primarily by narrowband TFS cues.

A significant concern regarding the evidence for TFS contribution to speech under-
standing is that these results may be influenced by residual ENV cues in the acoustic
signals (due to imperfect processing) and/or reconstruction of ENV cues from the
TFS due to cochlear processing. Under band-limited conditions, the ENV and TFS
of a signal are inherently linked to each other via fundamental modulation princi-
pals (Voelcker, 1966; Rice, 1973; Logan Jr., 1977) and thus allows the reconstruction
of the ENV by narrowband filtering of the TFS by the cochlea (Ghitza, 2001; Zeng
et al., 2004; Gilbert and Lorenzi, 2006; Gilbert et al., 2007; Sheft et al., 2008; Heinz
and Swaminathan, 2009; Hopkins et al., 2010; Ibrahim and Bruce, 2010; Shamma and
Lorenzi, 2013; Swaminathan et al., 2014; Léger et al., 2015a,b). Fig. 4.1 displays an
example to illustrate the idea of ENV recovery from a Speech TFS signal generated
using a sample word from the NU-6 list used in this study. The figure shows neuro-
grams at the output of the AN periphery model of Zilany et al. (2009, 2014) modified
to match the human cochlear tuning estimates of Shera et al. (2002). Ibrahim and
Bruce (2010) have shown that sharper cochlear tuning will lead to a greater amount
of ENV restoration. The output neurogram in panel A shows the extent of the ENV
detected by the model for intact speech, while the remaining three panels display the
ENV recovery from the test word processed to keep only TFS cues (flat envelope).
The processing is done with variable number of vocoder filters (1, 8, and 32) to exam-
ine the effect of the width of the generation filters on the quality of ENV recovery. As
expected, the figure shows that as the number of filters increase, the quality of ENV
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Figure 4.1: Observing the envelope recovery from the output neurograms of the human
auditory periphery model when the input signal is A intact speech, B Speech TFS with
Flat ENV chimaeras obtained using 1 vocoder filter, C 8 vocoder filters, and D 32 vocoder
filters. As the used number of analysis vocoder filters increase, the quality of ENV recovery
deteriorates in the case of Speech TFS signals.

recovery deteriorates. In addition, it can be observed that flattening the ENV over
time leads to amplification of recording noise in the “silent” sections of a sentence,
which itself will affect speech intelligibility (Apoux et al., 2013).

Several recent studies using acoustic reconstruction of ENV cues from the TFS of
nonsense VCVs (Swaminathan et al., 2014; Léger et al., 2015a,b) have argued that
the ENV reconstruction likely explains all of the consonant intelligibility observed in
their studies and the earlier work of Lorenzi et al. (2006). However, Swaminathan
and Heinz (2012) found in a combined speech perception and physiological modelling
study that, despite the overall dominance of ENV cues at a range of signal-to-noise
ratios (SNRs), some TFS cues may be used in concert with ENV cues at low SNRs
for consonant perception in nonsense VCVs. Furthermore, in a study of ENV and
TFS contributions to both vowel and consonant perception in real words, Fogerty and
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Humes (2012) found evidence that TFS does contribute more to vowel recognition.
This motivates an investigation of the neural mean-rate and spike-timing cues to
convey both vowel and consonant information.

In this study we conducted a speech intelligibility experiment with normal-hearing
listeners using Speech ENV and Speech TFS chimaeras (Smith et al., 2002) for real
consonant-nucleus-consonant (CNC) words from the NU-6 speech corpus (Tillman and
Carhart, 1966). We then used the auditory periphery model of Zilany et al. (2009,
2014) to generate simulated AN fiber responses to the same speech stimuli. The
mean-rate and spike-timing informational cues that characterize the short-term rate
of neural firing and the level of phase-locking (Rose et al., 1967; Joris and Yin, 1992)
of onset responses to speech transients (Delgutte, 1997) were quantified. In addition
to quantifying the mean-rate neural information using the STMI, we investigated the
viability of the NSIM to quantify spike-timing cues and as an alternative measure
of the mean-rate information. We also examined and quantified the effects of LIN
processing on the STMI predictions, which was not done by Shamma and Lorenzi
(2013). To quantify the accuracy of the different intelligibility predictors, we examined
several linear regression models using the perceptual scores as the dependent variable
and the neural predictors as the independent variables (cf., Heinz and Swaminathan,
2009; Swaminathan and Heinz, 2012). The results indicate that a large degree of
phoneme perception for real words in quiet can be explained by information from
mean-rate cues, but combining spike-timing information with mean-rate cues does
substantially improve predictions of chimaeric speech intelligibility.

4.3 Materials and Methods

4.3.1 Terminology

One complication with studies of vocoder processing is the diverse terminology that
has been used in the literature to describe different aspects of acoustic speech signals
and their neural representation. Rosen (1992) proposed a taxomony that divided
temporal information in speech signals into three fluctuation ranges. He defined fluc-
tuations in the range of approximately 2–50 Hz as ENV, those in the range of 50–500
Hz as periodicity, and those in the range of 500 Hz to 10 kHz as fine structure. When
considering a wideband speech signal over a short time window, these high-frequency
features in the acoustic waveform can be considered as spectral fine structure. Al-
ternatively, when considering the frequency modulations over time within a narrow
frequency band of speech, it is common to refer to the high-frequency information as
the TFS. However, in many cases the distinction between spectral and temporal fine
structure is not explicitly made. Furthermore, a large number of studies do not treat
periodicities in the range of 50–500 Hz as a separate class. These are grouped in with
either the ENV or the TFS, or are split between them at some cutoff frequency within
this range, depending on the type of acoustic processing that is performed. Further
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complicating the terminology is the fact that there is not a one-to-one correspondence
between the acoustic features and their neural representation (Heinz and Swami-
nathan, 2009; Shamma and Lorenzi, 2013), because of the time-frequency analysis
performed by the cochlea. Shamma and Lorenzi (2013) proposed the terminology of
amplitude modulation (AM) and frequency modulation (FM) for the acoustic signals,
reserving the terminology of ENV and TFS for the neural representation. Similarly,
Hines and Harte (2010, 2012) used the terminology of ENV and TFS neurograms and
ENV and TFS NSIM values, and Swaminathan and Heinz (2012) referred to ENV
and TFS neural correlation coefficients. However, this is somewhat at odds with the
widespread use of ENV and TFS to refer to acoustic signals, as well as the historical
usage of mean-rate and spike-timing in the physiological literature, and the possibility
of confounding acoustic cues and their neural representation if ENV and TFS are used
to describe both, even though they do not have a one-to-one mapping. Therefore, in
our study we will use ENV and TFS when referring to the acoustic signals, and the
cutoff frequency between these two will depend on the bandwidth of the frequency
sub-bands used for the acoustic signal processing, following the methodology of Smith
et al. (2002). Spectral features that are supported by a neural rate-place code and
temporal fluctuations in these up to a rate of approximately 78 Hz will be referred to
as mean-rate information, and temporal fluctuations in neural firing at rates higher
than 78 Hz and precise timing of spike occurrences due to acoustic transients will be
referred to as spike-timing information. Thus, we will refer to the ENV neurograms
and NSIM measures of Hines and Harte (2010, 2012) as mean-rate (MR) neurograms
and NSIMs in this study. Because the TFS neurograms and NSIM measures of Hines
and Harte (2010, 2012) convey both mean-rate and spike-timing information, we will
refer to them as fine-timing (FT) neurograms and NSIMs.

4.3.2 Speech Recognition Experiment

4.3.2.1 Chimaera Processing

Speech chimaeras were constructed by processing two acoustic waveforms using a
vocoder consisting of a bank of bandpass filters followed by the Hilbert transform to
generate ENV-only and TFS-only versions of the signals (Smith et al., 2002). To be
consistent with the processing methodology of Smith et al. (2002), the ENV signal
was not smoothed by a low-pass filter, in contrast to some more recent studies. In
each band, the envelope of one waveform was multiplied by the TFS of the other
waveform. The products were then summed across frequency bands to construct the
auditory chimaeras, which were generated with one waveform being the speech signal
and the other being a noise waveform. The noise waveform was chosen to be either
white Gaussian noise (WGN) or matched-noise (MN) with the purpose of suppressing
any remaining ENV or TFS cues in the stimulus following removal with chimaeric
processing. Spectrally matched-noise was generated from the Fourier transform of
the signal by keeping the magnitude and randomizing the phase. Intelligibility results
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with WGN auditory chimaeras were compared to those obtained with matched-noise
chimaeras in order to achieve a better understanding of the matched-noise effect on
speech recognition scores. Matched-noise has been used in previous experiments (e.g.,
Smith et al., 2002) with the goal of suppressing some of the speech cues. However,
Paliwal and Wójcicki (2008) carried out a study where they constructed speech stimuli
based on the short-time magnitude spectrum (this is equivalent to the matched-noise
signal generation in the case of relatively short-duration speech signals). They inves-
tigated the effect of the analysis window duration on speech intelligibility, and their
results showed that speech reconstructed from the short-time magnitude spectrum
can be quite intelligible for time windows up to around 500 ms in duration, which
suggests that the MN signals used by Smith et al. (2002) have the potential to add to
the speech intelligibility rather than to detract from it. In contrast, the WGN signal
should not add to the intelligibility.

The test sentences (described below) were processed to remove any silence before
and after the end of the sentence and the resulting sentences were then filtered with a
variable number of 6th-order Butterworth band-pass, zero-phase filters. We have seven
different cases, where the number of frequency bands was changed to be either 1, 2, 3,
6, 8, 16, or 32. For each number of the frequency bands, the cutoff frequencies span the
range from 80 Hz to 8820 Hz and their values were calculated based on the Greenwood
function for humans (Greenwood, 1990) using equally spaced normalized distances
along the human cochlea (nearly logarithmic frequency spacing). The filter overlap is
25% of the bandwidth of the narrowest filter in the bank (the lowest in frequency).
In each band, the signal envelope was extracted using the Hilbert transform and the
TFS signal was computed by dividing the filtered signal by its envelope. Auditory
chimaeras were then generated by combining the Speech ENV with the noise TFS or
the Speech TFS with the noise ENV and summing over all bands. The conflicting
noise was chosen here to be white Gaussian noise (WGN) or long-term spectrally
matched-noise (MN; computed on a per sentence basis) and was added to suppress any
remaining ENV or TFS cues in the stimulus. The matched-noise signal was generated
by applying the FFT to each speech signal individually, retaining the magnitude
spectrum, uniformly randomizing the phase (preserving the anti-symmetry property
of the phase spectrum), and then taking the real-part of the inverse FFT. Moreover,
a Speech TFS-only (Speech TFS with Flat ENV) stimulus was generated by taking
only the TFS from all frequency bands. Note that this Flat ENV chimaera differs
somewhat from the “TFS speech” of Lorenzi et al. (2006) in which the relative signal
power across frequency bands was maintained. Hence, there are five chimaera types:
Speech ENV with WGN TFS, Speech ENV with MN TFS, Speech TFS with WGN
ENV, Speech TFS with MN ENV, and Speech TFS with Flat ENV. The colors here
match the color scheme used in Figs. 4.3, 4.4, 4.6, 4.7, 4.8, and 4.11.
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4.3.2.2 Subjects and Speech Material

A word recognition experiment was conducted on five normal-hearing subjects aged
18–21 with English as their first language, who were paid for their participation. The
subjects were asked to identify the final word in the sentence “Say the word (test
word).”, where the test words were chosen from the NU-6 word list (Tillman and
Carhart, 1966), which contains a total of 200 monosyllabic CNC words, and were
recordings spoken by a native American English male speaker (Auditec, St. Louis).
While Tillman and Carhart (1966) used the terminology of “nucleus” to describe the
central phonemes because they include diphthongs as well as vowels, to simplify the
description of our results we will use the term “vowel” to refer to the central phoneme.
The test sentences had all undergone auditory chimaera processing as described above.

4.3.2.3 Procedure

Subjects were tested in a quiet room. All signals were generated with a high-quality
PC sound card (Turtle Beach - Audio Advantage Micro) at a sampling rate of 44,100
Hz. The sound was presented to the subjects via a Yamaha HTR-6150 amplifier and
Sennheiser HDA 200 headphones. The signals were calibrated through a B & K 2260
Investigator sound analyzer (Artificial Ear Type 4152) to adjust the target speech to
a presentation level of 65 dB SPL. The test was done without prior training and was
completed over five one-hour sessions for each subject. The five different chimaera
types were each tested in a different session, and the order of the chimaera types
was randomized for each subject. The chimaera types were blocked in this fashion to
allow the participants to quickly become familiar with each type of processing, as the
Speech ENV and Speech TFS chimaeras can sound very different.

For each chimaera type, seven sets of vocoder frequency bands were used. For
each set of frequency bands, 50 test words were generated. These 50 test words were
randomly selected from the 200 available words of the NU-6 list, resulting in 1,750
test words that were used in this study. This word set was presented to the subjects
using the following procedure:

a) Randomly select one of 350 available words (50 words for each of the 7 filter
sets) for the chimaera type being tested in that session.

b) Ask the subject to repeat the word as they perceived it.

c) Voice record the subject’s verbal response as well as a written record.

Subjects were told that they might not be able to understand all of the test words
because the speech processing made some of them unintelligible. In the cases where a
subject could not recognize a test word, they were asked to guess to the best of their
ability. No feedback was provided.
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4.3.2.4 Scoring

Several scoring methods were adopted, with the phonemic representation being the
main scoring scheme. With phonemic-level scoring, each word is divided into its
phonemes such that subjects are rewarded for partial recognition. This scoring mech-
anism will provide a closer comparison to the neural-based intelligibility predictors
described below, particularly the STMI. Scores for consonant and vowel recognition
are also reported.

4.3.3 Auditory Periphery Model

The auditory periphery model of Zilany et al. (2009) can produce AN fiber responses
that are consistent with physiological data obtained from normal and impaired ears
for stimuli intensities that span the dynamic range of hearing. The model has been
used previously to study hearing-aid gain prescriptions (Dinath and Bruce, 2008),
optimal phonemic compression schemes (Bruce et al., 2007), and for the development
and assessment of the NSIM (Hines and Harte, 2010, 2012). The model was estab-
lished using single-unit auditory nerve data recorded in cat (Zilany and Bruce, 2006,
2007a; Zilany et al., 2009), but recent changes have attempted to improve the model,
including increased basilar membrane frequency selectivity (Ibrahim and Bruce, 2010)
to reflect revised (i.e., sharper) estimates of human cochlear tuning (Shera et al., 2002;
Joris et al., 2011), human middle-ear filtering (Pascal et al., 1998), and some other
updated model parameters (Zilany et al., 2014). Note that the threshold tuning of
the model is based on Shera et al. (2002) but the model is nonlinear and incorporates
physiologically-appropriate changes in tuning as a function of the stimulus level (Car-
ney, 1993; Bruce et al., 2003; Zilany and Bruce, 2006, 2007a).

It is worth noting that there is an ongoing debate regarding the accuracy of the
estimates of the human cochlear tuning. Ruggero and Temchin (2005) argued that
the estimates provided by Shera et al. (2002) are not accurate due to some theo-
retical and experimental assumptions. However, more recent studies have refuted
some of the criticisms and provided additional support for sharper cochlear tuning
in humans (Shera et al., 2010; Bentsen et al., 2011), although the debate is not fully
resolved (Lopez-Poveda and Eustaquio-Martin, 2013). Thus, we chose in this study to
use the sharper estimates of Shera et al. (2002), as a maximal role of ENV restoration
would be expected in this case (Ibrahim and Bruce, 2010).

4.3.4 Neurogram Generation

For every speech signal of the chimaera corpus, the auditory periphery model was used
to compute a set of AN post-stimulus time histograms (PSTHs) at 128 logarithmically-
spaced characteristic frequencies (CFs) from 180 Hz to 7,040 Hz at a sampling rate
of 100 kHz. The 10–µs bin size PSTH responses characterize the neural activity of
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a healthy cochlea and are “stacked” across CFs to create a spectrogram-like repre-
sentation called a “neurogram.” Prior to applying each speech signal to the auditory
model, it was preprocessed to incorporate typical hearing functionality and meet the
processing requirements of the model: the head-related transfer function of Wiener
and Ross (1946) was applied to simulate outer-ear frequency tuning characteristics;
envelope transients at the beginning and end of the signal were removed to avoid
potential ringing responses of the auditory filters; the stimulus was scaled to a 65 dB
SPL presentation level; and the signal was up-sampled to the 100 kHz sampling rate
of the auditory periphery model. Each preprocessed speech signal was then applied
to the auditory periphery model of Zilany et al. (2014).

The PSTH response at each CF was generated by adding together the individual
PSTH responses for a set of 50 AN fibers: 30 high spontaneous-rate (>18 spikes
per second), low threshold fibers; 15 medium spontaneous-rate (0.5 to 18 spikes per
second) fibers; and 5 low spontaneous-rate (<0.5 spikes per second), high threshold
fibers, a distribution that is in agreement with past studies (Liberman, 1978; Jackson
and Carney, 2005; Zilany et al., 2009).

Additional processing was then carried out on these unmodified neurograms to
derive the alternate forms that separately and explicitly characterized the inherent
mean-rate and spike-timing neural cues. The objective speech intelligibility measures
examined in this work were then applied to only the CVC target-word region of the
modified neurograms. The STMI, the STMI LIN, and the NSIM are discussed in the
following sections.

4.3.5 Spectro-temporal Modulation Index

The STMI quantifies the differences in spectral-temporal modulations found between
the clean speech signal and the chimaeric speech signal using a physiologically-based
cortical model (Chi et al., 1999; Elhilali et al., 2003) and it is only sensitive to mean-
rate, or average, neural activity. A schematic illustration of the STMI is shown in
Fig. 4.2.

The STMI can quantify the effects of nonlinear compression and phase distortions,
as well as the effects of background noise and reverberations (Elhilali et al., 2003).
The equation for the STMI is,

STMI = 1− ‖T −N‖
2

‖T‖2 (4.1)

where ‖ · ‖ is the Euclidean-norm operator, i.e., ‖X‖ =
√∑n

k=1 |Xk|2 for a matrix X

with n elements indexed by k, T is a token representing the cortical response for a clean
speech signal, and N is a token representing the cortical response for the associated
chimaeric speech signal. The T and N tokens each reflect the difference between the
cortical response of a speech signal and its matched-noise signal, or base-spectrum in
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Figure 4.2: A schematic illustration of the STMI based on the processing of AN neurograms
by a bank of cortical spectro-temporal modulation filters producing clean “template”, T, and
“noisy”, N, auditory cortex outputs. The NSIM is also illustrated and is based on the clean
“reference”, R, and “degraded”, D, neurograms. In this study, unprocessed speech signals
are applied to the models to produce the “reference” neurograms and “template” cortical
responses, and chimaeric speech signals are applied to the models to obtain the “degraded”
neurograms and “noisy” cortical responses. The optional LIN processing extracts additional
information from the neurograms by accounting for phase offsets in the AN fiber responses.

the terminology used by Elhilali and colleagues (Elhilali et al., 2003). The T token
is determined by subtracting the cortical response of the clean speech matched-noise
signal from the cortical response of the clean speech signal. The N token is computed
in the same manner using the chimaeric speech signal. The associated matched-noise
representations were generated by applying the FFT to each speech signal individually,
retaining the magnitude spectrum, uniformly randomizing the phase (preserving the
anti-symmetry property of the phase spectrum), and then taking the real-part of the
inverse FFT. This is the same processing that was used to generate the matched-
noise signal for the creation of the chimaera signals. The matched-noise subtraction
operation is necessary in order to minimize non-critical modulations that might mask
the important modulation information measured by the STMI. The STMI produces a
scalar value, theoretically bound between 0 and 1, with larger values indicating better
speech intelligibility.

To calculate the STMI, each neurogram was composed using PSTHs at 128 CFs
(128 CFs logarithmically spaced from 180 Hz to 7,040 Hz provides about 5.2 octaves
along the tonotopic axis, sufficient sampling to support the spectral and temporal
modulation filters used by the STMI), as noted above. Each CF PSTH in the CVC
target-word region was then convolved with a 16–ms rectangular window at 50%
overlap, yielding an effective sampling rate of 125 Hz and thereby eliminating TFS
phase-locking characteristics from the neurogram. This processing was used on the
clean speech signal, the chimaeric speech signal, and their respective matched-noise
representations.
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A set of spectro-temporal response fields (STRFs), in the form of a spectro-
temporal Gabor function (Chi et al., 1999), derived as a function of ripple peak-
frequency and drifting velocity, were applied to each pair of neurograms to pro-
duce respective 4-dimensional, complex-valued matrices. The dimensions of these
4-dimensional matrices are: scale (0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.7, 1.0, 1.4, 2.0, 2.8, 4.0, 5.6, 8.0
cycles per octave); rate (±2.0, 2.8, 4.0, 5.7, 8.0, 11.3, 16.0, 22.6, 32.0 Hz, where positive
values indicate a downward frequency-sweep sensitivity of the response field and neg-
ative values indicate an upward frequency-sweep sensitivity); time (seconds); and
characteristic frequency (Hz). With a maximum best modulation rate of 32 Hz, the
STMI only considers temporal modulations that are well within the range of ENV
cues as defined by Rosen (1992). Prior to computing the cortical differences, the mag-
nitudes for each matrix were computed. The 4-dimensional, real-valued T token was
determined by subtracting the matched-noise cortical response from the clean speech
cortical response and setting any resulting negative values to zero. The N token was
computed in the same manner using the associated chimaeric cortical responses.

The STMI was computed using Eq. 4.1, with all scales, rates, times, and char-
acteristic frequencies equally weighted. However, only the portion of the neurogram
corresponding to the duration of the target-word was used. The numerator Euclidean
result was calculated by subtracting N from T, setting any negative values to zero,
squaring each value, and summing all values. The denominator was calculated by
squaring each value of T and summing all values. The rationale for setting negative
difference values in the numerator to zero is that negative values can arise because of
spurious modulations occurring in the “noisy” cortical response N that are not present
in the “template” cortical response T due to the stochastic behavior of the AN model
used in this study. These are unlikely to degrade the perceptual intelligibility to the
same degree that a large loss of speech-conveying modulations will, which corresponds
to positive values for T −N . In this study we found that the quantitative accuracy of
the predictions were improved when this rectification was done, as was also the case
for the previous study of Zilany and Bruce (2007b).

Following Zilany and Bruce (2007b), the template cortical response has been cho-
sen as the output of the normal-hearing model to the unprocessed stimulus at 65 dB
SPL (conversational speech level) in quiet. In contrast to Elhilali et al. (2003), we
keep the time and CF indices in the cortical outputs for the template and test signal
in the same manner as suggested in Zilany and Bruce (2007b). This is important
because the STMI scored in this way will be a good measure of the partial matches
between the template and test signals and reflect the phonemic-level scoring of each
subject’s verbal response to each CVC target-word (Mesgarani et al., 2008). If the
cortical outputs are averaged over time as in Elhilali et al. (2003), the STMI will not
be able to detect reconstruction of ENV cues at particular times and CFs.
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4.3.6 STMI with Lateral Inhibition

As described earlier, ENV cues can be recovered from the interaction of TFS speech
with the cochlear filters, which are then transduced into corresponding mean-rate
neural cues. In addition to this peripherally located process, there are likely more
centrally located auditory processes, such as LINs, that may convert spike-timing
cues into mean-rate cues (Shamma and Lorenzi, 2013). To investigate the process
of how mean-rate neural cues are recovered from spike-timing cues and how this
might impact predicted speech intelligibility, a simple LIN was applied to both the
clean speech and chimaeric speech neurograms prior to calculating the STMI cortical
responses (see Fig. 4.2). By itself, the STMI processing is sensitive only to mean-rate
neural cues. However, with the addition of the LIN, it can assess the spike-timing
cues to the extent that the LIN can convert the information from those cues into
corresponding mean-rate cues (Shamma and Lorenzi, 2013).

The LIN described in the study of Shamma and Lorenzi (2013) was implemented
for this study in the follow manner. Each constituent AN fiber PSTH response of the
unprocessed clean speech neurogram and its associated matched-noise neurogram was
smoothed using a 32-sample Hamming window. At the 100 kHz sampling rate of the
auditory periphery model, the lowpass smoothing captures the spectral extent of AN
phase-locking (Johnson, 1980). A first-order tonotopic difference was then applied
across PSTH responses with the lower CF response subtracted from the higher CF
response and negative results were set to zero (Shamma and Lorenzi, 2013; Shamma,
1985). The 16–ms rectangular window smoothing at 50% overlap of the STMI com-
pletes the processing. The chimaeric speech neurograms were processed in the same
manner. It is the joint operation of the first-order difference and the 16–ms rectangular
windowing of the STMI that facilitates the conversion of spike-timing informational
cues to the associated mean-rate cues. The STMI was calculated using the modified
neurograms.

4.3.6.1 STMI Empirical Bounds

For both variations of the STMI, estimates of the average lower and upper bounds
were determined empirically using 350 clean speech CVC target-words. Lower bound
estimates were calculated using the clean speech sentences as the unprocessed signal
(producing cortical reference token, T, of Eq. 4.1 and Fig. 4.2) and white-Gaussian
noise (WGN) as the test signal (producing cortical noise token, N, of Eq. 4.1 and
Fig. 4.2). Under this condition the cortical responses are theoretically orthogonal,
and with respect to Eq. 4.1, results in a minimum value of 0. However, due to the
stochastic nature of auditory model responses and WGN generation, spurious cor-
relations artificially inflate this expected minimum value. Upper bound estimates
were calculated using the same procedure, but clean speech was used for both the
unprocessed and test signals (producing reference token, T, and noise token, N, re-
spectively). In this case, the theoretical cortical responses would be equal, producing
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a maximum value of 1. However, the estimated upper bound is lower because of the
stochastic effects mentioned previously.

4.3.7 Neurogram SIMilarity

The NSIM quantifies differences in neural spectro-temporal features using an image-
based processing model (Wang et al., 2004; Hines and Harte, 2010, 2012). Like the
STMI, the NSIM can quantify informational cues found in mean-rate activity, but it
can also be used to quantify cues that reside in spike-timing activity. In both cases,
the NSIM compares a clean speech neurogram, R, and a corresponding chimaeric
speech neurogram, D, as shown in Fig. 4.2.

In the auditory model AN fiber responses, mean-rate and spike-timing neural
information coexist in the same PSTH. To investigate the relative contribution by
each type of information to speech intelligibility, the clean speech and chimaeric speech
neurograms were processed to produce neurograms that reflect the respective cues
from each source: a mean-rate neurogram averages spike-events across a set of PSTH
bins, while a fine-timing neurogram retains most of the original spike-event temporal
coding.

A mean-rate neurogram was produced from the CVC target-word region of an
unmodified neurogram by rebinning the constituent AN fiber PSTH responses to 100–
µs bins, then convolved with a 128-sample Hamming window at 50% overlap, which
yields an effective upper modulation frequency limit of 78 Hz. This excludes most of
the frequency content to the temporal fine-structure (i.e. the harmonics of the vowels).
The corresponding fine-timing neurogram was produced from the same unmodified
target-word region by retaining the 10–µs bin size produced by the auditory model
and convolving each PSTH with a 32-sample Hamming window at 50% overlap. In
this case, the effective upper frequency limit is 3,125 Hz, which preserves spike-timing
and phase-locking information. The convolution of each PSTH with its respective
Hamming window produces a response that is more representative of a response from
a larger population of AN fibers, which is a more general response than the 50 AN
fiber response used here. For the NSIM metric, only 29 CFs, logarithmically spaced
from 180 Hz to 7,040 Hz, were considered (cf., Hines and Harte, 2010, 2012), unlike
the 128 CFs required by the STMI. The general equation for the NSIM is,

NSIM(R,D) =

(
2µRµD + C1

µ2
R + µ2

D + C1

)α
·
(

2σRσD + C2

σ2
R + σ2

D + C2

)β
·
(
σRD + C3

σRσD + C3

)γ

(4.2)

and is applied to each pair of mean-rate neurograms and each pair of fine-timing neu-
rograms (Hines and Harte, 2012). To compute the NSIM, a 3-by-3 kernel was moved
across the complete target-word region of the clean speech and chimaeric speech neu-
rograms and a local NSIM value was calculated at each position. The left-hand term
of Eq. 5.1 characterizes a “luminance” property that quantifies the average intensity
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of each kernel, where the terms µR and µD are the means of the 9 respective kernel
elements for the “reference” and “degraded” neurograms, respectively. The middle
term characterizes a “contrast” property for the same two kernels, where σR and σD

are the standard deviations. The right-hand term characterizes the “structural” re-
lationship between the two kernels and is conveyed as the Pearson product-moment
correlation coefficient. The C1, C2, and C3 coefficients are regularization terms that
prevent numerical instability (Wang et al., 2004). A single scalar value for the overall
NSIM is computed by averaging the positionally dependent, or mapped, NSIM values.

The influence of the weighting powers (α, β, γ) on phoneme discrimination using
CVC word lists was investigated by Hines and Harte (2012). They optimized these
powers and found the “contrast” term (β) had little to no impact on overall NSIM
performance. They further examined the influence of setting the “luminance” (α)
and “structural” (γ) terms to unity and the “contrast” (β) term to zero and found
the results produced under these conditions had comparable accuracy and reliability
as those computed using the optimized values. They concluded that using this set of
powers simplifies the NSIM and establishes a single computation for both the mean-
rate and fine-timing neurograms (Hines and Harte, 2012).

As was the case for the STMI and the STMI LIN, these processing steps were
applied to all of the sentences in the chimaeric speech corpus.

4.3.7.1 Scaling of the NSIM Neurograms

The general computation of the NSIM measure uses a 3-by-3 kernel (CFs on the ordi-
nate and discrete-time values on the abscissa) that compares highly localized regions
of the clean speech and chimaeric speech neurograms. For the fine-timing neurograms,
which retain a large degree of temporal coding in the AN fiber responses, there are
large regions in each neurogram without any neural activity. As a result, each NSIM
kernel value in these areas approaches unity because the regularization coefficients
(C1 and C3 based on the weighting parameters mentioned in the previous section) are
defined by the [0, 255] scaling restriction (Hines and Harte, 2012, 2010; Wang et al.,
2004). The contributions of these particular values to the overall NSIM measure,
which is the average of all the local NSIM results, effectively “swamps out” NSIM
values from areas with neural activity that are correctly quantifying the differences
between the two neurograms. Mean-rate neurograms are not effected by this behavior
because their timescale is such that the vast majority of time-CF bins have some level
of neural activity.

During the course of this study we determined that the undesired effect associated
with scaling the neurograms to [0, 255] could be avoided by simply not scaling them
and computing the localized NSIM values using neurograms in units of spikes per
second (the regularization coefficients C1 and C3 were still based on the [0, 255] range).
This revised scaling method has resulted in improvements in predicted outcomes in
another recent study using this approach (Bruce et al., 2015).
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4.3.7.2 NSIM Empirical Bounds

As with the STMI and STMI LIN measures, estimates of average lower and upper
empirical bounds for the mean-rate and fine-timing NSIM measures were determined
experimentally. Lower bound estimates were calculated using clean speech sentences
as the unprocessed signal (producing the clean speech neurogram, R, of Eq. 5.1 and
Fig. 4.2) and WGN noise as the test signal (producing the degraded neurogram, D,
of Eq. 5.1 and Fig. 4.2). With these conditions, the right-hand term of Eq. 5.1 weighs
the NSIM measure towards 0 because of the small correlations, on average, between
the respective kernels of the R and D neurograms. Like the STMI, the lower bound
can be non-zero due to the stochastic nature of the auditory model responses and
the WGN noise. Upper bound estimates were calculated using the same procedure,
but clean speech was used for both the unprocessed and test signals (the R and D
neurograms, respectively). In this case, the weighting of the “structural” comparison
is now towards 1 because of larger correlations, on average, between the two kernels.
Unlike the lower bound estimate, the “contrast” term now contributes more weight to
the overall metric because of greater similarity between respective neurogram kernels.
The theoretical upper bound of the NSIM value is unity, but in practice it will be
lower because of the stochastic character of the auditory model responses.

4.4 Results

4.4.1 Perception of Chimaeric Speech

The results of a 3-way analysis-of-variance (ANOVA) on the phoneme scores for the
main effects of subject, number of filters, and chimaera type along with three two-
factor interactions are shown in Table 4.1. All three factors are statistically significant,
but the number of filters and chimaera type are much stronger factors than the sub-
ject. The small but significant difference in performance of the different subjects is
consistent with the results of Lorenzi et al. (2006), in which they found that some sub-
jects had higher initial “TFS speech” perception scores than others, a difference that
largely remained even after substantial training. The interactions between subject and
chimaera type and between the number of filters and chimaera type are significant,
but the interaction between subject and number of filters is not significant.

The intelligibility results from the speech experiment are plotted in Figs. 4.3
and 4.4. The percent correct scores based on phonemic and complete word cor-
rect scoring schemes are presented in Fig. 4.3, while the percent correct vowels and
consonants’ scores are compared in Fig. 4.4.

For the Speech ENV chimaeras, subjects performed better when the number of
frequency bands increased. The reverse is true for the Speech TFS chimaeras, where
the performance is better when the number of analysis filters used in generation of
the auditory chimaeras is decreased. These results are consistent with Smith et al.
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Table 4.1: Significance of subject, number of subband filters, and chimaera type and three
two-factor interactions obtained with a 3-way ANOVA on Phoneme Perception Data

Source Sum of Squares Degrees of Freedom Mean Sq. F-stat Prob. > F
Subject 0.83 4 0.2073 3.57 0.0064
Number of Filters 72.44 6 12.073 208.14 p < 0.001
Chimaera Type 60.83 4 15.2074 262.18 p < 0.001
Subject × Number of Filters 1.8 24 0.0748 1.29 0.1553
Subject × Chimaera Type 3.85 16 0.2405 4.15 p < 0.001
Number of Filters × Chimaera Type 380.46 24 15.8527 273.31 p < 0.001
Error 502.95 8671 0.058
Total 1023.15 8749
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Figure 4.3: Phoneme perception scores from the listening experiment as a function of the
number of vocoder filters, averaged over the words and listeners. Error bars show ± 1
standard error of the mean (SEM). Speech ENV chimaeras retain the ENV of the original
speech signals and are combined with WGN or MN TFS. Speech TFS chimaeras retain the
TFS of the original speech signals and are combined with WGN, MN, or Flat ENV.

(2002).

We observe in Fig. 4.4 that for Speech ENV chimaeras the percentage of correctly
recognized consonants is higher than that of vowels when the number of vocoder filters
is less than six (above which performance saturates for both consonants and vowels),
whereas for Speech TFS chimaeras the vowel recognition performance is better than
that of consonants in most cases. The higher scores for vowels with the Speech TFS
chimaeras may be explained by the fact that they have more harmonic structure to
be conveyed by TFS than consonants. This will be explored further in the modelling
section below.

It can also be seen that the percentage of phonemes correctly recognized is higher
for the Speech ENV chimaeras with MN TFS compared to WGN TFS (the red curve
versus the blue curve in Fig. 4.3) for chimaeras with fewer than six vocoder filters,
whereas for the Speech TFS chimaeras the MN ENV produces a reduction in phoneme
recognition compared to the WGN ENV and Flat ENV cases. This suggests that the
use of a noise signal matched to the individual sentence, as we have done following
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Figure 4.4: Vowel (solid lines) and consonant (dashed lines) perception scores from the
listening experiment. Error bars show ± 1 SEM. As in Fig. 4.3, Speech ENV chimaeras
retain the ENV of the original speech signals and are combined with WGN or MN TFS, while
the Speech TFS chimaeras retain the TFS of the original speech signals and are combined
with WGN, MN, or Flat ENV.

the methodology of Smith et al. (2002), can have quite different effects for Speech
ENV versus Speech TFS chimaeras. The possible causes of these behaviors will be
explored in the Discussion.

Figure 4.5 shows the intelligibility results from the speech experiment of Fig. 4.3
with the Rationalized Arcsine Transformation (RAU; Studebaker, 1985) applied to
the fractional representation of the percent correct scores. The RAU is used to miti-
gate the ceiling effects shown in the perceptual data of Fig. 4.3.
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Figure 4.5: Phoneme perception scores from the listening experiment in RAU units as a
function of the number of vocoder filters, averaged over the words and listeners. Error bars
show ± 1 standard error of the mean (SEM).
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4.4.2 STMI Predictions of Chimaeric Speech Intelligibility

Figure 4.6 shows the average STMI and STMI LIN values versus the number of
vocoder filters for the Speech ENV and Speech TFS chimaeras. The STMI and STMI
LIN capture the general shape of the perceptual response curves shown in Figs. 4.3
and 4.4.
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Figure 4.6: Average STMI and STMI LIN values (error bars ± 1 SEM) as a function of the
number of vocoder filters. The horizontal dashed-lines in each panel show the empirically
determined lower and upper metric bounds. A Average STMI values. The lower bound is
0.16 and upper bound is 0.89. B Average STMI LIN values. The lower bound is 0.20 and
upper bound is 0.78.

For the Speech ENV chimaeras, both the STMI and the STMI LIN demonstrate
less noticeable asymptotic character compared to the perceptual response curves. This
difference is more drastic under narrowband conditions (i.e. large number of vocoder
filters) where the curves are more linear. The STMI and the STMI LIN also fail
to reflect the full range of perceptual performance, from just below 20% to almost
100%, despite smaller value ranges as shown by the horizontal red dashed-lines that
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demarcate the estimated empirical bounds for each measure. Both measures produce
larger values for the MN TFS type relative to the WGN TFS type under broadband
conditions (significant difference at 1 band for both measures; one-sided paired t-test
at p = 0.01), which is consistent with the perceptual results shown in Fig. 4.3. With
increasing numbers of vocoder bands, the difference between the curves gradually
decreases and both measures produce similar values at 8 or more bands. In the
perceptual data, the predictions for the WGN TFS and MN TFS converge at 6 bands.
The STMI had lower and upper empirical bounds of 0.16 and 0.89, respectively, and
produced higher values than the STMI LIN for larger numbers of vocoder filters. The
STMI LIN had lower and upper empirical bounds of 0.20 and 0.78, respectively.

For the Speech TFS chimaeras, shown in Fig. 4.6, both measures again capture
the same relative placement of the three Speech TFS chimaera types as the perceptual
responses, but again demonstrate only a mild asymptotic behavior across a decreased
range of values. An important difference between the curves in Fig. 4.6 and the
perceptual responses shown in Fig. 4.3 is that the STMI predictions for the MN ENV
chimaera converge with those for the other two chimaera types as the number of filters
increases above 8. STMI values for the WGN ENV and Flat ENV types are larger
than the MN ENV type across all vocoder bandwidths, except at 32 bands (for both
the STMI and the STMI LIN, the MN ENV type is significantly different than the
WGN ENV type at 1 band and significantly different than the Flat ENV type at 1,
2, 3, and 8 bands at p = 0.01 for all cases). As with the Speech ENV chimaeras,
the STMI and the STMI LIN produce values within their respective lower and upper
empirical bounds, but have a smaller range than the perceptual responses, with the
predicted maximum intelligibility for the Speech TFS chimaeras being noticeably less
than the predicted maximum intelligibility for the Speech ENV chimaeras. These
results suggest that the STMI is able to assess original and recovered ENV cues
conveyed by Speech TFS chimaeras (Heinz and Swaminathan, 2009; Ibrahim and
Bruce, 2010) but the mean-rate representation as measured by the STMI cannot fully
explain the perceptual responses.

4.4.3 NSIM Predictions of Chimaeric Speech Intelligibility

Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show the average mean-rate and fine-timing NSIM values for the
chimaeric speech corpus as a function of the number of vocoder filters, respectively.
In each of these figures, the top panels show the predictions for the Speech ENV and
Speech TFS chimaera types based on neurograms scaled to [0, 255]. The bottom
panels show the predictions based on neurograms scaled to spikes per second.

4.4.3.1 Mean-rate NSIM

Figure 4.7 shows the average mean-rate NSIM values for the chimaeric speech corpus.
In Fig. 4.7A, where the neurogram scaling method of Hines and Harte (2010, 2012)
is used, the mean-rate NSIM correctly predicts the higher perceptual scores for the
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Figure 4.7: Average mean-rate NSIM values (error bars ± 1 SEM) as a function of the
number of vocoder filters. The horizontal dashed-lines in each panel show the empirically
determined lower and upper metric bounds. A Average mean-rate NSIM values based on
neurograms scaled to [0, 255]. The lower bound is 0.26 and the upper bound is 0.57. B
Average mean-rate NSIM values based on neurograms scaled to spikes per second. The
lower bound is 0.0090 and the upper bound is 0.41.

MN TFS chimaera type relative to the WGN TFS chimaera type when 1, 2, or 3
vocoder bands are used. However, it fails to predict the convergence in perceptual
performance as the number of vocoder bands increases (cf. Fig. 4.3). The predictions
for the Speech TFS chimaeras correctly predict the lower intelligibility of the MN
ENV chimaera type compared to the WGN ENV and Flat ENV chimaera type, but
the predictions do not reflect the large decrease in perceptual performance that was
found with an increase in the number of vocoder bands (cf. Fig. 4.3). Overall, the
mean-rate NSIM predictions are just slightly better than the STMI predictions, which
may be due to the higher maximum modulation rate of 78 Hz considered by the mean-
rate NSIM. Jørgensen et al. (2013) and Kates and Arehart (2014a) have also utilized
maximum modulation rates greater than 32 Hz in their intelligibility predictors. One
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Figure 4.8: Average fine-timing NSIM values (error bars ± 1 SEM) as a function of the
number of vocoder filters. The horizontal dashed-lines in each panel show the empirically
determined lower and upper metric bounds. A Average fine-timing NSIM values based on
neurograms scaled to [0, 255]. The lower bound is 0.25 and the upper bound is 0.56. B
Average fine-timing NSIM values based on neurograms scaled to spikes per second. The
lower bound is 0.069 and the upper bound is 0.35.

other major difference between these metrics that could be particularly important
for vocoder and chimaeric processing is that NSIM values will be affected by spectral
flattening, whereas the STMI inherently compensates for long-term spectral flattening
by including a base-spectrum operation that subtracts an estimate of the long-term
spectrum prior to computing the cortical response of the STMI.

As with the STMI, empirically determined lower and upper bounds were computed
for the mean-rate NSIM. These are depicted by the red horizontal dashed-lines in
Fig. 4.7. As shown in Fig. 4.7A, the mean-rate NSIM lower bound estimate is relatively
high (≈ 0.26), suggesting that the scaling of neurogram values to [0, 255] might make
the regularization terms C1 and C3 in Eq. 5.1 overly dominant in the NSIM calculation
when the degraded neurogram is excessively different to the reference neurogram.
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Note that there is no contribution from the middle term of Eq. 5.1 because β was
set to zero. This led us to investigate an alternative approach where the neurograms
were computed in units of spikes per second and to forgo the [0, 255] scaling.

Figure 4.7B illustrates the average mean-rate NSIM values for the Speech ENV
chimaeras and Speech TFS chimaeras using our new scaling method. With the neu-
rograms scaled to spikes per second, instead of the [0, 255] range used by Hines
and Harte (2010, 2012), the average mean-rate NSIM values are lower overall for the
Speech ENV chimaeras without any discernable differences in the relative placement
or character of either the WGN TFS or MN TFS curves, other than a slightly larger
separation of the curves of about 0.2 across all sets of vocoder bands. For the Speech
TFS chimaeras, the average mean-rate NSIM values are closer to the upper empirical
bound, but there is still no strong dependence on the number of vocoder filters. The
quantitative impact of this alternative scaling method on predicted intelligibility will
be discussed later in the section on regression modelling.

4.4.3.2 Fine-timing NSIM

Figure 4.8 shows the average fine-timing NSIM values for the chimaeric speech cor-
pus. In general the fine-timing NSIM does not exhibit any strong dependence on
the number of vocoder bands for any of the chimaera types, regardless of the type
of scaling applied to the neurograms, which will be discussed further below. The
fine-timing NSIM should also be somewhat dependent on mean-rate cues, however, as
was observed for the mean-rate NSIM predictions, it appears that spectral flattening
introduced by the chimaera vocoder distorts the NSIM’s representation of mean-rate
cues. For the predictions when the neurograms are scaled to [0, 255] (Hines and Harte,
2010, 2012), as shown in Fig. 4.8A, there is no strong dependence on the number of
vocoder filters for either the Speech ENV or Speech TFS chimaera types, but the
fine-timing NSIM values for the Speech TFS chimaeras are larger. The fine-timing
NSIM values for the Speech TFS chimaera types lie between about 0.4 and 0.5, while
the fine-timing NSIM values for the Speech ENV chimaera types are smaller and lie
between about 0.3 and 0.4. The curves for both chimaera types are located in the
middle of the empirical value range. In contrast to the [0, 255] scaling, when the
spikes per second scaling is used (see Fig. 4.8B), the fine-timing NSIM values for the
Speech TFS chimaera types are notably larger and located near the upper empirical
bound, while the fine-timing NSIM values for the Speech ENV chimaera types are
smaller and are now located near the lower empirical bound. The fine-timing NSIM
values now span a larger portion of their empirical range, which indicates that the
fine-timing NSIM with this newer scaling method more faithfully represents Speech
TFS cues that are conveyed in the fine-timing neurogram.

In conjunction with its ability to differentiate the Speech ENV and Speech TFS
chimaeras and capture the spread of empirical values, the fine-timing NSIM based
on the spikes per second scaling (see Fig. 4.8B) captures a weak dependence on the
number of vocoder bands for the Speech TFS chimaera types. Unlike the associated
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perceptual results shown in Fig. 4.3, where the perceptual performance for the Speech
TFS chimaeras decreases as the number of vocoder filters increases, the Speech TFS
fine-timing NSIM values are easily seen to become larger, not smaller. To understand
how this could occur, we examined how vocoder processing changed the acoustic
and neural representations of a synthetic vowel /E/. We replaced the CVC target-
word with the vowel in an unprocessed sentence in order to retain the contextual
cues and used this sentence to construct 1-band and 32-band versions of the Speech
TFS with WGN ENV and Speech ENV with WGN TFS chimaeras. These sentences
were then preprocessed and applied to the auditory periphery model to produce the
corresponding neurograms. We used the spectral envelopes to examine the signals
in the acoustic domain, along with the average localized synchronized rate (ALSR;
Young and Sachs, 1979; Miller and Sachs, 1983; Schilling et al., 1998) and mean-rate
profiles in the neural domain. The ALSR is a quantitative measure that characterizes
the level of synchronization in spike-timing activity to the harmonics in a speech
signal. It produces an average “synchronized rate” value for all AN fibers whose
CFs lie within 0.5 octave of each harmonic and thereby indicates the strength of
the tonotopically-appropriate phase-locking representation of each harmonic present
in the stimulus (Young and Sachs, 1979). The mean-rate profile is the mean-rate
activity across time as a function of CF for the duration of the synthetic vowel.

Figure 4.9 shows the acoustic spectral envelope plots and the ALSR and mean-
rate profiles for the Speech TFS with WGN ENV (left column) and Speech ENV with
WGN TFS (right column) vowel chimaeras compared to the unprocessed vowel.

Figure 4.9A shows the acoustic spectral envelopes for the Speech TFS with WGN
ENV chimaeras and the unprocessed vowel. Apart from the alternation of harmonic
magnitudes above 700 Hz, the 32-band chimaera compares more favorably to the
unprocessed vowel than the 1-band chimaera. The second and third formant mag-
nitudes for the 32-band chimaera are slightly amplified compared to the magnitudes
for the unprocessed vowel. In contrast, the 1-band chimaera still clearly shows all
three formants, but the magnitudes for the second and third formants are attenuated.
Below the first formant, the amplitudes of all the harmonics for the 1-band chimaera
are noticeably smaller, especially at 300 Hz, which indicates a decreased level of low
frequency TFS. The harmonic amplitudes for the 1-band and 32-band chimaeras are
larger than the unprocessed vowel spectrum between the first and second formants.
Despite the slightly degraded acoustic spectrum at the second and third formants
for the 1-band chimaera (see Fig. 4.9A), strong levels of synchrony are still present
at all formant frequencies for the 1-band and 32-band chimaeras, which is shown in
the ALSR profile of Fig. 4.9C. The ALSR profile indicates that the level of neural
synchrony to vowels is somewhat independent of the number of vocoder bands for
the Speech TFS chimaeras. However, as shown in Fig. 4.9C, the level of synchrony
is slightly larger at second and third formants for the 32-band chimaera compared
to the 1-band chimaera. This is consistent with the fine-timing NSIM curves shown
in Fig. 4.8B, where the curves for the Speech TFS chimaeras increase as the number
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of vocoder filters increases. Fig. 4.9E shows the mean-rate profiles for the synthetic
vowel. With the use of the static synthetic vowel, there is very little to no ENV
reconstruction occurring due to cochlear filtering for either the 1-band or 32-band
chimaeras, and thus the mean-rate representation is degraded for both the 1-band
and the 32-band Speech TFS vowel chimaeras.

Figure 4.9B shows the acoustic spectral envelopes for the Speech ENV with WGN
TFS chimaeras and the unprocessed vowel. The 1-band chimaera envelope is elevated
across all of the harmonic frequencies compared to the 32-band chimaera and the
unprocessed vowel and the formants are not clearly represented. In contrast to the
1-band chimaera, the spectral envelope for 32-band chimaera is well defined and it
agrees well with the spectral envelope for the unprocessed vowel. However, the second
and third formant magnitudes are slightly attenuated and the magnitudes of harmonic
frequencies below 500 Hz are visibly smaller. The ALSR profiles for the Speech ENV
vowel chimaeras plotted in Fig. 4.9D show that the level of synchrony is severely
degraded when a noise TFS is used in the chimaera. There is little to no synchrony
capture at the second and third formants for both the 1-band and 32-band chimaeras.
At the first formant, the 32-band chimaera produces some weak phase-locking that
is practically abolished for the 1-band chimaera. This is consistent with the fine-
timing NSIM results shown in Fig. 4.8B, where the Speech ENV chimaeras have very
low fine-timing NSIM values, almost at the empirical lower bound, and a very slight
increase in values is observed for increasing numbers of vocoder filters. Fig. 4.9F
shows the mean-rate profiles for the Speech ENV and WGN TFS vowel chimaeras.
For the 32-band chimaera there is good agreement with the unprocessed vowel, but
the profile for the 1-band chimaera is severely degraded. This is consistent with the
STMI behavior (see Fig. 4.6A) and mean-rate NSIM behavior (see Fig. 4.7), where
there are low values under broadband conditions (small number of vocoder filters)
and higher values under narrowband conditions (large numbers of vocoder filters).
Results for the other chimaera processing types applied to the vowel /E/ are given in
Appendix A.

From these results we can see that the fine-timing NSIM values should be larger
for the 32-band chimaera relative to the 1-band chimaera (due to a greater level of
similarity between the ALSR profile for the 32-band chimaera and the ALSR profile
for the unprocessed vowel), which is consistent with the fine-timing NSIM behavior
shown in Fig. 4.8B for the Speech TFS versions of the NU-6 phonemes.

The larger fine-timing NSIM values for the 32-band chimaera vowel can also be
explained by examining the relationship between the harmonics of the synthetic vowel
and the center frequency and bandwidth of the subband filters for the Speech TFS
with WGN ENV chimaera. Figure 4.10, which is an adaptation of Fig. 4.9A, illustrates
the harmonics for the 32-band chimaera vowel and the unprocessed vowel with the
magnitude response of subband filters for the frequency range up to 4 kHz on a linear
frequency scale.
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Figure 4.9: The effect of Speech TFS with WGN ENV (left column) and Speech ENV
with WGN TFS (right column) vocoding on the acoustic and neural representations of the
synthesized vowel /E/. The vowel has a fundamental frequency of 100 Hz and five formant
frequencies of 0.5, 1.7, 2.5, 3.3, and 3.7 kHz (see Miller et al., 1997). The frequencies of
the first three formants are shown by the vertical dashed lines. Panels A and B show the
spectral envelope for each chimaera type compared to the unprocessed vowel. Panels C and
D show the average localized synchronized rate (ALSR) profiles, in units of dB re. 1 spike
per second, showing the degree of synchrony of AN fibers whose CFs are within 0.5 octaves
of each harmonic in the stimulus. Panels E and F show the mean-rate discharge profiles
as a function of CF for the time period of the unprocessed vowel. The horizontal axis of
Panels E and F have been adjusted so that CFs that correspond to the formant frequencies
are aligned with the formant frequencies shown in the above panels. The lowest CF of the
simulated auditory nerve fiber responses is 250 Hz.
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Figure 4.10: The correspondence of the spectral envelopes for the 32-band Speech TFS
with WGN chimaera and the unprocessed vowel with the chimaera vocoder subbands for
the 32-band case based on the synthetic vowel /E/ plotted on a linear frequency scale.
The normalized magnitude responses for the subband filters are shown in light gray. The
synthetic vowel /E/ has a fundamental frequency of 100 Hz and five formant frequencies of
0.5, 1.7, 2.5, 3.3, and 3.7 kHz (see Miller et al., 1997). The frequencies of the first three
formant frequencies are shown by the vertical dashed lines.

As illustrated in Fig. 4.10, as the number of vocoder bands increases (i.e. nar-
rowband processing conditions), fewer vowel harmonics fall within each vocoder filter
band and the spectrum starts to be flattened out. However, even at 32 filter bands the
formant peaks are still predominant and cause synchrony capture in the AN response,
as shown in Fig. 4.9C.

The neural measure predictions suggest that the STMI is the most suitable mea-
sure for quantifying the original speech ENV cues that are conveyed by the AN mean-
rate representation and the recovered ENV from cochlear filtering of the TFS speech,
while the fine-timing NSIM with the revised scaling method is able to independently
quantify the TFS speech cues conveyed by the AN spike-timing representation. Based
on these results, regression models will be explored in the following section that quan-
tify the accuracy of the different predictors, as well as a combined STMI and fine-
timing NSIM predictor.

4.4.4 Correlations Between Neural Predictions and Percep-
tion of CVC Words

Each regression model was computed using 35 data points that were aggregated across
all 5 chimaera types, with 7 data points coming from each chimaera type (350 sen-
tences per chimaera type, with phoneme scores averaged across the 5 normal-hearing
listeners and the 50 sentences for each of the 7 vocoder filter sets and neural measures
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averaged across the 50 sentences for each of the 7 vocoder filter sets).
Prior to computing the linear regression coefficients for each model, the neural

measures were normalized to a percentage of their respective empirical range. As
characterized in the plots for each neural measure, the range defined by the lower
and upper empirical bounds is reduced compared to the perceptual data. The reason
why these are relative narrow is because of the size of the time bins, the number of
fibers being simulated, and the overall response is still stochastic due to the stochastic
nature of auditory nerve firing. With the normalization, predictions can span those
ranges.

Each metric value was normalized using the expression,

MVnormalized =
(MV −MVlowerbound)

(MVupperbound −MVlowerbound)
· 100 (4.3)

where MV is an unnormalized data point, MVlowerbound and MVupperbound are empiri-
cally determined lower and upper bounds for a given measure, and MVnormalized is the
normalized data point used in the regression calculations.

Several first-order linear regression models were constructed using the normalized
neural measures and the perceptual scores, using the general form of,

RAU(PC) = b0 + b1 ·M1 + b2 ·M2 + b3 ·M1 ·M2 (4.4)

where RAU(PC) are the mean RAU transformed fractional phonemic-level scores for
the CVC target-words shown in Fig. 4.5, and M1 and M2 correspond to normalized
versions of two neural measures. As described earlier, the RAU transform is used to
mitigate the ceiling effects that were observed in the perceptual data (see Fig. 4.3).
For models using a single neural predictor measure, M2 is set to zero. For models with
more than two neural measures, each measure had its own term and was combined
with each of the remaining measures in two-term product interaction terms (i.e. no
interaction terms with more than two predictors were included). Table 4.2 summa-
rizes the linear regression models investigated in this study and shows the respective
adjusted R2 value and corrected Akaike Information Criterion (AICc) ratios (Burn-
ham and Anderson, 2002) for each model. The AICc ratio for each model is computed
relative to the STMI and FT NSIM (spikes per second) with interaction model (gray
row in Table 4.2). We will justify our reasons for doing this below.

4.4.4.1 STMI Regressions

We examined three regression models based on the STMI. The first two models used
the standard range of temporal modulation rates (up to 32 Hz) and the third model ex-
tended the temporal modulation rate up to 128 Hz. For the STMI model with a tempo-
ral modulation rate of 32 Hz as the single predictor, the adjusted R2 value for the pre-
dicted CVC target-word identification scores is 0.292 (significant at p-value < 0.001).
The adjusted R2 value increases to 0.507 (significant at p-value < 0.001) when the
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Table 4.2: Summary of regression models.

Model
Adjusted
R-squared1 AICc ratio2

STMI 0.292 0.345

STMI LIN 0.507 0.387

STMI (128 Hz) 0.182 (p=0.006) 0.329

MR NSIM ([0, 255]) 0.562 0.401

MR NSIM (spikes per second) 0.563 0.401

MR NSIM (spikes per second, 128 CFs) 0.381 0.360

FT NSIM ([0, 255]) 0.0676 (p=0.072) 0.314

FT NSIM (spikes per second) 0.0312 (p=0.16) 0.310

FT NSIM (spikes per second, 128 CFs) 0.0161 (p=0.22) 0.309

MR NSIM and FT NSIM ([0, 255]) with interaction 0.536 0.401

MR NSIM and FT NSIM (spikes per second) with interaction 0.652 0.436

STMI and FT NSIM ([0, 255]) with interaction 0.719 0.463

STMI and FT NSIM (spikes per second) without interaction 0.783 0.491

STMI and FT NSIM (spikes per second) with interaction 0.791 0.500

STMI and MR NSIM ([0, 255]) with interaction 0.704 0.456

STMI and MR NSIM (spikes per second) with interaction 0.803 0.507

STMI and MR NSIM (spikes per second) and FT NSIM (spikes per second) 3 0.867 0.438

Abbreviations: STMI = Spectro-Temporal Modulation Index without lateral inhibitory network; STMI LIN =
Spectro-Temporal Modulation Index with lateral inhibitory network; MR NSIM = Mean-rate Neurogram SIMi-
larity measure; FT NSIM = Fine-timing Neurogram SIMilarity measure; p < 0.001 for all fits except as noted.
1 The adjusted R2 is the proportion of variation in the response variable accounted for by the model regressors.
However, unlike the R2, it only increases when an increase in explained response variation is more likely than
chance when additional regressors have been added to the model.
2 The corrected Akaike Information Criterion ratio (Burnham and Anderson, 2002) is adjusted for a finite sample
size. The sample size is 35, which corresponds to the number of average RAU transformed perceptual scores and
data points for each neural measure. An AICc ratio smaller than 0.5 indicates that the model is less likely than
the “best” model (gray row of table) to minimize information loss, while an AICc ratio larger than 0.5 indicates
that the model is more likely than the “best” model to minimize information loss.
3 Includes interactions STMI with MR NSIM, STMI with FT NSIM, and MR NSIM with FT NSIM.

neurograms are conditioned using a spatial, first-order difference LIN prior to the
computation of the STMI. The LIN converts a portion of spike-timing cues to mean-
rate cues, which characterizes aspects of auditory processing that produce centrally-
recovered mean-rate cues as proposed by Shamma and Lorenzi (2013). Table 4.3
summarizes the regression coefficients and statistics for the STMI and STMI LIN
models computed using the corresponding scale-normalized measures.

Table 4.3: Summary of the STMI regression models using scale-normalized values. The
b1 coefficient of Eq. 5.2 is shown with its p-value in parenthesis. The adjusted R2 value,
indicating the overall goodness-of-fit, and p-value for each model are also shown.

STMI STMI LIN

b1 (STMI) 0.83 (< 0.001) b1 (STMI LIN) 1.47 (< 0.001)

Adj. R2 0.292 Adj. R2 0.507

p-value < 0.001 p-value < 0.001
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Figures 4.11A and 4.11B show the RAU-transformed average phoneme scores from
our human subjects plotted versus the predicted perceptual scores for the STMI and
the STMI LIN models, respectively. The diagonal lines indicate perfect prediction.
As shown in Figs. 4.11A and B, the STMI-based models over predict the Speech ENV
chimaeras and under predict the Speech TFS chimaeras, but inclusion of the LIN does
improve the predictions, reflected in a tighter clustering around the diagonal line and
a higher adjusted R2 value. These results demonstrate that neural coding of mean-
rate information, coming from the original mean-rate cues, the peripherally recovered
mean-rate cues as indicated by the conversion of spike-timing cues to mean-rate cues
by the LIN, and centrally recovered mean-rate cues (Shamma and Lorenzi, 2013),
are important contributors to phonemic-level identification (Swaminathan and Heinz,
2012; Shamma and Lorenzi, 2013).
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Figure 4.11: Predictions of the RAU transformed subjective scores using the linear regression
models. A STMI, B STMI LIN, C STMI and Fine-timing NSIM (spike-timing metric
computed with neurograms scaled to [0, 255]), and D STMI and Fine-timing NSIM (spike-
timing metric computed with neurograms scaled to spikes per second). The adjusted R2

value and p-value for each regression is shown in the upper left-hand corner of its respective
panel. The diagonal line represents a one-to-one correspondence between the perceptual
scores and the associated predictions; for points lying under the line the model prediction
is higher than the perceptual score, while for points above the line the prediction is lower.
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4.4.4.2 NSIM Regressions

We examined several models that included the mean-rate NSIM and fine-timing NSIM
measures alone, as well as in combination. Table 4.4 summarizes the regression coef-
ficients and statistics for the NSIM models using 29 CF neurograms scaled to spikes
per second. Like the STMI models, the NSIM models were computed using the scale-
normalized values.

Table 4.4: Summary of the NSIM linear regression models. Models based on 29 CF neuro-
grams scaled to spikes per second. The b1, b2, and b3 coefficients of Eq. 5.2 are shown with
the respective p-value in parenthesis. The adjusted R2 value and p-value for each model are
shown.

MR NSIM FT NSIM MR NSIM and FT NSIM

b1 (MR NSIM) 0.959 (< 0.001) b1 (FT NSIM) 0.185 (0.157) b1 (MR NSIM) 1.0916 (< 0.001)

b2 (FT NSIM) -0.953 (0.0570)

b3→ b1× b2 0.00769 (0.166)

Adj. R2 0.563 Adj. R2 0.0312 Adj. R2 0.652

p-value < 0.001 p-value 0.157 p-value < 0.001

When compared to the STMI and the STMI LIN models, the MR NSIM model
performs well in predicting the variability of the CVC target-word identification scores,
having a slightly higher adjusted R2 value of 0.563 (significant at p-value < 0.001).
Although the STMI LIN and MR NSIM have comparable adjusted R2 values, their
behavior for the different chimaera types are not identical (compare Fig. 4.6B to
Fig. 4.7B), suggesting that each measure might be representing different aspects of
the neural representation of the speech but equally well.

Unlike the MR NSIM, when the FT NSIM is used as the single regressor variable,
it is unable to account for any noteworthy level of variability in the CVC target-word
identification scores. The adjusted R2 value is 0.0312 for the FT NSIM in spikes
per second and 0.0676 when scaling the neurogram to [0, 255], with a p-value of
> 0.05 in both cases. Thus, the FT NSIM on its own is not a viable measure to
predict the perception of chimaeric speech, which is consistent with the observations
of Swaminathan and Heinz (2012).

The combination of the FT NSIM and the MR NSIM (in spikes per second) with an
interaction term leads to somewhat improved predictions with an adjusted R2 value of
0.652 (significant at p-value < 0.001). The FT NSIM coefficient is almost significant
at a level of p = 0.05, while the MR NSIM coefficient is significant. However, the
interaction term is not significant at a p-value of 0.166. With the removal of the
interaction term, the FT NSIM coefficient becomes significant (the MR NSIM remains
significant), but the adjusted R2 value decreases to 0.641. These results demonstrate
that the addition of fine-timing informational cues to mean-rate cues can improve the
prediction of chimaeric speech intelligibility.
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The impact of using the spikes per second scaling is demonstrated if we compare
the FT NSIM and MR NSIM model in spikes per second with the equivalent model
that uses the [0, 255] scaling. The adjusted R2 value for the latter model is 0.536
(significant at p-value < 0.001). This decrease is attributable to the FT NSIM term
because the MR NSIM term is not sensitive to the scaling approach used, as discussed
earlier.

Due to the disparity between the 128 CFs required by the STMI and the 29 CFs
typically used for the NSIM (Hines and Harte, 2012, 2010), we examined how both
NSIM measures were affected when each was computed using 128 CF neurograms. The
adjusted R2 value for the 128 CF MR NSIM is 0.381 (significant at p-value < 0.001)
and the FT NSIM value is 0.0160 (significant at p-value < 0.001). Despite the intuitive
notion that additional CFs would increase the level of place-based information, the
128 CF NSIM adjusted R2 values are lower than the values obtained with 29 CFs.

4.4.4.3 STMI with NSIM Regressions

We examined several models that combined the STMI and the NSIM measures. The
STMI and MR NSIM quantify mean-rate neural cues, but each measure does it in
a different way. The STMI, with its base-spectrum subtraction operation, quantifies
localized spectro-temporal modulations, while the MR NSIM is influenced by the
global spectral shape. We did examine the use of base-spectrum subtraction in the
MR NSIM, but found that it did not have a large influence. Additionally, the MR
NSIM will have some redundancy with the STMI (because they are both quantifying
rate-place information) and with the FT NSIM (because they are using the same
mathematical framework), but combining both NSIM measures with the STMI in a
regression model was still investigated.

Table 4.5 summarizes the regression coefficients and statistics for these models.
Combining either the MR NSIM, the FT NSIM or both metrics in a regression model
with the STMI produces greatly improved predictions compared to any of the pre-
dictors considered above. Combining either the MR NSIM or the FT NSIM leads to
an adjusted R2 value of around 0.8. However, there are some principled reasons why
the combination of the FT NSIM with the STMI could be a better choice than the
MR NSIM. The regression model with the MR NSIM leads to a significant interac-
tion term, which makes it somewhat difficult to interpret. This is likely caused by
the redundant representation of mean-rate information between the STMI and MR
NSIM, as noted above. In contrast, combining the FT NSIM the STMI produces
an interaction term that is not significant. Removing the interaction term in the
regression only makes the adjusted R2 and AICc ratio values drop very slightly (see
Table 4.2). Thus, the STMI and the FT NSIM can be considered to be contributing
complementary mean-rate and spike-timing information, respectively, to the overall
intelligibility, at least for this speech chimaera corpus.

The combination of the STMI and the FT NSIM is the most basic model that
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Table 4.5: Summary of the STMI with NSIM linear regression models. Models based on 29
CF neurograms scaled to spikes per second. The b1, b2, and b3 coefficients of Eq. 5.2 are
shown with the respective p-value in parenthesis. The adjusted R2 value and p-value for
each model are shown.

STMI and MR NSIM STMI and FT NSIM STMI and MR NSIM and FT NSIM

b1 (STMI) 2.907 (< 0.001) b1 (STMI) 1.357 (< 0.001) b1 (STMI) 2.716 (< 0.001)

b2 (MR NSIM) 1.767 (< 0.001) b2 (FT NSIM) 0.444 (< 0.05) b2 (MR NSIM) 0.819 (p=0.073)

b3→ b1× b2 -0.0257 (< 0.001) b3→ b1× b2 0.00598 (p=0.139) b3 (FT NSIM) 0.276 (p=0.378)

b1× b2 -0.0166 (< 0.05)

b1× b3 0.0458 (< 0.05)

b2× b3 -0.000380 (< 0.05)

Adj. R2 0.803 Adj. R2 0.791 Adj. R2 0.867

p-value < 0.001 p-value < 0.001 p-value < 0.001

combines mean-rate and spike-timing informational cues and has good predictive per-
formance. However, the importance of using neurograms in spikes per second for
the FT NSIM in this combined model can be readily seen by comparing Figs. 4.11C
and 4.11D, which both show the predicted CVC target-word identification scores for
the STMI combined with the FT NSIM but with the two different neurogram scal-
ing methods. In Fig. 4.11C the fine-timing NSIM was computed using neurograms
scaled to a range of [0, 255] and regularization coefficients (C1 and C3; remembering
the power of β for the second term of Eq. 5.1 is zero) based on the same range of
[0, 255] (Wang et al., 2004; Hines and Harte, 2010, 2012). It is readily apparent,
at least within the linear regression framework of this study, that the fine-timing
NSIM complements the STMI in the prediction of the RAU transformed perceptual
data. In comparison to the STMI alone (see Fig. 4.11A), inclusion of the spike-timing
neural cues, as assessed by the fine-timing NSIM, has greatly increased the level of
explained variability in the perceptual data, producing an adjusted R2 value of 0.719
(significant at p-value < 0.001). Figure 4.11D shows the predicted CVC target-word
identification scores using the STMI and fine-timing NSIM model with the fine-timing
NSIM computed from neurograms scaled to spikes per second. This scaling approach
increased the adjusted R2 value to 0.791 (significant at p-value < 0.001) from 0.719 in
the [0, 255] scaling case (Fig. 4.11C). These effects of neurogram scaling on the STMI
and FT NSIM regression model are summarized in Table 4.6. As described in the
Materials and Methods section, this alternative approach to scaling the fine-timing
neurograms when computing the fine-timing NSIM ensures that highly localized areas
of the fine-timing neurograms that contain neural activity we want to quantify has
a larger contribution to the final NSIM value than those areas that have little to no
neural activity. Similar improvements in predicted outcomes have been demonstrated
in another recent study using this approach Bruce et al. (2015).

We also examined a model that combined all three of the neural measures used
in this study - the STMI, the MR NSIM, and the FT NSIM. As shown in Table 4.5,
this model has the best predictive performance having an adjusted R2 value of 0.867
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Table 4.6: A comparison of the STMI and FT NSIM models using [0, 255] and spikes per
second for the FT NSIM term. Regression model coefficients of Eq. 5.2 (i.e. b1, b2, and b3
corresponding to the mean-rate neural measure, the spike-timing neural measure, and the
interaction of these two terms) are shown with the p-values in parenthesis. The adjusted
R2 value and p-value for each model are also shown.

STMI and FT NSIM ([0, 255]) STMI and FT NSIM (spikes per second)

b1 (STMI) 0.611 (0.342) b1 (STMI) 1.357 (< 0.001)

b2 (FT NSIM) 0.832 (0.0560) b2 (FT NSIM) 0.444 (< 0.05)

b3→ b1× b2 0.0137 (0.243) b3→ b1× b2 0.00598 (0.139)

Adj. R2 0.719 Adj. R2 0.791

p-value < 0.001 p-value < 0.001

(significant at p-value < 0.001). The coefficients for the STMI and all of the interac-
tion terms are significant (at p-value < 0.001 and p-value < 0.05, respectively) and
the interactions involving the STMI are more heavily weighted than the interaction
between the MR NSIM and FT NSIM. However, the coefficients for the MR NSIM
and FT NSIM are not significant. It would be very beneficial to have a model with
independent contributors to the overall predictions, and the significance of interaction
terms here suggests that there is redundancy in the information (we know this to be
the case for MR NSIM and STMI) and that the model might be over fitting the data.
The AICc ratio for this combined model is 0.438, which indicates that it is not as likely
as the STMI and FT NSIM (spikes per second) with interaction model to minimize
information loss. The AICc penalizes this model because of its extra regressors. Thus,
the most accurate model while remaining readily interpretable is that combining the
STMI and FT NSIM (spikes per second) with or without an interaction term, which
is still able to account for approximately 78-79% of the variance in the phoneme per-
ception data. Appendix B presents the results from investigations of several variants
to the STMI and the NSIM. However, these alternative measures did not improve
predictions compared to the STMI and FT NSIM model.

4.5 Discussion

Our intelligibility results (Figs. 4.3 and 4.4) qualitatively match the results of Smith
et al. (2002), where it was observed that speech reception improves as the number
of vocoder bands is increased for the Speech ENV chimaeras but degrades for the
Speech TFS chimaeras. When a matched-noise is used for the TFS in Speech ENV
chimaeras, the intelligibility improves relative to the intelligibility for the chimaeras
with a WGN TFS (see Figs. 4.3 and 4.4) for vocoders with fewer than 6 filter bands.
The STMI is able to predict this effect (see Figs. 4.6A and 4.6B), suggesting that
even with the phase randomization used to create the MN TFS, there is still some
amount of ENV restoration from this TFS occurring at roughly the correct time,
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enough to boost intelligibility somewhat. In contrast, when MN is used for the ENV
of the Speech TFS chimaeras, the intelligibility scores are decreased relative to those
obtained with the Flat ENV or WGN ENV (see Figs. 4.3 and 4.4). Again, the STMI
is generally able to predict this behavior (see Figs. 4.6A and 4.6B). In this case, it
appears that the reduction in intelligibility can be explained by the MN ENV having a
strong spectral tilt that degrades the rate-place representation more so than does the
flattening of the overall spectrum for the Flat ENV and WGN ENV chimaeras. These
differing effects of using MN for the Speech ENV and Speech TFS chimaeras suggest
that it would be better to use WGN for speech-noise chimaeras in future studies.

Consonant recognition scores indicate significant intelligibility (approximately 80%)
for the Speech TFS with Flat ENV stimuli when using 16 vocoder filters (see Fig. 4.4).
This is in agreement with Lorenzi et al. (2006) and Gilbert and Lorenzi (2006), who
have reported consonant recognition of approximately 90% after repeated training in
response to nonsense VCV stimuli processed to contain only TFS information. In
Lorenzi et al. (2006), 5-minute training sessions were used and most of the normal-
hearing subjects reached stable performance after about 3 sessions. In our case,
although separate training sessions were not provided, analysis of the scores as a
function of time within the 1-hour session indicates that the subjects recognition per-
formance improves over time. The improvement in the second half of the session was
relatively small, which suggests that the perceptual performance may be approach-
ing its asymptote within the first half-hour of the session. This means that instead
of having many short-duration training sessions, experiments can use a single rela-
tively long-duration test session knowing that the recognition performance is likely
to stabilize within approximately half an hour. Moore (2008) indicated the need for
training in order to achieve significant recognition scores because the auditory system
is not attuned to processing TFS cues in isolation from envelope cues. Further, TFS
cues in processed stimuli are distorted compared to unaltered speech, which again
could demand training. The results of Swaminathan et al. (2014) further suggest that
there may be a complex interaction when learning of chimaeras with speech TFS is
interleaved with learning of chimaeras lacking speech TFS. The patterns of learning
experienced in our study may have been simplified because the different chimaera
types were blocked into separate sessions. Furthermore, the subjects in our study
may have been assisted by listening to the processed version of the primer phrase
“Say the word. . . ” ahead of each NU-6 target word. Davis et al. (2005) have shown
that intelligibility of vocoded speech is increased if a known utterance is provided first
with the specific vocoder processing, suggesting that the primer phrase in our NU-6
test material could provide a top-down lexical context for each target word.

The higher vowel recognition scores for the Speech TFS chimaeras may be ex-
plained by the fact that they have more harmonic structure that is conveyed by TFS
compared to consonants (see Fig. 4.4). On examination of the ALSR profiles for the
Speech TFS with WGN ENV chimaera of the synthetic vowel, which is shown in
Fig. 4.9C, the first, second, and third formants of the vowel are well represented. The
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level of synchrony at the first formant for the 1-band chimaera is larger compared to
the 32-band chimaera. However, the level of synchrony for the 32-band chimaera is
higher at the second and third formants, which supports the higher FT NSIM values
under narrowband conditions as shown in Fig. 4.8B. The higher level of synchrony for
the 32-band chimaera can also be seen in the correspondence between the harmon-
ics and chimaera vocoder subbands as shown in Fig. 4.10. In contrast to the robust
harmonic representation of vowels by the Speech TFS chimaeras, the Speech ENV chi-
maeras degrade the harmonic structure of vowels. In Fig. 4.9D, which shows ALSR
profiles for the Speech ENV with WGN TFS chimaera of the vowel, the formants
are not well represented by the synchronized response. This is consistent with the
perceptual results for Speech ENV chimaeras shown in Fig 4.4, where the subjects in
our study exhibited poorer vowel intelligibility compared to consonant intelligibility
for Speech ENV chimaeras.

The predictive accuracy of the regression modelling results for a combined model
with the STMI and FT NSIM with interaction (in spikes per second) suggests that,
as Swaminathan and Heinz (2012) concluded for consonant perception in nonsense
VCV words, phoneme perception in real CVC words is achieved primarily through
spectro-temporal modulations in the mean rate of AN fibers, but spike-timing in-
formation does assist in representing the TFS of voiced speech. This conclusion is
slightly at odds with the results of Swaminathan et al. (2014) and Léger et al. (2015a),
both of which suggested that perhaps all of the consonant perception of their Speech
TFS VCVs could be explained by ENV reconstruction. One difference is due to how
the envelope was reconstructed, with their 40-channel filterbank versus our use of the
Zilany et al. (2009, 2014) auditory periphery model. A larger difference, however,
could be that our study included vowel perception and the TFS and spike-timing
cues for vowels appear to be quite resistant to chimaera processing (see Fig. 4.9).
This importance of TFS and spike-timing information for vowels is consistent with
the conclusions of Fogerty and Humes (2012).

While the best explanation of the chimaera perception data appears to be obtained
when spike-timing cues are included, there are some alternative possibilities worth
discussing. Inclusion of the LIN processing in the STMI computation improved the
accuracy of its speech chimaera predictions. There are general areas of perception
where lateral inhibition networks (LINs) are believed to play an important role, such
as sharpening spatial input patterns to highlight their edges and peaks, which could
be particularly useful in background noise, and to sharpen the temporal changes in the
input (Hartline, 1974). This latter property might potentially counteract the spread
of excitation exhibited in the cochlea for speech presented at conversational levels. In
Shamma and Lorenzi (2013) they hypothesize that a LIN is one possible approach
to regenerate an ENV neurogram using spike-timing information associated with the
phase-locking response to TFS, and it is this property that we have focused on in the
present study. The rationale for including the LIN in this study was to explore the
feasibility of the Shamma and Lorenzi (2013) LIN hypothesis. Although the Shamma
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and Lorenzi (2013) implementation we have used in this study originates from a
rigorous modelling framework, there is only weak biological evidence to suport the
plausibility of this mechanism. T stellate chopper cells found in the ventral cochlear
nucleus are the most likely candidate to implement the type of processing proposed
by the LIN model. Choppers have inhibitory sidebands that help to preserve spectral
features as a function of sound pressure level (Blackburn and Sachs, 1990). However,
the behaviour of Choppers is different than the behaviour of the LIN described earlier.
In contrast to the LIN, the inhibition found in Chopper responses is centered on the
best-frequency of the cell, referred to as on-frequency inhibition (Oertel et al., 2011;
Young, 2010). It is not known whether the Chopper cells are in fact doing the spike-
timing to mean-rate conversion as performed by the LIN model.

On the other hand, the combined model of the STMI without the LIN and the FT
NSIM (spikes per second) provides more accurate predictions of the chimaera data,
suggesting that the spectral representation of the STMI without the LIN is sufficient
and that the LIN extracts some amount, but not all, of the spike-timing informa-
tion contained in a given neurogram. Another possibility is that the STMI does not
accurately capture all of the mean-rate information contained in the AN responses.
The STMI computation is based on a normalized difference between spectro-temporal
modulations in the AN mean-rate representation (see Eq. 4.1), whereas alternative
intelligibility predictors have instead measured the correlation between the ENV rep-
resentations of template and test speech signals (Swaminathan and Heinz, 2012; Kates
and Arehart, 2014a). Comparison of these alternative neural ENV computation meth-
ods, along with some recently published intelligibility metrics (Hossain et al., 2016;
Jassim and Zilany, 2016), warrants future investigation. Alternative measures of
spike-time coding could also be evaluated. One issue with the FT NSIM is that its
use of 3 × 3 CF-time windows make it very sensitive to phase distortion or delays
in acoustic stimuli. Some forms of phase distortion or delay can affect intelligibil-
ity (Elhilali et al., 2003), but many do not. In this study we dealt with this issue by
using zero-phase filtering in our chimaera processing, but avoiding or compensating
for phase delays introduced by realistic acoustic signal processing algorithms is not
always straightforward. Therefore, spike-timing metrics that do not depend on the
absolute phase of the spike-timing responses (Swaminathan and Heinz, 2012; Kates
and Arehart, 2014a) may be better suited in these cases. Also of interest is how
the results of this study would be affected by the presence of background noise—will
the spike-timing cues representing voiced speech be robust to background noise, as
indicated by Sachs et al. (1983), such that they play a stronger role at low SNRs?

While it may be more parsimonious to have a single prediction framework, rather
than the combined STMI and FT NSIM regression model with different numbers of
CFs and different formulations for computing the measure values, we feel that this hy-
brid approach is not inconsistent with the diversity of cell types and circuitry located
in the cochlear nucleus that produce quite different spectro-temporal representations
and thus enhance different aspects of sound information (Joris et al., 2004; Young
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and Oertel, 2003). In regards to the NSIM predictor, we find that our results do not
support the statement in Hines and Harte (2012) that the values of the regulariza-
tion coefficients relative to the scaling of the neurograms has negligible impact on
NSIM values. Further, this alternative neurogram scaling approach has been found to
produce greatly improved predictions in complementary studies (Bruce et al., 2013,
2015).

4.6 Conclusions

The goals of this paper were to establish a methodological approach for predicting
the intelligibility of chimaeric speech in quiet and use it to establish novel insights
into how mean-rate and spike-timing cues contribute more generally to speech per-
ception. Chimaera vocoder processing was used to modify the ENV and TFS of CVC
words in a lexical context and thereby the levels of associated neural mean-rate and
spike-timing representations. In particular, we found that the number of vocoder
bands for the Speech TFS chimaeras does not greatly affect the spike-timing repre-
sentation of the TFS. The use of real words in a lexical context provided a realistic
scenario to assess the importance of spike-timing cues, while some past studies used
nonsense VCV words and measured only consonant perception. Using the neuro-
grams for these chimaeric presentations, we quantified neural information using the
STMI (Elhilali et al., 2003; Zilany and Bruce, 2007b) and the mean-rate and fine-
timing NSIM measures (Hines and Harte, 2010, 2012). These measures allowed us
to examine spike-time coding in more general terms, whereas recent similar studies
looked specifically at stationary aspects of neural responses (Swaminathan and Heinz,
2012). Indeed, it allowed us to demonstrate that the NSIM is a viable measure of
the variations in mean-rate and spike-timing responses. We also demonstrated that a
lateral inhibition network makes the STMI sensitive to some spike-timing information
as speculated by Shamma and Lorenzi (2013).

By combining different measures of mean-rate and spike-timing cues, possibly re-
flecting the parallel processing mechanisms within the cochlear nucleus, we found that
the STMI with fine-timing NSIM with interaction regression model provides better
predictions of chimaeric speech in quiet than the single regressor models based on the
STMI and STMI LIN, which considered only mean-rate informational cues. The inter-
action term of the STMI and fine-timing NSIM model was not significant. There is an
inherent advantage of having a predictor where each regressor is explaining different
information and there is no interaction term. Complications arise with predictors that
have regressors that potentially explain redundant information and have a significant
interaction term, such as the STMI and mean-rate NSIM model or the “all-in” model
that combined the STMI with both the mean-rate NSIM and fine-timing NSIM. Al-
though these models had marginally better predictive performance than the STMI
and fine-timing NSIM model with interaction (in spikes per second) based on their
adjusted R2 values, they have significant interaction terms that make them difficult
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to interpret.
The regression models looked at in this work are based on perception of a chimaer-

ically vocoded dataset by normal-hearing listeners and likely will not apply directly
to all other listening conditions, but the results support the idea that both mean-rate
and spike-timing neural cues are important for speech intelligibility. Swaminathan
and Heinz (2012) have shown evidence that spike-timing cues can play a supporting
role for consonant perception in background noise, and the physiological data of Sachs
et al. (1983) suggests that spike-timing cues may play a similar, or even greater, role
for vowel perception in background noise. Although we have not definitively shown
the need for spike-timing informational cues, we have demonstrated that spike-timing
cues in combination with mean-rate cues may be used in some situations such as
predicting the intelligiblity of chimaeric speech.

The results of this work motivate the development of better signal processing
schemes for hearing-aids and cochlear implants to facilitate the use of TFS cues.
Current speech processing schemes for cochlear implants do not efficiently deliver TFS
cues (Lorenzi et al., 2006; Moore, 2008; Nie et al., 2005, 2008; Sit et al., 2007). Some
speech processing schemes for hearing-aids have been proposed to encode TFS cues by
improving the spectral contrast of the speech (Simpson et al., 1990; Stone and Moore,
1992; Baer et al., 1993; Lyzenga et al., 2002). However, multiband compression,
which is needed to compensate for reduced cochlear compression, tends to flatten the
speech spectrum diminishing any benefits of some spectral expansion schemes (Franck
et al., 1999) but not others (Bruce, 2004). The neural-based intelligibility predictors
explored in this paper should provide a useful tool in optimizing such hearing aid and
cochlear implant strategies.

Future research must investigate several questions: (1) How will the relative con-
tributions of mean-rate and spike-timing neural cues be altered for normal-hearing
listeners in the presence of noise? How will they differ for hearing-impaired listeners
under the same conditions? (2) How will the contributions be affected by different
forms of cochlear pathology?
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Chapter 5

Predicting the Quality of Enhanced
Wideband Speech with a Cochlear
Model

5.1 Abstract

Narrowband cellular networks are being migrated to operate with a broader audio
bandwidth to improve voice quality. The algorithmic methodologies employed are
typically evaluated using objective speech quality predictors. Models that include
physiological or psychophysical aspects of hearing perception typically perform bet-
ter than signal-based approaches. Models were constructed from auditory nerve fiber
responses to predict the subjective quality of enhanced wideband speech. We deter-
mined that a model with compressive behavior and a modulation limit of 267 Hz can
provide performance comparable to or better than several existing objective quality
measures.

5.2 Introduction

Many of today’s voice communication systems, particularly cellular telephone net-
works, operate with an audio bandwidth of 300 Hz to 3,400 Hz. Although suffi-
cient for communicating, this restricted bandwidth discernibly degrades the natural-
ness (Moore and Tan, 2003) and intelligibility (Stelmachowicz et al., 2001) of the
transmitted speech. Along with the reduced bandwidth, speech transmitted through
cellular networks is continually processed with noise reduction algorithms and rate
compression codecs developed specifically for narrowband conditions. To mitigate the
negative impact on quality, cellular networks are being upgraded to support wideband
audio with a larger bandwidth of 50 Hz to 7 kHz using new algorithmic methodolo-
gies. A number of wideband noise reduction algorithms have been developed, but
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there are only a few studies that have investigated their effectiveness using objective
speech quality models (Pourmand et al., 2013). In this study we develope a speech
quality predictor for enhanced wideband speech based on a physiological model of the
cochlea.

Objective speech quality measures typically fall into two broad categories: signal-
based measures and perceptual/physiological-based measures. Signal-based measures,
such as the Log-likelihood Ratio (LLR), make direct use of the acoustic speech signals,
while perceptually/physiologically motivated models incorporate aspects of process-
ing located in the cochlea. The Hearing-Aid Speech Quality Index (HASQI; Kates
and Arehart, 2014b), for example, models some of the nonlinear behaviours of the
cochlea that are sensitive to the intensity of speech and interfering noise. With better
characterization of auditory processing, objective assessments of speech quality tend
to improve (Pourmand et al., 2013).

In this study we examine a measure of speech quality based on a physiological
model of the cochlea (Zilany et al., 2009). This model can generate simulated auditory
nerve fiber (ANF) responses that characterize the time-varying, nonlinear behavior
of the cochlea for normal-hearing and hearing-impaired listeners. Differences in the
mean-rate and spike-timing ANF activity produced using the clean and processed
speech signals are quantified using the Neurogram SIMilarity (NSIM; Hines and
Harte, 2010, 2012) measure. This approach has been used to predict the intelligibility
of chimaeric speech (Chapter 4 of this thesis; Bruce et al., 2015) with promising
results, but it has not been used before to predict speech quality.

This paper examines how the approach of Chapter 4 generalizes to predicting
speech quality. The mean-rate NSIM and the fine-timing NSIM are used to predict
the mean opinion scores (MOS) of normal-hearing subjects for an enhanced wide-
band speech dataset (Pourmand et al., 2013). The NSIM measures were optimized
to maximize the Pearson correlation coefficients with the MOS scores. The quality
NSIM parameters found by optimization were then used to develope a set of gen-
eral linear regression models. From these models, one model was selected based on
the interpretability of its coefficients and its predictive performance. This model was
compared to several well known objective speech quality measures. Because of the
comprehensive modelling of cochlear behavior by the Zilany et al. (2009) model, we
hypothesize that the performance of our model will be comparable or better than
these other quality measures.

5.3 Materials and Methods

5.3.1 Enhanced Wideband Speech Dataset

The enhanced wideband speech dataset of Pourmand et al. (2013) is based on 16
sentences spoken by four speakers (two female, two male). These sentences are listed
in Table 5.1. Each sentence was combined with three types of noise (babble, traffic,
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and white noise) at three signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) (0, 5, and 15 dB) to create
a degraded version of each sentence. Each degraded sentence was processed with
six wideband noise reduction algorithms with a bandwidth of 8 kHz. The algorithms
were selected from statistical-based models (logMMSE, logMMSE SPU and Weighted
Cosh), spectral subtraction algorithms (multiband), Wiener filtering (Wiener as), and
subspace-based algorithms (KLT). See Loizou (2007) for descriptions of the algo-
rithms. The set of 1,008 sentences was divided into four equally sized blocks (each
block included speech from all four talkers and processing conditions). Each block of
sentences was graded by one of 32 normal-hearing listeners in the Multiple Stimuli
with Hidden and Reference Anchors (MUSHRA) framework. Subjects were asked to
rate speech with attention to clarity, presence of noticeable distortions or artifact,
and their overall impression of sound quality. See Pourmand et al. (2013) for further
details.

Speaker Gender Sentence

MA M “The birch canoe slide on the smooth planks.”

MA M “Her purse was full of useless trash.”

MA M “Read verse out load for pleasure.”

MA M “Wipe the grease off his dirty face.”

MJ M “Clams are small, round, soft and tasty.”

MJ M “The line where the edges join was clean.”

MJ M “A white silk jacket goes with any shoes.”

MJ M “Stop whistling and watch the boys march.”

FD F “She has a smart way of wearing clothes.”

FD F “Bring your best compass to the third class.”

FD F “The club rented the rink for the fifth night.”

FD F “Jazz and swing fans like fast music.”

FG F “He wrote down a long list of items.”

FG F “The drop of the rain makes a pleasant sound.”

FG F “Smoke poured out of every stack.”

FG F “The desk was firm on the shaky floor.”

Table 5.1: The 16 TSP sentences that form the basis of the enhanced wideband speech
dataset.

5.3.2 Auditory Periphery Model

The auditory periphery model of Zilany et al. (2009) can produce auditory nerve (AN)
fiber responses that are consistent with physiological data obtained from normal and
impaired ears for stimuli intensities across the dynamic range of hearing. The model
has been used previously to study intelligibility prediction of chimaerically vocoded
speech (Chapter 4 of this thesis), speech intelligibility in noise for normal and near-
normal low-frequency hearing (Bruce et al., 2015), for the development and assessment
of the Neurogram SIMilarity measure (NSIM; Hines and Harte, 2010, 2012), hearing-
aid gain prescriptions (Dinath and Bruce, 2008), and optimal phonemic compression
schemes (Bruce et al., 2007). The model has been continually extended and improved,
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resulting in the Zilany et al. (2014) model that was used in this study. A block-diagram
of the model is shown in Fig. 5.1. Each block of the model represents an important
phenomenological element of the peripheral auditory system.
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Figure 5.1: A schematic diagram of the auditory periphery model (Zilany et al., 2014). CIHC

and COHC are scaling constants that control inner and outer hair-cell status, respectively;
IHC, inner hair-cell; OHC, outer hair-cell; CF, characteristic frequency; LP, lowpass filter;
NL, static non-linearity; INV, inverting non-linearity. The implementation used in this
study includes power-law adaptation in the synapse model (Zilany et al., 2009, 2014) and
estimates of human cochlear filter bandwidth (Shera et al., 2002; Ibrahim and Bruce, 2010).
(Reprinted from Zilany and Bruce, 2006.)

The model reflects processing from the middle-ear to a single auditory nerve fiber
with a spike-event train response at a specified characteristic frequency (CF) along
the basilar membrane. The model uses a signal path and a control path for its
operation. The signal path is divided into two sub-pathways that together realize
the C1/C2 transition hypothesis (Sewell, 1984; Kiang et al., 1986). The C1 and
C2 filters characterize the modes of vibration on the basilar membrane, with their
following transduction functions representing two modes of inner hair cell drive (Zilany
and Bruce, 2006). The control path alters a wideband basilar membrane filter that
is followed by non-linearity and lowpass filtering modules that facilitate the active
feedback mechanism of the outer hair cells and modifies the tuning of the cochlear
filters of the signal path. The hair cell constants CIHC and COHC, as shown in their
respective dash-outlined boxes of Fig. 5.1, allow different sensorineural hearing loss
thresholds to be applied. The 32 subjects of the Pourmand et al. (2013) dataset used
in this study had normal hearing functionality, thus the hair cell constants CIHC and
COHC are set to unity to reflect this state.
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5.3.2.1 Preparation of Neurograms

For each signal of the enhanced speech corpus, the auditory periphery model was
used to compute a set of AN fiber post-stimulus time histograms (PSTHs) at 30
logarithmically-spaced characteristic frequencies from 250 Hz to 8 kHz. These PSTH
responses characterize the neural activity of a healthy cochlea and are “stacked” to
create a spectrogram-like representation called a “neurogram.” Prior to applying
each speech signal to the auditory model, it was preprocessed to incorporate nominal
hearing function and meet model requirements: the head-related transfer function
of Wiener and Ross (1946) was applied to simulate outer-ear frequency tuning char-
acteristics; envelope transients at the beginning and end of the signal were removed
to avoid potential auditory filter ringing responses; the stimulus was scaled to a 65 dB
SPL presentation level; and finally the signal was resampled to the auditory model’s
sample rate of 100 kHz. Each resampled speech signal was then processed with the
auditory periphery model.

The PSTH response at each CF was computed using a set of 50 AN fibers: 30
high spontaneous-rate (>18 spikes per second), low threshold fibers; 15 medium
spontaneous-rate (0.5 to 18 spikes per second) fibers; and 5 low spontaneous-rate
(<0.5 spikes per second), high threshold fibers, a distribution that is in agreement
with past studies (Liberman, 1978; Jackson and Carney, 2005; Zilany et al., 2009).

Additional processing was carried out on these raw neurograms to derive alternate
forms that characterize the inherent mean-rate and spike-timing neural cues contained
in each raw neurogram. The NSIM was then applied to these modified neurograms.

5.3.3 Neurogram SIMilarity Measure

The Neurogram SIMilarity (NSIM) measure of Hines and Harte (2010, 2012) is based
on a method to quantify the perceptual quality of images. In Hines and Harte (2010),
the NSIM was used to examine how sensorineural hearing loss degraded phonemic
representation as a function of hearing loss severity and sound presentation level.
With initial attempts to optimize the NSIM parameters, they were able to correctly
predict the order of hearing loss using a set of audiograms that characterized normal to
profound hearing losses. In Hines and Harte (2012), the NSIM was further optimized
using predictions of a performance/intensity test in normal-hearing listeners using
consonant-vowel-consonant word lists.

To compute the NSIM for the present dataset, a reference neurogram (R) was
generated from the clean speech signal and a degraded neurogram (D) was generated
from the enhanced speech signal as shown in Fig. 5.2.

“Luminance” (µR, µD), “contrast” (σR, σD), and “structure” (σRD) statistics were
calculated for 3 × 3 patches in time and CF across the reference and degraded neu-
rograms and contributions were weighted (α, β, γ) to determine an NSIM value for
each patch according to:
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Figure 5.2: A schematic illustration of the NSIM based on the reference, R, and degraded,
D, neurograms. Clean and enhanced speech signals are applied to the auditory periphery
model to produce neurograms that capture the spectro-temporal modulations of AN fiber
responses. The mean-rate and fine-timing NSIM measures are computed using the reference,
R, and degraded, D, neurograms.
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·
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)γ

(5.1)

where the regularization constants (C1, C2 and C3) were set to C1 = 6.5025 and C2 =
C3 = 162.5625. An overall value was found by averaging the patch values over time
and CF. Improved speech quality prediction accuracy was found with the neurograms
scaled to units of spikes per second averaged over 50 ANFs per CF, rather than scaling
to [0,255] as was done by Hines and Harte (2010, 2012).

For the intelligibility-optimized NSIM calculation, mean-rate (MR) neurograms
were generated by rebinning each PSTH with a 100–µs bin size and convolving with a
128-sample Hamming window (50% overlap), preserving average firing-rate cues with
modulation rates up to 78 Hz. Fine-timing (FT) neurograms were generated using a
10–µs bin size and a 32-sample Hamming window (50% overlap) that retained spike-
timing cues with modulation rates up to 3,125 Hz. Weighting parameters (α, β, γ)
were set to (1, 0, 1) (Hines and Harte, 2010, 2012) for both types of neurograms. The
intelligibility-optimized NSIM parameters were used as a starting point for developing
a speech quality NSIM. The parameters that were tested were the PSTH bin size
and the (α, β, γ) weights. The mean-rate and fine-timing Hamming window sizes, in
addition to the 50% overlap processing condition, were not changed.
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5.3.4 Optimization of the PSTH Bin Size and Weights

Prior to our optimization attempts to improve the NSIM parameters established in
the Pourmand et al. (2013) study, we computed the Pearson product-moment correla-
tion coefficient between the MR NSIM and the FT NSIM with the MOS scores using
the Pourmand et al. (2013) optimized NSIM parameters and our scaling method (see
Section 4.3.7.1 in Chapter 4 of this thesis) that was noted earlier.

In the methodology of the Hines and Harte (2010, 2012) studies, the mean-rate and
fine-timing neurograms were scaled so that the maximum neurogram value, whether
in units of raw spike count or spikes per second, was scaled to 255 and the remaining
values were scaled into the range [0, 255]. In the optimization work completed in
the Pourmand et al. (2013) study, this scaling was used. It was found in later studies
that this scaling approach lead to counter intuitive results, specifically for the fine-
timing NSIM. In Chapter 4 it was determined that by scaling neurograms to spikes
per second and not applying the [0, 255] scaling that the desired results could be
produced. The C1, C2, and C3 regularization coefficients of Eq. 5.1 are unchanged in
this new scaling method.

Table 5.2 summarizes the sets of NSIM parameters from Pourmand et al. (2013),
Hines and Harte (2010, 2012), and the correlation coefficients between the MOS scores
and corresponding MR NSIM and FT NSIM values for each set of NSIM parameters.
It also shows the correlation coefficients based on the revised scaling method with
the Pourmand et al. (2013) parameters. It is apparent that the revised approach to
scaling is beneficial. It was used in this study.

Table 5.2: Summary of Pearson correlation coefficients between the MOS scores of the Pour-
mand et al. (2013) enhanced wideband speech dataset and the MR NSIM and FT NSIM
values based on the NSIM parameters used in Chapter 4 of this thesis and NSIM parameters
of Pourmand et al. (2013) and Hines and Harte (2010, 2012).

Chapter 4 Pourmand et al. (2013) Hines and Harte (2010, 2012)

Parameter MR NSIM1 FT NSIM1 MR NSIM FT NSIM MR NSIM FT NSIM

α 0.05 0.85 0.05 0.85 1.0 1.0

β 0.25 0.85 0.25 0.85 0.0 0.0

γ 0.05 0.85 0.05 0.85 1.0 1.0

Bin Size1 (µs) 100 100 100 100 10 100

Window Size2 (samples) 128 32 128 32 128 32

Pearson Correlation 0.858 0.837 0.825 0.685 0.760 0.645

1 A 10–µs bin size corresponds to the sample period of the auditory periphery model.
2 Size of the Hamming window applied at 50% overlap.

A manual grid-search was first carried out that independently varied the PSTH
bin size and NSIM component weights to maximize the Pearson correlation coefficient
between the quality MR and FT NSIM values with the MOS scores. The bin size and
weight values used in the grid-search were 10 to 120 µs in 10–µs steps and 0.05 to 1
in 0.01 steps for each weight, respectively. The 128-sample and 32-sample Hamming
windows were held constant. As was found in Hines and Harte (2012), the optimal
grid-search weights determined were such that α ≈ γ and β ≈ 0. A second grid-search
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was done with α = γ and β = 0, which was followed by an automatic optimization.
However, there was no further improvement found with the automatic optimization.
This paper reports the results determined from the second grid-search.

The NSIM values based on the optimized parameters are called Q-NSIMMR and Q-
NSIMFT to indicate that they are speech quality predictors and the subscripts denote
the Hamming window size. However, because the PSTH bin size was varied in the
optimization procedure, the time resolutions of the Q-NSIMMR and Q-NSIMFT were
not constrained to be different. If there is only one optimal time resolution, then both
measures could converge to that point. However, if there is independent information
at different time resolutions, then they may converge to different end points in the
search space (i.e. local maxima).

5.3.5 Linear Regression Modelling

Linear regression models were constructed using the equation,

MOSaverage = b0 + b1 ·M1 + b2 ·M2 + b3 ·M1 ·M2 (5.2)

where MOSaverage are the mean MOS scores and the M1 and M2 variables are the
Q-NSIMMR and Q-NSIMFT values, respectively. For models with a single predictor,
M2 is set to zero. The Q-NSIMMR and Q-NSIMFT values were normalized by their
respective empirically determined lower and upper bounds to offset the small number
of ANFs being simulated and the stochastic nature of the ANF activity (see Section
4.4.4 in Chapter 4 of this thesis).

5.4 Results

5.4.1 Correlations

The correlations between the MOS scores and the NSIM values for the condition-
averaged cases based on the intelligibility-optimized and quality-optimized parame-
ters are shown in Table 5.3. The intelligibility-optimized MR NSIM and FT NSIM
based on the parameters of Hines and Harte (2010, 2012) are strongly correlated with
the MOS scores. The correlations determined for the quality-optimized Q-NSIMMR

and Q-NSIMFT are approximately equal to each other and are larger than the corre-
lations for the intelligibility-optimized MR NSIM and FT NSIM. For the Q-NSIMMR

parameters, the α and γ weights are fractional, indicating a compressive mapping
between the neural value for the respective term of Eq. 5.1, here “luminance” and
“structure”, and the final NSIM value. The optimized bin size of 100–µs is equal to
the MR NSIM bin size, which produces the same modulation limit of 78 Hz.

With respect to the Q-NSIMFT parameters, the α and γ weights are also fractional,
but larger. The compressive mapping is still present but is less severely compressive
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than the Q-NSIMMR mapping. The bin size is 120–µs, which is on the order of the bin
size for the MR NSIM and Q-NSIMMR. The modulation limit under these conditions
is 267 Hz, which is smaller than the FT NSIM limit of 3,125 Hz, but larger than the
MR NSIM and Q-NSIMMR modulation limit of 78 Hz.

Table 5.3: The Pearson correlation coefficients based on the intelligibility-optimized and
quality-optimized parameters. The bin size and (α, β, γ) were varied in the grid-search for
the quality-optimized parameters. The size of the Hamming windows were held constant.

Quality NSIM Intelligibility NSIM

Parameter Q-NSIMMR Q-NSIMFT MR NSIM FT NSIM

α 0.01 0.25 1 1

β 0 0 0 0

γ 0.01 0.25 1 1

Bin Size (µs) 100 120 100 10

Hamming Window Size (samples) 128 32 128 32

Modulation Limit (Hz) 78 267 78 3,125

Pearson Correlation Coefficient 0.862 0.862 0.856 0.837

Figure 5.3 illustrates the Pearson correlation between the MOS scores and the
Q-NSIMFT as a function of the Q-NSIMFT bin size. For bin sizes between 80 and
500 µs, correlation values are above approximately 0.859. The corresponding range
of modulation rates for bin sizes between 80 and 500 µs are approximately 390.6 and
62.5 Hz, respectively, which coincides with the optimal modulation rate of 267 Hz
determined by the optmization procedure. Use of bin size values outside of the 80 to
500–µs range results in a decrease in the correlation between the MOS scores and the
Q-NSIMFT.

5.4.2 Linear Regression Models

Tables 5.4 and 5.5 summarize the linear regression models based on the intelligibility-
optimized and the quality-optimized NSIM parameters, respectively.

The MR NSIM model has better predictive performance than the FT NSIM model.
Both of these models and their respective regression coefficients were statistically
significant. The performance of the combined model with an interaction term (column
3) was marginally better. The combined model and its MR and FT NSIM regressor
coefficients were statistically significant, but the interaction term was non-significant.
There were no statistically significant differences between any of these models based
on Steiger’s t-tests (Steiger, 1980).

The quality-optimized Q-NSIMMR and Q-NSIMFT models had similar predictive
performance to their corresponding intelligibility-optimized counterparts and both
models and their regression coefficients were statistically significant. Predictive per-
formance was only slightly improved by combining the Q-NSIMMR and Q-NSIMFT

with an interaction term. Here the model and interaction term were statistically
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Figure 5.3: The Pearson correlation between the MOS scores and the Q-NSIMFT as a
function of the bin size for the Q-NSIMFT. The remaining Q-NSIMFT parameters were
held constant: α=0.25, β=0, and γ=0.25; 32-sample Hamming window at 50% overlap (see
column 3 of Table 5.3).

Table 5.4: Summary of intelligibility-optimized regression models.

MR NSIM FT NSIM MR NSIM and FT NSIM

with interaction term

b0 16.5 (< 0.001) b0 30.6 (< 0.001) b0 3.06 (0.75)

b1 (MR) 0.87 (< 0.001) b1 (FT) 1.28 (< 0.001) b1 (MR) 1.09 (< 0.001)

b2 (FT) 1.26 (0.033)

b1 × b2 -0.022 (0.071)

Adj. R2 0.754 Adj. R2 0.708 Adj. R2 0.766

F(1,52) = 163.2 (< 0.001) F(1,52) = 129.5 (< 0.001) F(2,51) = 58.9 (< 0.001)

t=-1.11, df=51, p=0.27a t=-1.97, df=51, p=0.053a

a Compared to column 3 of this table using the Steiger’s t-test (Steiger, 1980).

significant, but the single predictors were non-significant. There were no statistically
significant differences between any of these models or with the intelligibility-optimized
regression models in Table 5.4.

Table 5.4 summarizes the intelligibility-optimized linear regression models. The
combined MR NSIM and FT NSIM with interaction model had the highest adjusted
R2 of 0.766. The main regressors of this joint model were statistically significant,
but the interaction term was not statistically significant (at a p-value of 0.05). These
results suggest that the MR NSIM and FT NSIM terms of the model are explaining
different information despite its comparable adjusted R2 value to the single regressor
models. The single regressor MR NSIM model and FT NSIM model have lower
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Table 5.5: Summary of quality-optimized regression models.

Q-NSIMMR Q-NSIMFT Q-NSIMMR and Q-NSIMFT

with interaction

b0 26.0 (< 0.001) b0 24.6 (< 0.001) b0 7.69 (0.394)

b1 (MR) 0.63 (< 0.001) b1 (FT) 0.65 (< 0.001) b1 (MR) -0.094 (0.911)

b2 (FT) 1.55 (0.122)

b1 × b2 -0.0087 (0.0494)

Adj. R2 0.752 Adj. R2 0.754 Adj. R2 0.764

F(1,52) = 162.1 (< 0.001) F(1,52) = 163.8 (< 0.001) F(3,50) = 58.1 (< 0.001)

t=-1.07, df=51, p=0.28a t=-1.02, df=51, p=0.31a

a Compared to column 3 of this table using the Steiger’s t-test (Steiger, 1980).

adjusted R2 values of 0.754 and 0.708, respectively, but their predictive performance
is not statistically different than the combined MR NSIM and FT NSIM model based
on the Steiger’s t-test (p=0.27 and p=0.053, respectively). However, the FT NSIM
model is nearly statistically different (p-value of 0.053) than the combined model at a
p-value of 0.05. Of these models, the MR NSIM is the most parsimonous model with
good predictive performance.

Table 5.5 summarizes the quality-optimized linear regression models. The com-
bined Q-NSIMMR and Q-NSIMFT model had the highest adjusted R2 value of 0.764.
For this joint model, only the interaction term was statistically significant and it was
just significant (p-value of 0.0494) at a p-value of 0.05. A similar result was found
for several of the speech intelligiblity models in Chapter 4 where only the interac-
tion term was statistically significant. A predictive model where each regressor is
explaining different information, and there is no interaction term, is highly desirable
and directly interpretable. However, issues arise when predictors have regressors that
potentially explain redundant information and have a significant interaction term.
These models are not readily interpretable. The single regressor Q-NSIMMR model
and Q-NSIMFT model have lower adjusted R2 values of 0.752 and 0.754, respectively.
These single regressor models have comparable predictive performance that is not
statistically different that the joint model based on the Steiger’s t-test (p=0.28 and
p=0.31, respectively). Since they are single regressor models, they are parsimonous
and directly interpretable unlike the combined Q-NSIMMR and Q-NSIMFT model.

Since the objective of this study was to determine an accurate predictor for speech
quality, it is highly desirable to select one model from the several models described
above. Choosing a single model is also a pratical matter because it allows us to com-
pare its predictive peformance to other objective quality measures, which will be done
in the next section. Despite exhibiting predictive performance that is comparable to
the quality-optimized models, the intent of including the intelligibility-optimized mod-
els was to explore the generality of the NSIM intelligibility parameters for predicting
speech quality. As such, these models may be eliminated as potential candidates. The
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joint Q-NSIMMR and Q-NSIMFT model did explain more of the variance in the per-
ceptual data than either of the single regressor quality-optimized models, but it was
not statistically different than these models as described earlier. Again, as described
earlier, the main regressors of the joint model were not statistically and the interac-
tion term was statistically significant, which makes the model difficult to interpret.
The remining candidates are the Q-NSIMMR and Q-NSIMFT single regressor models.
The modulation rates for these models are comparable to rates used in other mod-
els (see Table 5.3). The Hearing-Aid Speech Perception Index (Kates and Arehart,
2014a) and the Hearing-Aid Speech Quality Index (Kates and Arehart, 2014b) use
a modulation rate of 62.5 Hz, which is comparable to the 64 Hz and 65 Hz modu-
lation rates used by Swaminathan and Heinz (2012) and Jørgensen and Dau (2011),
respectively. In Jørgensen et al. (2013), they increased the modulation rate to 256
Hz. The best range of modulation rates found by adjusting the bin size for the Q-
NSIMFT (see Fig. 5.3) coincides the modulation rates found in these earlier studies.
For Q-NSIMFT bin sizes between 80 and 500–µs, the modulation rates varied from
390.6 and 62.5 Hz, respectively. Of the Q-NSIMMR and Q-NSIMFT single regressor
models, the Q-NSIMFT model is the more desirable model because of its larger α and
γ values of 0.25 (see Table 5.3), which produces a compressive mapping that is less
severe than the corresponding mapping associated with the smaller α and γ values
of 0.01 for Q-NSIMMR model. The smaller α and γ values may lead to numerical
instability in using the model, but this will need to be explored in a future study.
Therefore, the Q-NSIMFT (α=0.25, β=0.0, γ=0.25, 120-µs bin size and a 32-sample
Hamming window with 50% overlap) is the most appropriate model and we define it
as the Q-NSIM.

5.4.3 Comparison to Other Objective Quality Measures

Table 5.6 summarizes the correlations of the Q-NSIM and several objective quality
measures with the MOS scores. The Q-NSIM does as well as the other models based
on peripheral auditory processing and better than the filterbank and signal-based
approaches.

5.5 Discussion

The single regressor intelligibility-optimized MR NSIM and FT NSIM models (see
Table. 5.4) generalize quite well in predicting the subjective scores of the Pourmand
et al. (2013) speech quality dataset. These models indicate that mean-rate informa-
tional cues are somewhat more important than the fine-timing cues for predicting
speech quality. However, the results from the combined MR NSIM and FT NSIM
model suggests that the intelligibility-optimized mean-rate and fine-timing informa-
tional cues can be used jointly to realize a more effective speech quality prediction
model, a result similar to what was presented in Kates and Arehart (2014b).
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Table 5.6: A comparison of the Q-NSIM with other objective quality measures.

Measure Category
Pearson

Correlationa Steiger’s t-test (df=51)

Q-NSIM
Peripheral Auditory Model and

Neurogram SIMilarity 0.871

HASQI Peripheral Auditory Processing 0.842 t=1.20, p=0.23

PESQ-WB Peripheral Auditory Processing 0.825 t=1.36, p=0.18

LPD Peripheral Auditory Processing -0.815 t=0.95, p=0.35

PEMO-Q Peripheral Auditory Processing 0.798 t=1.83, p=0.073

WSS Auditory Filterbank Analysis -0.788b t=4.38, p <0.001

WSS-ERB Auditory Filterbank Analysis -0.778b t=4.62, p <0.001

LLR Signal-based -0.661b t=6.00, p <0.001

a Correlation coefficients are listed in decreasing absolute value.
b Significant difference (at p=0.05) with the Q-NSIM model.

The quality-optimized modulation limits of neural coding appear to lie between
78 Hz and 267 Hz (see columns 2 and 3 of Table 5.3), but the modulation rates may
extend values of about 390.6 Hz as suggested by correlation values shown in Fig. 5.3.
Compared to other speech quality prediction studies, such as Huber and Kollmeier
(2006) and Kates and Arehart (2014b), this range is in good agreement. In Huber
and Kollmeier (2006), eight modulation filters with center frequencies up to 129 Hz
were used to analyze the temporal modulations found in each of 33 internal envelope
representations of the audio signal. In Kates and Arehart (2014b), the sample rate for
the envelope analysis is 125 Hz, which gives a upper modulation limit of 62.5 Hz. In a
similar approach to our combined optimized-intelligibility model, Kates and Arehart
(2014b) include a measure of short-term differences in signal modulation or temporal
fine-structure, which improves the predictive ability of the model (see Table 5.6).
The Huber and Kollmeier (2006) model did not include a similar measure and did not
perform as well the Kates and Arehart (2014b) model, our quality-optimized single
regressor models or the combined intelligibility-optimized regressor model.

The NSIM weights α and γ influence how well it predicts the subjective scores.
Despite having a similar modulation limit of 78 Hz, the MR NSIM and the Q-NSIMMR

have very different values for the two weighting parameters. The α and γ values for
the MR NSIM are both unity, while they are 0.01 for the Q-NSIMMR (see Table 5.3).
The fractional weighting terms for the Q-NSIMMR, in conjunction with its larger
128-sample Hamming window produce predictions that have a larger correlation with
the subjective data (see Table 5.3). Correspondingly, the Q-NSIMFT had a higher
modulation limit of 267 Hz, but larger weighting terms than the Q-NSIMMR and a
smaller 32-sample Hamming window, which produced an almost equal correlation
and similar level of predictive performance (see Table 5.5). The performance of the
model that combined the Q-NSIMMR and the Q-NSIMFT with an interaction term was
slightly better (see Table 5.5), but not statistically different from the single regressor
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models based on Steiger’s t-test (Steiger, 1980). This result suggests that the Q-
NSIMMR and Q-NSIMFT may be capturing similar informational cues despite each
predictor having different parameters and respective modulation limits.

This paper presents an approach for predicting speech quality based on a phys-
iological model of the cochlea. We were able to get comparable performance to a
simpler auditory periphery model (Kates and Arehart, 2014b). By using a detailed
physiological model of the cochlea, we can potentially model more complex hearing
loss pathologies that a simpler model cannot characterize.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

6.1 Summary

This thesis examined the relative roles of mean-rate and spike-timing cues found in
simulated auditory nerve fiber (ANF) responses in predicting chimaeric speech intel-
ligibility and the quality of enhanced wideband speech for normal-hearing listeners.
By using neurograms to represent the spatio-temporal encoding of speech, estimates
of mean-rate and spike-timing informational cues associated with the differences be-
tween clean speech and a corresponding processed version of the speech signal can be
obtained. The STMI and mean-rate NSIM were used to quantify the mean-rate ac-
tivity, while the fine-timing NSIM was used to quantify the spike-timing activity. The
STMI, mean-rate NSIM, and the fine-timing NSIM were then used as the dependent
variables in several different linear regression models with the behavioural data as
the dependent variable. Model predictions indicate that the fine-timing neural cues
are less pronounced than the mean-rate cues and on their own are not sufficient for
good speech perception. However, a combination of the fine-timing and the mean-
rate neural cues do produce a good level of predictive performance for the behavioural
data.

The study on chimaeric speech intelligibility is presented in Chapter 4. In this
study we conducted a speech intelligibility experiment with normal-hearing listeners
using Speech ENV and Speech TFS chimaeras (cf., Smith et al., 2002) produced using
spoken CNC words from the NU-6 speech corpus (Tillman and Carhart, 1966). The
auditory periphery model of Zilany et al. (2009, 2014) was used to generate simulated
ANF responses for the chimaeric speech stimuli and used to form the corresponding
mean-rate and fine-timing neurograms that characterize, effectively, the mean-rate
neural activity and the spike-timing activity associated with phase-locking synchro-
nization to the speech signal (Rose et al., 1967; Joris and Yin, 1992), particularly
at the onset of speech transients (Delgutte, 1997). In addition to quantifying the
mean-rate informational cues using the STMI, we investigated the viability of the
NSIM to quantify spike-timing informational cues and as an alternative measure for
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mean-rate information. The contribution of LIN processing to the STMI predictions,
which was originally hypothesized Shamma and Lorenzi (2013), was investigated and
quantified in this study. To examine the relative contribution of the different neural
measures as predictors of chimaeric speech intelligibility, we constructed several linear
regression models using the neural measures as the independent variables and the be-
havioural intelligibility scores as the dependent variable (cf., Heinz and Swaminathan,
2009; Swaminathan and Heinz, 2012). The results indicate that both mean-rate cues
recovered through envelope reconstruction and spike-timing cues contribute to the in-
telligibility of Speech TFS chimaeras for real CVC words in a lexical context. Further,
the Speech TFS chimaera processing degrades the mean-rate representation more than
the spike-timing representation.

The study on enhanced wideband speech quality is presented in Chapter 5. In
this study, the methodology used for the chimaeric speech intelligibility investigation
was used to predict the quality of enhanced wideband speech (Pourmand et al., 2013).
Unlike the intelligibility study, however, this work did not include the STMI, and only
considered the mean-rate NSIM and fine-timing NSIM measures. In addition to con-
structing linear regression models based on the standard mean-rate and fine-timing
NSIM, additional work was done to optimize the mean-rate and fine-timing NSIM
parameters using the dataset from the Pourmand et al. (2013) study. The predic-
tions of the mean opinion scores using the combined mean-rate and fine-timing NSIM
intelligibility-optimized regression model were found to be comparable to the predic-
tions from the combined mean-rate and fine-timing NSIM quality-optimized model.
However, the regressors of the mean-rate and fine-timing NSIM quality-optimized
model were not statistically significant and therefore not readily interpretable. The
quality-optimized Q-NSIMFT model (α=0.25, β=0.0, γ=0.25; 120-µs bin size and a
32-sample Hamming window with 50% overlap) was selected as the most appropriate
model due to its predictive performance and significant regressors. This model was
defined as the Q-NSIM. Compared to several alternative objective quality measures,
the predictive performance of the Q-NSIM model was as good as the models based
on peripheral auditory processing, but better than the filterbank and signal-based
models.

From the results of the studies in Chapters 4 and 5, it can be concluded that the
quantification of the mean-rate and the spike-timing informational cues found in neu-
rograms that reflect the time-varying, nonlinear responses of the auditory periphery
to speech is a viable approach to predicting the intelligibility and quality of speech.
This conclusion is supported by several previous studies that have shown that using
a rate characterization alone, such as the STMI or the mean-rate NSIM considered
here, is not able to fully account for speech perception since the rate responses of
ANFs saturate at moderate sound levels and this leads to a loss of contrast in neu-
ral discharge patterns (Sachs and Abbas, 1974; Liberman, 1978; Young and Sachs,
1979; Sachs et al., 1983). By combining spike-timing cues with mean-rate cues, model
accuracy can be improved (Heinz et al., 2001a,b).
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6.2 Recommendations for Future Work

The outcomes of the intelligibility and quality studies are promising, which is due
in large part to the use of the Zilany et al. (2009, 2014) auditory periphery model
with its inclusion of the Shera et al. (2002) human cochlear tuning estimates and also
the improved characterization of the IHC/AN synapse adaptation process. At several
points in these studies, new questions arose that should be investigated by future
investigations.

Recommendations for future work include the following items:

1. The rationale for using chimaeric speech in the speech intelligibility study was
to examine whether chimaeric vocoding could independently manipulate the
mean-rate and spike-timing neural representations of speech (Ibrahim, 2012).
We demonstrated that chimaeric processing can indeed be used to exploit these
neural representations and characterized the role of mean-rate and spike-timing
informational cues in speech perception in quiet for normal-hearing listeners.
The inclusion of hearing impairment and background noise would tend to de-
grade both neural representations (Hines and Harte, 2012, 2010) and including
these factors would have likely made the interpretation of the results difficult.

Now that we understand how cues from mean-rate and spike-timing activity
contribute to speech perception for normal-hearing listeners in quiet conditions,
our methodology can be used to examine how the addition of different types of
noise and nonlinear speech processing will alter the relative roles of the infor-
mational cues originating from these two sources of neural activity.

The methodology can also be used to examine the impact of different cochlear
pathologies for speech in quiet and also for more complex listening conditions
where noise and nonlinear effects such as reverberation are present. Hearing loss
is influenced by both environmental and genetic factors (Gates and Myers, 1999;
Kujawa and Liberman, 2006; Van Eyken et al., 2007; Kujawa and Liberman,
2009) and the generality of the Zilany et al. (2009, 2014) auditory periphery
model will help us to study how these factors impact the mean-rate and spike-
timing informational cues.

2. The chimaeric speech intelligibility study showed that the fine-timing NSIM is
able to quantify spike-timing informational cues originating in the synchrony
response to speech stimulus, particularly the vowel segments of speech. In
conjunction with the Zilany et al. (2009, 2014) auditory periphery model, the
fine-timing NSIM can be used to evaluate the neural basis for the perceptual
salience of TFS in background noise (Lorenzi et al., 2006; Swaminathan et al.,
2014; Léger et al., 2015a).
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3. Several of the multiple linear regression models derived in the speech intelli-
gibility and speech quality studies were found to have significant interaction
terms, while a subset or all of the corresponding individual regressor terms were
determined to be not significant. The STMI and MR NSIM and FT NSIM, or
“all-in”, model of Table 5 (see right-hand column) in Chapter 4 is such a case.
This particular state suggests that there is a degree of collinearity between the
individual regressor terms, but the presence of a significant interaction indicates
that the effect of one predictor variable on the response variable is different at
different values of the other predictor variables. It would be helpful to under-
stand these interactions.

4. In our studies of speech intelligibility and speech quality, the STMI and NSIM
were calculated using equal spectro-temporal weightings. The STMI was com-
puted from the 4-dimensional cortical responses where all frequencies, times,
rates, and scales were weighted equally. Similarly, the NSIM was computed
from the 2-dimensional neurograms where all characteristic frequencies and
times were weighted equally. There is evidence, however, that indicates spe-
cific regions of spectro-temporal modulations in speech are more important for
than other regions for comprehension. In the study of Elliott and Theunissen
(2009), the authors determined that comprehension was significantly impaired
when temporal modulations less than 12 Hz or spectral modulations less than
4 cycles per kHz were removed. It was also determined in that study that tem-
poral modulations from 1 to 7 Hz and spectral modulations less than 1 cycle
per kHz were the most important. In light of these findings, it seems reasonable
that weighting the cortical responses of the STMI could produce a quantitative
value that better characterizes the corresponding behavioural responses. In a
similar manner, the weighting of NSIM values for the mid-range characteristic
frequencies might lead to better characterizations of the mean-rate and spike-
timing informational cues. Further, different modulation weights may be needed
for intelligibility and quality (Kates and Arehart, 2015).

The aim of our work in this thesis was to predict average speech intelligibility
and average speech quality, but future work should try to examine how our
methodology might be used to predict individual or particular phoneme con-
fusions. With respect to speech intelligibility, our predictions were based on
average perception over a large number of phonemes and the equal modulation
weightings applied to the STMI and NSIM likely fall inline with this objec-
tive. However, to examine individual phoneme confusions, we speculate such
modulation weighting would be beneficial.

5. In the enhanced wideband speech quality study of Chapter 5, only the mean-
rate NSIM was used to quantify the informational cues from the mean-rate
neural activity. The scope and initial work done by our collaborators in this
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study did not consider the STMI, and as a result, was not included in our
investigations. However, in light of the noise types used to construct the speech
corpus (multi-talker babble, traffic, and white-noise), the STMI, with its base-
spectrum subtraction processing, may also be well suited to quantify the mean-
rate neural activity.

6. In the enhanced wideband speech quality study of Chapter 5, the predictions
produced by our Q-NSIM model had a Pearson product-moment correlation
coefficient of 0.871, which, although larger than the Pearson correlation coef-
ficients determined for several other speech quality models, was found not to
be significantly different. In comparison, the Hearing-Aid Speech Quality In-
dex (HASQI, Version 2, Kates and Arehart, 2014b) had a Pearson correlation
coefficient of 0.842. In order to investigate the generality of the Q-NSIM model,
it would helpful to examine the performance of the Q-NSIM using a more di-
verse set of speech processing speech conditions such as the noise, nonlinear,
and linear processing that was used by Kates and Arehart in their Kates and
Arehart (2014b) and Kates and Arehart (2016) studies. The latter 2016 study
introduced a more general audio quality measure called the Hearing-Aid Au-
dio Quality Index (HAAQI). It would be interesting to see how the Q-NSIM
compares to the HASQI V2 and HAAQI under a broader range of processing
conditions.

7. A series of investigations comparing the intelligibility and quality metrics devel-
oped in this thesis to other approaches, including the approaches of Kates & Are-
hart (Kates and Arehart, 2014a,b), Heinz & Swaminathan (Heinz and Swami-
nathan, 2009; Swaminathan and Heinz, 2012), Jørgensen & Dau (Jørgensen
et al., 2013; Jørgensen and Dau, 2011), Rallapalli and Heinz (Rallapalli and
Heinz, 2016), Hossain et al. (2016), and Jassim and Zilany (2016) using the
chimaera dataset as well as other speech datasets.
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Appendix A

Characterization of Chimaeric
Vocoding using the Synthetic
Vowel /E/ - Spectral Envelopes,
ALSR and Mean-rate Discharge
Profiles
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A.1 Speech ENV Chimaeras
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Figure A.1: Acoustic and neural representations for the chimaerically vocoded Speech ENV
chimaeras using the synthetic vowel /E/. The spectral envelope (top row), Average Local-
ized Synchronized Rate (ALSR) profile (middle row), and the mean-rate discharge profile
(bottom row) are shown for the MN TFS (left column) and WGN TFS (right column)
chimaera types.
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A.2 Speech TFS Chimaeras
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Figure A.2: Acoustic and neural representations for the chimaerically vocoded Speech TFS
chimaeras using the synthetic vowel /E/. The spectral envelope (top row), Average Local-
ized Synchronized Rate (ALSR) profile (middle row), and the mean-rate discharge profile
(bottom row) are shown for the Flat ENV (left column), MN ENV (middle column), and
WGN ENV (right column) chimaera types.
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Appendix B

Measures of Information Coding
for Mean-rate and Spike-timing
Activity in Auditory Nerve Fiber
Responses

In conjunction with the speech intelligibility study of Chapter 4 and the speech quality
study of Chapter 5, which used the STMI and the NSIM, four additional investiga-
tions were conducted that examined alternative approaches of quantifying informa-
tional cues encoded in the ANF responses produced by the auditory periphery model
of Zilany et al. (2009, 2014). The principal goal of these studies was to try to find dif-
ferent ways of quantifying the informational cues that characterized the behavioural
data of the chimaeric speech corpus (Ibrahim, 2012) more faithfully than the STMI
or the NSIM and therefore lead to improved predictions.

The alternative measures presented in this appendix are based either on the orig-
inal STMI or NSIM formulations with adjustments to their parameters or new ap-
proaches based on existing ideas of how informational cues are extracted from neural
activity of ANF responses. The additional investigations presented in this appendix
include,

• A study on the effect of increasing the fine-timing NSIM 10–µs bin size.

• A study on the effect of increasing the maximum temporal modulation rate for
the modulation filter bank in the STMI from 32 Hz to 128 Hz.

• A study that examined the use of the Averaged Localized Synchronized Rate
(ALSR; Young and Sachs, 1979; Schilling et al., 1998) profile to characterize the
level of synchronization of temporal response patterns in spike-timing activity
to the harmonics in a speech signal.
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B.1 Increasing Bin Size of the Fine-timing NSIM

B.1.1 Introduction

The fine-timing NSIM of Hines and Harte (2012, 2010) quantifies the differences in
ANF spike-timing activity that exist between a clean speech neurogram and a re-
spective degraded speech neurogram (see Fig. 4.2). For the studies in this thesis, the
simulated ANF responses were produced using the auditory periphery model of Zi-
lany et al. (2009, 2014) at a sampling rate of 100 kHz, which corresponds to a sample
period of 10 µs. In the standard computation of the fine-timing NSIM, each PSTH
of a raw neurogram is rebinned at a 1:1 ratio and then filtered using a 32-sample
Hamming window at 50% overlap. Under these processing conditions, the effective
Nyquist sampling rate is 6,250 Hz, which means all of the temporal coding in the
PSTH with modulation rates up to 3,125 Hz are retained. By increasing the 10–ms
bin size to a larger value, the upper modulation rate is reduced from 3,125 Hz to a
lower rate. While Hines and Harte (2012, 2010) examined how changing the size of
the time-CF kernel influenced the fine-timing NSIM, they did not look at increasing
the bin size from 10–µs to a larger value.

In addition to computing the fine-timing NSIM using the standard 10–µs bin size,
we computed the fine-timing NSIM using bin values of 20, 40, 60 and 80 µs. The
required each constituent PSTH of the clean and chimaeric neurograms produced by
the auditory periphery model (operating at a sample rate of 100 kHz) to be rebinned
at ratios of 2:1, 4:1, 6:1 and 8:1. The 32-sample Hamming window (at 50% overlap)
was not changed. A separate linear regression model was then constructed from each
set of fine-timing NSIM values and the STMI values for the chimaeric speech dataset.

This study clarifies the role of the fine-timing NSIM PSTH bin size in the pre-
dictive performance of the STMI and fine-timing NSIM (spikes per second) linear
regression model. By gradually increasing the fine-timing NSIM bin size, the relative
contribution of spike-timing information is slowly decreased. We hypothesize that
increasing the bin size from 10 µs to larger values that the effects of phase offset, or
jitter, will be minimized and thereby increase the level of variability in the behavioural
data explained by the STMI and fine-timing NSIM regression model.

B.1.2 Method

Fine-timing neurograms were produced from the CVC target-word region of an un-
modified neurogram by rebinning the constituent AN fiber PSTH responses to 20,
40, 60 and 80 µsbins, then convolved with a 32-sample Hamming window at 50%
overlap. The set of fine-timing NSIM values for each bin size where then used with
the corresponding STMI values to determine linear regression models.
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B.1.3 Results

B.1.3.1 Quantification of Speech ENV Chimaeras

Using the standard 10–µs bin size and 32-sample Hamming window at 50% overlap,
the fine-timing NSIM has an upper modulation limit of 3,125 Hz. This limit makes the
fine-timing NSIM sensitive to spike-timing events and therefore capable of quantifying
the phase locking behaviour, or synchrony response, of inner hair cells to a speech
signal. With the temporal fine-structure information of the original speech removed
for the Speech ENV chimaeras and replaced with white Gaussian noise or spectrally
matched noise, the level of informational cues present in the broadened modulation
range is small and makes the fine-timing NSIM somewhat insensitive to the lower
modulation rates of mean-rate activity. This behaviour is reflected by both of the
Speech ENV curves shown in Fig. B.3A. As the number of bands used in chimaera
vocoder is increased, which makes the individual analysis bands narrower, there is
a slight increase in the fine-timing NSIM value, but overall the fine-timing NSIM is
relatively independent of the number of vocoder bands.

As the bin size is increased to larger values, as shown in Figs. B.3B, B.3C, B.3D
and B.3E, the modulation limit of neural activity decreases and the fine-timing NSIM
becomes more sensitive to the average spike-rate information contained in the Speech
ENV chimaeras. The dependency on the number of vocoder bands is more prominent
as the bin size increases. The change in bin size does not alter the relationship between
the curves for the WGN TFS and MN TFS chimaera types. The WGN TFS curve is
located below the MN TFS curve, which is seen in the behavioural data.

B.1.3.2 Quantification of Speech TFS Chimaeras

Figure B.4 shows how the size of the fine-timing NSIM bin size influences the quan-
tification of the Speech TFS chimaeras. As shown in this set of figures, information
encoded in the temporal fine-structure appears to be always present and increases
marginally as the number of vocoders bands is increased. However, as the bin size is
increased, there is a slight overall increase in the fine-timing NSIM values for bin sizes
of 20 µs and 40 µs before they decrease at bin sizes of 60–µs and 80–µs. At 32 vocoder
bands, the fine-timing NSIM values for the Flat ENV chimaera type at bin sizes of
20–µs and 40–µs is larger than the upper empirical bound, as shown in Figs. B.4B
and B.4C. These results suggest that the optimal fine-timing NSIM bin size might be
larger than its standard value of 10 µs, but smaller than 60 µs.

B.1.3.3 STMI and Fine-timing NSIM Regression Model

Table B.1 summarizes how the fine-timing NSIM bin size effects the predictive per-
formance of the STMI and fine-timing NSIM linear regression model.

As shown in Table B.1, the adjusted R2 value decreases as the bin size is made
larger. Compared to the model based on the standard 10 µs fine-timing NSIM bin
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Figure B.3: The effect of increasing the fine-timing NSIM bin size on the quantification of
the Speech ENV chimaeras. The horizontal dashed lines show the empirically determined
bounds for the fine-timing NSIM based on a 10–µs bin size and a 32-sample Hamming
window (at 50% overlap).
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Figure B.4: The effect of increasing the fine-timing NSIM bin size on the quantification of
the Speech TFS chimaeras. The horizontal dashed lines show the empirically determined
bounds for the fine-timing NSIM based on a 10–µs bin size and a 32-sample Hamming
window (at 50% overlap).
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Bin Size (µs) Bin Ratio Modulation Limit (Hz) Adjusted R2 value Steiger’s t-test

10 1:1 3,125 0.792

20 2:1 1,500 0.787 p = 0.216 (t=1.26, df=32)

40 4:1 750 0.775 p = 0.118 (t=1.61, df=32)

60 6:1 500 0.7491 p = 0.0421 (t=2.12, df=32)

80 8:1 380 0.7101 p = 0.0157 (t=2.55, df=32)

1 Statistically significant difference at p=0.05. See Steiger (1980).

Table B.1: The adjusted R2 values for the STMI and fine-timing NSIM model with a single
interaction term. All models were statistically significant (p < 0.01). The bin ratios are
relative to 10 µs. The modulation limits for each bin size are calculated with a 32-sample
Hamming window at 50% overlap.

size, the models for 20 and 40 µs bin sizes have similar adjusted R2 values and were
not significantly different from the adjusted R2value of 0.792 for the standard model.

The 60 and 80 µs bin sizes produced adjusted R2 values that were statistically
different that the standard model.

B.1.4 Discussion

The results of this study suggest that the fine-timing NSIM parameters determined
by Hines and Harte (2012, 2010) are optimal for quantifying the temporal coding in
the simulated auditory nerve fiber responses for the chimaera speech dataset. The
3,125 Hz modulation limit, defined by the 10–µs bin size and 32-sample Hamming
window (at 50% overlap), is inline with the synchronization of auditory nerve fibers
to the phase of acoustic tones for frequencies up to 4-5 kHz (Rose et al., 1967).
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B.2 Increasing the Rate Parameter of the STMI

B.2.1 Introduction

As discussed in Section 3.2 of Chapter 3, the spectro-temporal response fields (STRFs;
Chi et al., 1999) are constructed constructed as a function of drifting velocity and
ripple-peak frequency. The drifting velocity and ripple-peak frequency are set by the
rate and scale parameters, respectively. The nominal lower and upper rate values are
2.0 and 32.0 Hz, respectively. The nominal lower and upper scale values are 0.25
and 8.0 cycles per octave. Figure B.5 illustrates the STRFs that correspond to the
nominal rate and scale values at the limits of their ranges.
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Figure B.5: An illustration of the STRFs that are defined at the limits of the rate and scale
parameters of the STMI (Elhilali et al., 2003). Dark colouring indicates regions of excitation, while
lighter colouring indicates inhibition. Reprinted from Bruce and Zilany (2007) with permission.

As shown in Fig. B.5, a STRF defined by a small rate value is sensitive to slow
temporal modulations, while a STRF defined by a large rate value is sensitive to
rapid temporal modulations. For a given scale value, a negative rate corresponds to an
“upward” sweeping or increasing frequency modulation with time, where as a positive
rate corresponds to a “downward” sweeping or decreasing frequency modulation. In a
similar manner, a STRF defined by a small scale value is sensitive to slower spectral
modulations, while a STRF defined by a large scale value is sensitive to rapid spectral
modulations.

The STMI can quantify temporal modulations in neurograms that are below 32
Hz, which is well within the 2 to 50 Hz range for envelope (ENV) cues as defined
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by Rosen (1992). However, several studies have found better perceptual performance
can be realized at higher modulation limits (Stone et al., 2012; Hopkins et al., 2010;
Füllgrabe et al., 2009). With regards to the modulation limits used in other models,
the intelligibility predictor of Jørgensen and Dau (2011) included modulation filters
with best modulation rates up to 65 Hz. In their revised version (Jørgensen et al.,
2013) they increased it to 256 Hz. The HASPI includes modulation rates up to 62.5
Hz (Kates and Arehart, 2014a). By extending the rate parameter up to 128 Hz,
we hypothesize that the STMI will more faithfully characterize the behavioural data
of Ibrahim (2012), which is shown in Fig. B.6.
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Figure B.6: Phoneme perception scores from the listening experiment as a function of the number
of vocoder filters, averaged over the words and listeners. Error bars show ± 1 standard error of the
mean (SEM). (a) Perception scores for the chimaeras with the speech in the ENV and noise in the
TFS. (b) Perception scores for the chimaeras with the speech in the TFS and a noise or flat ENV.

B.2.2 Method

In the standard computation of the STMI, each PSTH of an unprocessed neurogram
is windowed using a 16–ms rectangular window at 50% overlap. Because the neuro-
grams for the chimaeric speech dataset were computed using the auditory periphery
model (Zilany et al., 2009, 2014) at a sample rate of 100 kHz, the effective sample rate
of each windowed PSTH is 125 Hz and the corresponding Nyquist frequency is 62.5
Hz. With a Nyquist frequency of 62.5 Hz, the maximum rate value of 32 Hz meets
the standard discrete-time signal processing properties.

In order to increase the maximum rate value from 32 Hz to 128 Hz, the effective
sample rate must be increased to a value greater than two times 128 Hz, or 256 Hz.
In this study, a 6–ms rectangular window is used to process the raw neurograms. The
effective sample rate is 333.3 Hz. The corresponding Nyquist frequency is 166.7 Hz,
which is larger than the maximum rate value of 128 Hz.

Using the raw neurograms computed for the chimaeric speech dataset, the STMI
was recomputed using the extended rate values (2, 2.8284, 4, 5.6569, 8, 11.314, 16,
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22.627, 32, 45.25, 64, 90.50, 128 Hz; negative and positive values) but with the same
scale values using the procedure outlined in Section 4.3.5 of Chapter 4.

B.2.3 Results

B.2.3.1 Average STMI Values

Figure B.7 shows the average STMI values as a function of the number of vocoder
filters for the extended (top row) and standard set (bottom) of rate values.
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Figure B.7: Average STMI values (error bars ±1 SEM) as a function of the number of vocoder filters
for standard rate values and rate values extended to 128 Hz. Panels (a) and (b) show the average
STMI values for the Speech ENV chimaeras and Speech TFS chimaeras using the extended set of
rate values, respectively. Panels (c) and (d) show the average STMI values for the two categories of
chimaeras, but for the standard set of rate values.

Figure B.7A shows the average STMI values computed using the extended set of
rate values for the Speech ENV chimaeras. Compared to the standard rate curves in
Fig. B.7C, the curves for the WGN TFS and MN TFS chimaera types remain linear
under narrowband conditions, but are noticeably shallower and do not converge at 32
bands.

Under broadband conditions (a small number of analysis filters), the WGN TFS
curve has similar values but the STMI starts to decrease at 6 to 8 vocoder bands and
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reaches a value of just under 0.6 at 32 bands. The MN TFS has larger STMI values
up to 8 vocoder bands, where it then starts to decrease. At 32 bands the MN TFS
curve has an STMI value of about 0.65 compared to 0.75 for the standard rate MN
TFS curve shown in Fig. B.7C.

Figure B.7B shows the average STMI values computed using the extended set
of rate values for the Speech TFS chimaeras. For these chimaera types, the curves
decrease as the number of vocoder filters increases, but the difference between the
values at 1 and 32 bands is smaller. Overall the curves are more linear in than the
curves of Fig. B.7D. The relative position of the WGN ENV, MN ENV, and Flat
ENV chimaera types are unchanged compared to the standard rate curves, with the
Flat ENV type below the WGN ENV and MN ENV types.

Under broadband conditions, the MN ENV curve starts at a similar value of 0.35,
but is lower at 2, 3 and 6 bands. Further, the WGN ENV and Flat ENV curves start
at about 0.45, like the standard rate values of Fig. B.7D, but then decrease at 2 and 3
bands before returning a similar value at 6 bands. At 8 and 16 bands all three curves
converge before diverging slightly at 32 bands. All three extended rate Speech TFS
types have values that are slightly larger at 32 bands compared to their standard rate
curves shown in Fig. B.7D.

B.2.3.2 Linear Regression Models

The adjusted R2 value for each linear regression model based on the standard and
extended STMI rate values, along with the standard STMI with the lateral inhibition
network (LIN), are summarized in Table B.2.

Model Adjusted R2

STMI with rate values up to 128 Hz 0.182

STMI with rate values up to 32 Hz 0.292

STMI LIN (rate values up to 32 Hz) 0.508

Table B.2: Summary of predictive performance for the single regressor linear regression
models based on the average STMI values computed using the extended and standard set
of rate values for the chimaeric speech corpus (Ibrahim, 2012).

By computing the STMI with the extended set of rate values, the predictive per-
formance of the single regressor model decreases (adjusted R2 value of 0.182) relative
to the standard STMI (adjusted R2 value of 0.292).

B.2.4 Discussion

The STMI curves for the Speech ENV chimaeras shown in Fig. B.7A look like the
corresponding curves for the MR NSIM shown in Fig. 4.7B of Chapter 4, which is
reproduced here in Fig. B.8 below.
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Figure B.8: Average mean-rate NSIM values (error bars ± 1 SEM) as a function of the
number of vocoder filters. The horizontal dashed-lines show the empirically determined
lower and upper metric bounds. The lower bound is 0.0090 and the upper bound is 0.41.

The difference between the predictions for the STMI and the MR NSIM for the
Speech ENV chimaeras is primarily due to the higher temporal modulation rate of
the MR NSIM, which is 78 Hz, compared to the standard version of the STMI that
has an upper temporal modulation rate of 32 Hz.

In the study of Chi et al. (1999), the detection thresholds for spectral and temporal
modulations were characterized using normal-hearing listeners. It was found that
subjects maintained a high sensitivity to temporal modulations of low rate spectra
up to 32 Hz.
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B.3 The ALSR Index

B.3.1 Introduction

The temporal discharge patterns found in ANF responses provide a rich and highly
redundant source of information about the spectra of vowels and several methods
have been proposed to quantify this temporal information (Delgutte, 1997). In the
study of Sachs and Young (1979), discharge rate profiles were used to characterize
the encoding of steady-state vowels in ANF responses. It was found that such rate-
place schemes properly showed peaks in the region of the first formant and another
peak in the regions of the second and third formants for moderate sound presentation
levels. However, at higher sound presentation levels, the peaks disappeared due to rate
saturation and the two-tone suppression behaviour of the basilar membrane. In Young
and Sachs (1979), they broadened the focus of their previous work by examining the
temporal aspects of ANF discharges and established a measure they defined as the
Average Localized Synchronized Rate (ALSR), which was more robust to presentation
level and noise.

Vowel formant frequencies, especially the first two formants, F1 and F2, are
thought to be important factors in determining the identity of vowels. At low presen-
tation levels, each neuron in a healthy ANF demonstrates a phase-locking response
to a single harmonic or a small group of harmonics whose frequencies are close to the
CF of the neuron. Hence, information about the formant frequency is encoded in the
spike-timing representation of the neuron (Young and Sachs, 1979, 2008). At high
presentation levels, the temporal response patterns show a “capture” effect, in which
the F1 and F2 formant frequencies dominate the responses, while an ANF with CFs
further away from a formant frequency may demonstrate strong phase-locking to that
formant (Miller et al., 1997). However, most medium CF neurons show phase-locking
to either F1 or F2. The temporal information remains robust at high presentation
levels, whereas rate-place is less robust because neurons saturate at high presentation
levels (Young and Sachs, 1979).

By applying the short-time Fourier transform (STFT) to the PSTH for each ANF
response, the ALSR can be used to characterize the level of synchronization of tempo-
ral response patterns in spike-timing activity to the harmonics of the stimulus. The
ALSR provides a robust representation of several classes of speech sounds, including
steady-state vowels (Young and Sachs, 1979; Delgutte and Kiang, 1984a), whispered
vowels (Voigt et al., 1982), vowels in background noise (Sachs et al., 1983; Delgutte
and Kiang, 1984c) and formant transitions of stop consonants (Miller and Sachs, 1983;
Delgutte and Kiang, 1984b). However, the ALSR cannot adequately encode the spec-
tra of sounds such as fricative consonants that have intense frequency components
above 3 kHz because the phase-locking behaviour at higher frequencies is significantly
degraded (Delgutte and Kiang, 1984b). Further, as indicated in Delgutte (1997), the
usefulness of the ALSR might lie in the existence of low-threshold ANFs in addition
to high-threshold ANFs, which facilitate a phase-locking response at low and high
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stimulus presentation levels, respectively.

To illustrate how the ALSR can quantify phase-locking responses of ANF, Fig. B.9
shows the ALSR profile for the synthetic vowel /E/.
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Figure B.9: The ALSR profile for the synthetic vowel /E/ (Miller et al., 1997). The gray diagonal
band represents a one-to-one correspondence between the harmonics present in the vowel stimulus
(shown on the vertical axis) and the best AN fiber frequencies (shown on the horizontal axis). Symbol
size reflects the level of synchronization, with bigger squares indicating higher rate levels (spikes per
second re: 1 spike per second) (Schilling et al., 1998). The dashed vertical and horizontal lines are
the first three formant frequencies of the vowel at 0.5, 1.7, and 2.5 kHz. This profile is based on
a steady-state region of neural activity from a neurogram composed of 41 characteristic frequencies
logarithmically-spaced from 125 Hz to 5 kHz. The sampling rate of the neurogram is 10 kHz and
the Fourier analysis was done using a 25.6 ms Hamming window that was advanced 64 samples at a
time.

The ALSR profile shows the high level of synchrony present at the first and sec-
ond formants (Sachs and Young, 1979; Young and Sachs, 1979) and a reduced level
of synchrony at the third formant. In general, the level of ANF synchrony to the
harmonics of a vowel are characterized by the ALSR.

In this study we examined whether or not a measure based on the ALSR could
quantify the differences in spike-timing that exist between a clean speech neurogram
and the corresponding degraded speech neurogram. We first looked at the robustness
of the ALSR to noise by combining three examples of speech stimuli that had different
levels of harmonic and formant content with white-Gaussian noise (WGN) at 7 SNR
ratios. The three stimuli used were:
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1. A synthesized version of the vowel /E/ (Miller et al., 1997), which has a funda-
mental frequency of 100 Hz and formants at 0.5, 1.7, 2.5, 3.3, and 3.7 kHz.

2. A synthesized version of a spoken sentence. The sentence is “Once upon a
midnight dreary, while I pondered, wishy (sic) and weary, Over many a”, from
The Raven by Edgar Allan Poe.

3. A spoken sentence from the North Western University NU-6 speech corpus (Till-
man and Carhart, 1966). The sentence is “Say the word choice.”

We then examined how well the ALSR could quantify the differences in phase-
locking response for the consonant-nucleus-consonant (CNC) target-word portion of
the NU-6 sentences from our speech intelligibility study using chimaeric speech. We
hypothesize that this new measure, which we call the “ALSR Index,” will be able to
quantify the informational cues contained in the ANF spike-timing responses for two
reasons. Firstly, each constituent PSTH of a raw neurogram is composed of simulated
ANF responses using low, medium, and high spontaneous-rate fibers, which will pro-
vide adequate spike-timing activity at a 65 dB SPL presentation level. Secondly, in
addition to the vowel segment of each CNC target-word, some of the consonants that
bound the vowels will have a frequency composition below 3.3 kHz, which will also
be quantified by the Average Localized Synchronized Rate Index (ALSRI).

B.3.2 Methods

To investigate the robustness of the ALSRI using white-Gaussian noise (WGN), each
of the three stimuli (the synthetic vowel, the synthetic sentence, and the sample NU-6
sentence) were each combined with WGN at SNR levels of −50, −25, −10, 0, 10, 25,
and 50 dB. Each of the stimuli were then processed with the head-related transfer
function (HRTF) of Wiener and Ross (1946), linearly ramped at the beginning and
end of the signal to remove sharp signal transients to avoid potential ringing of the
auditory filters, scaled to a presentation level of 65 dB SPL, and resampled to 100
kHz to match the sampling rate of the auditory periphery model (Zilany et al., 2009,
2014).

For each stimuli, a neurogram for the clean signal and the noise degraded signal
were generated using 41 CFs, logarithmically spaced from 125 Hz to 5 kHz. The
PSTH response at each CF was generated using a set of 50 simulated ANFs: 30
high spontaneous-rate (> 18 spikes per second), low threshold fibers; 15 medium
spontaneous-rate (0.5 to 18 spikes per second) fibers; and 5 low spontaneous-rate
(< 0.5 spikes per second), high threshold fibers. This fiber distribution is in agreement
with several previous studies (Liberman, 1978; Jackson and Carney, 2005; Zilany et al.,
2009). Each constituent PSTH of a raw neurogram at a 10–µs bin size was rebinned
to a 100–µs bin size (a 10:1 ratio) to sample the PSTH at 10 kHz. Each neurogram
was scaled to spikes per second.
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The STFT was then applied to each rebinned PSTH using a 256-point Hamming
window with 64 overlapping samples and a 256-point Fast Fourier Transform (FFT).
At a sampling rate of 10 kHz, the spectral resolution of the 256-point FFT is 39 1

16

Hz, which extends from DC to 5 kHz. The Hamming window was created so that the
end point of a preceding Hamming window was contiguous with the starting point of
a following window (i.e. there were no discontinuities at the window boundaries).

The equation for applying the STFT to a windowed segment of each PSTH, or
synchronized rate is,

R[n, k] =

∣∣∑255
m=0 p[n+m]w[m]exp(−j 2π

256
km)

∣∣√
256

∑255
m=0 w[m]2

(B.1)

where n is the sample (i.e., bin) index of a PSTH, m is the sample index relative to
the start of the sliding Hamming window, and k is the frequency component index.
p[n + m] is the segment of the PSTH that is overlapped by the Hamming window.
For a 25.6 ms window length, the frequency resolution of the discrete STFT is 39 1

16

Hz, so the equivalent frequency for each frequency component index is f = k × 39 1
16

Hz. In this analysis, the Hamming window was moved in steps of 64 samples, such
that n = r × 64, r = 0, 1, 2, ... The term in the denominator of Eq. B.1 is to correct
for the attenuation of the PSTH energy by the Hamming window function, w[m]. See
Bruce (2004) and Miller et al. (1997) for additional information.

For each of the 41 CFs that are used to construct a raw neurogram, the term
R[n, k] characterizes the spectral composition for each windowed segment of the PSTH
at index n (i.e. time position in the PSTH) based on each kth frequency component of
the 256-point FFT. The average synchronized rate for each harmonic of the stimulus
at a particular index n is computed across all ANFs whose CFs are within 0.5 octave
of that harmonic frequency. The resulting “ALSR-o-gram” is computed according to,

ALSR(m,n) =
1

Mn

∑
l∈Cm,n

R[n, k]l (B.2)

where m is the mth harmonic of the stimulus, R[n, k]l is the magnitude of the kth

component of the 256-point FFT of the lth fiber to the stimulus at index n, Cm,n is
the set of AN fibers with CFs between 0.707 ×m × fo and 1.414 ×m × fo at index
n, and Mn is the number of ANFs in the set Cm,n. fo is each frequency component of
the 256-point FFT, which reflect the harmonic frequencies of the speech signal. The
ALSR-o-gram ALSR(m,n) is computed for the clean speech signal and the degraded
speech signal.

The ALSRI is computed using,

ALSRI = 1− ‖ALSR(m,n)T − ALSR(m,n)N‖2

‖ALSR(m,n)T‖2 (B.3)
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where ALSR(m,n)T is the three-dimensional, time-dependent ALSR-o-gram for the
clean speech signal and ALSR(m,n)N is the ALSR-o-gram for the degraded speech
signal. Unlike the STMI, negative differences in the numerator were not set to zero.

The ALSRI was also computed using the base-spectrum subtraction operation
that is used in the STMI. Base-spectrum subtraction minimizes the long-term spectro-
temporal modulations that might be found in a neurogram, thereby enhancing the
modulations that are important for perception.

The ALSRI was also calculated for the complete chimaeric speech corpus using
the previously described steps. In addition to the 25.6–ms Hamming window, the
ALSRI was also computed using 8, 16, and 51.2 ms Hamming windows. In each case,
the Hamming window was advanced 64 samples at a time.

B.3.3 Results

B.3.3.1 SNR Test Stimuli

Figures B.10A, B.10B, and B.10C show the ALSRI as a function of the SNR for the
synthetic vowel, the synthetic sentence, and the sample NU-6 sentence, respectively.

Figure B.10A shows the ALSRI for the synthetic vowel /E/. At−50 dB, the ALSRI
has a value of approximately 0.8. As the SNR is increased, the value of the ALSRI
increases asymptotically toward an upper value of unity. The range of ALSRI values
across the set of SNR values is small, indicating that the ALSRI is able to robustly
quantify the formant frequencies of the synthetic vowel in the presence of WGN. When
base-spectrum subtraction is included, the ASLR-o-gram values are smaller overall,
but are noticeably smaller at large negative SNRs between −50 and −25 dB.

Figure B.10B shows the ALSRI for the synthetic sentence. In a similar manner
to the ALSRI curve for the synthetic vowel, the ALSRI for the synthetic sentence
increases asymptotically as the SNR in increased but to a lower asymptotic value of
approximately 0.98. This result reflects the reduced level of time-varying formant
structure that is present in the synthetic speech relative to the strong, steady-state
formant representation of synthetic vowel. At −50 dB, it has a value of approximately
0.85, which is larger than the corresponding value of 0.8 that was found for the syn-
thetic vowel. The effect of the base-spectrum subtraction operation is more noticeable
in this case, with an ALSRI value of approximately 0.88 at −50 dB, which increases
asymptotically to a value of approximately 0.98.

Figure B.10C shows the ALSRI for the sample NU-6 sentence. At −50 dB, the
ALSRI has a value of approximately 0.86. As was observed for the synthetic vowel
and the synthetic speech stimuli, the ALSRI increases in an asymptotic manner as
the SNR is increased but reaches a maximum value of approximately 0.98 at 10 dB
before decreasing to a value of approximately 0.96. This result reflects the reduced
level of time-varying formant structure that is present in the sample NU-6 sentence
relative to both types of synthetic stimuli. The effect of base-spectrum subtraction
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C: Sample NU-6 Sentence

Figure B.10: The ALSRI as a function of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). (A) The synthetic vowel
/E/ (Miller et al., 1997). (B) The synthetic sentence “Once upon a midnight dreary, while I pondered,
wishy (sic) and weary.” (C) The sample NU-6 sentence “Say the word choice.” (Tillman and Carhart,
1966). Each ALSRI was computed from neurograms composed of 41 CFs logarithmically spaced from
125 Hz to 5 kHz. A 25.6–ms Hamming window with a 64-sample overlap was used to compute the
STFT.

for this case is similar to the result found for the synthetic sentence but its range is
slightly reduced and the ALSRI continues to increase as the SNR is increased.

Overall, the ALSRI appears to correctly quantify the different levels of formant
structure that is present in the three stimuli at high values of SNR. At low levels of
SNR, however, ALSRI values for the synthetic sentence and sample NU-6 sentence
are larger than the values for the synthetic vowel, which is not expected due to the
reduced levels of time-varying formant structure present in the latter stimuli. This
result might be due to the fact that negative differences in the numerator of Eq. B.3
were not set to zero before the Euclidean norm was calculated.
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B.3.3.2 Chimaeric Speech Corpus

Figures B.11 and B.12 show the ALSRI as a function of the number of chimaera
vocoder filters for the Speech ENV and the Speech TFS chimaeras, respectively, based
on the 8, 16, 25.6, and 51.2–ms Hamming windows. In both figures, the ALSRI is
shown in the left column and the ALSRI with base-spectrum subtraction are shown
in the right column.

For the Speech ENV chimaeras, the ALSRI (left column) does not show a strong
dependency on the number of vocoder bands for either the WGN TFS or the MN TFS
chimaera types. However, there is a slight increase in the ALSRI when the number
of vocoder bands is increased (i.e. towards narrowband conditions). The ALSRI
does differentiate between the WGN TFS and MN TFS chimaera types for the 1-
band condition, with the ALSRI for the MN TFS being larger than the corresponding
value for the WGN TFS, but it does not do so for larger numbers of vocoder bands.
The ALSRI does show a dependency on the size of the STFT Hamming window. As
the size of the Hamming window is increased, the ALSRI for the WGN TFS and
MN TFS chimaeras move downward. The results for the ALSRI with base-spectrum
subtraction (right column) are similar to the ALSRI results. However, with base-
spectrum subtraction, the ALSRI for the WGN TFS and MN TFS chimaeras now
show a slight decrease when the number of vocoder bands is increased. Also, as the
size of the Hamming window is increased, the separation between the WGN TFS and
MN TFS chimaeras increases.

For the Speech TFS chimaeras (see Fig. B.12), the ALSRI (left column) does not
have a distinguishable dependency on the number of vocoder bands for the WGN
ENV, MN ENV, or the Flat ENV chimaera types. The ALSRI does differentiate the
chimaera types, having larger values for WGN ENV and smaller values for MN ENV
and Flat ENV chimaera types. However, the ALSRI does not consistently differentiate
between the MN ENV and Flat ENV types, producing larger values for the MN ENV
compared to the Flat ENV for most of the filter sets except at 3 and 8 bands.

The placement of the ALSRI curves does not noticeably change with size of the
Hamming window. However, as the size of Hamming window in increased, the de-
gree of variability of the ALSRI decreases across all of the vocoder filter sets. With
base-spectrum subtraction, the inconsistent but discernible response of the ALSRI is
eliminated. The ALSRI now has no dependency on the number of vocoder filters and
it no longer differentiates between the three chimaera types, but produces a lower
value for the WGN ENV. The ALSRI does not differentiate between the MN ENV
and Flat ENV types.

Figure B.13 shows the predictions of the RAU transformed subjective scores based
on linear regression models that combine the STMI and the ALSRI with an interaction
term. The affect of the base-spectrum subtraction (BSS) is also included.

Figures B.13A and B.13B show the predicted scores for the STMI and ALSRI
models with an interaction term with BSS and without BSS, respectively. Both
models over predict the Speech ENV chimaeras and under predict the Speech TFS
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Figure B.11: ALSRI for the Speech ENV chimaeras as a function of the number of vocoder
filters. The size of the Hamming window used to compute the STFT increases from top to
bottom (8, 16, 25.6, and 51.2–ms, respectively). Error bars show ± 1 standard error of the
mean (SEM). The left column shows the ALSRI and the right column shows the ALSRI
with base-spectrum subtraction.
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Figure B.12: ALSRI for the Speech TFS chimaeras as a function of the number of vocoder
filters. The size of the Hamming window used to compute the STFT increases from top to
bottom (8, 16, 25.6, and 51.2–ms, respectively). Error bars show ± 1 standard error of the
mean (SEM). The left column shows the ALSRI and the right column shows the ALSRI
with base-spectrum subtraction.
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B: STMI and ALSRI with BSS and Interaction

Figure B.13: Predictions of the RAU transformed subjective scores using the STMI and the
ALSRI. The adjusted R2 value and p-value for each model are shown. Fig. B.13A shows
the linear regression model that combines the STMI and the ALSRI without base-spectrum
subtraction and an interaction term. Fig. B.13B shows the linear regression model that
combines the STMI and the ALSRI with base-spectrum subtraction and an interaction term.
The diagonal line represents perfect prediction with values above being under predicted and
values below being over predicted.

chimaeras. However, the level of over prediction is more noticeable when BSS is used,
as characterized by the wider dispersement of the predicted values, particularly for
larger vocoding bandwidth conditions. The Adjusted R2 value is 0.570 for the ALSRI
model that does not use BSS, while the addition drops the Adjusted R2 value to 0.343.

The Adjusted R2 value for the ALSRI model that does not use BSS decreases to
0.538 when the interaction term is not included in the model. A similar response was
observed for the ALSRI model that used BSS, with a decrease in the Adjusted R2

value to 0.273.

B.3.4 Discussion

The use of the ALSRI as a measure of neural activity is limited to vowels segment due
to there relatively long duration. Here it correctly characterizes the different degrees
of phoneme structure that are present in the synthetic vowel, synthetic sentence, and
the sample NU-6 sentence. The base-spectrum subtraction operation has very little
effect on the results for the synthetic vowel, however, it increases the ALSRI values
at negative SNRs for the synthetic sentence and sample NU-6 sentence.
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